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ABSTRACT 

A PROBABILISTIC LOGIC PROGRAMMING BASED MODEL FOR NETWORK 
FORENSICS 

Changwei Liu, PhD  

George Mason University, 2015 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Duminda Wijesekera 

 

Network forensics is the science that addresses the capture, recording and analysis of 

network events and traffic for detecting intrusions and investigating them, attributing 

blame and supporting a case against potential intruders in an appropriate court of law. 

Network forensics involves post mortem investigation of the attack. Forensics 

investigations are initiated after the attack has happened. Different stages of legal 

proceedings (such as obtaining a warrant or evidence to the jury) require reconstructing 

an attack scenario from an attacked system with varying degrees of certainty. In order to 

present the scenario that can be best supported by evidence, digital forensic investigators 

analyze all possible attack scenarios reconstructed from the available evidence. The 

analysis phase also assigns some indication of possibilities, including an odds ratio for 

each potential attack. 

Modern-day attackers tend to use sophisticated multi-stage/multi-host attack 

techniques and anti-forensics tools to cover their attack traces. Due to the limitations of 
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current intrusion detection systems and forensic analysis tools, reconstructing attack 

scenarios from evidence left behind by the attackers of an enterprise system is 

challenging. In particular, reconstructing attack scenarios by using evidence including 

intrusion detection system (IDS) alerts and system logs that have too many false positives 

is a challenge. 

In this dissertation, I present a model and an accompanying software tool that 

systematically address how to resolve the above problems to reconstruct attack scenarios 

that could stand up in a court of law. These problems include using large amounts of data 

including irrelevant data and relevant data that should have been present but cannot be 

found due to one or many causes. In this dissertation, such kind of relevant data that 

should been present but cannot be found is called missing evidence or incomplete 

evidence destroyed by attackers’ using anti-forensic techniques.  

The model presented in this dissertation is based on logic programming, and uses 

known vulnerability databases and an anti-forensic database particularly constructed for 

this model. As a byproduct of this research, I plan to extend the anti-forensic database to 

a standardized database like the existing NIST National Vulnerability Database (NVD) 

with anti-forensics information to explain potentially missing evidence. 

This model uses different methods, including mapping the evidence to system 

vulnerabilities, inductive reasoning, abductive reasoning and Bayesian Networks to 

reconstruct attack scenarios quantified with the experts’ belief in the probability of the 

attack given the constructed attack path. The goal of this work is to automate the process 

to the extent that it can reduce the security investigators’ time and effort in reaching 
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definite conclusion about how an attack occurred and provide the best possible argument 

that can be used in legal proceedings. The experimental results indicate that such a 

reasoning system can be useful for network forensic analysis and network security 

enhancement. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation  

Digital forensics has become a critical component of both civil and criminal cases 

that involve digital crime. Investigators of digital crime look for evidence to construct the 

most probable attack scenario substantiated by evidence, so that the prosecution can 

formulate an argument that is more credible than the alternative scenarios presented by 

the defense. However, modern-day attackers tend to use sophisticated multi-stage/multi-

host attack techniques and anti-forensics tools to cover their attack traces. Due to the 

current limitations of intrusion detection systems (IDS) and forensic analysis tools, 

required evidence could be missing or is a false positive artifact.  Because the number of 

security events produced by IDS like systems is so large, finding an attack pattern is like 

finding a needle in a haystack. In this case, using available evidence left behind by an 

attacker to reconstruct attack scenarios that can hold the attacker accountable for their 

crime becomes a challenge. 

Although using IDS alerts and system logs as forensic evidence has been 

contested in courts, they provide the first level of information to forensics analysts on 

creating potential attack scenarios [36]. In order to reconstruct potential attack scenarios 

by using evidence such as IDS alerts, researchers have proposed aggregating redundant 

alerts using similarities and correlating them by using pre-defined attack scenarios to 

determine multi-step, multi-stage attacks [33, 40]. Currently, this method is non-

automated and relatively ad-hoc. As an improvement, Wang at el. [10] proposed 
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automating the process by using a fuzzy-rule based hierarchical reasoning framework to 

correlate alerts using local rules and group them using global rules. However, this 

approach falls apart when evidence is destroyed, and it does not assess the potential for 

the admissibility of evidence so that the constructed attack scenario presented to a judge 

or jury has legal standing.  In addition, this approach does not provide any method to 

quantify forensic experts’ belief on the constructed attack paths and corresponding 

potential error rate given the evidence. 

Bayesian networks have been used to facilitate the expression of opinions 

regarding legal determinations on the credibility and relative weight of non-digital 

evidence [54, 60, 61, 62, 63]. Digital forensics researchers also have applied BNs to 

reason about evidence in order to quantify their “strengths” in supporting hypotheses 

about reliability and traceability [54]. However, the BNs themselves were custom-built 

without using a uniform model. Also, tools that directly support automatically building a 

Bayesian Network from available evidence and estimating belief probabilities and 

corresponding potential error rate given the evidence have been minimal.  

1.2 Contributions  

In this dissertation, in order to resolve the above problems, I designed a rule-

based system to automate the attack scenario reconstruction process that is cognizant of 

the admissibility standards for evidence. The system provides the methodologies that (1) 

coalesce security event alerts and system logs by using correlation rules; (2) explain 

missing evidence by using “what if” scenarios, the support of a constructed anti-forensic 

database and an expert knowledge database; and (3) judge some of the acceptability 
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standards of evidence by using federal rules on digital evidence and the support of expert 

knowledge. I show the viability of my system by building a prototype using Prolog, 

which extends MulVAL [16]--a logic-based enterprise network security analyzer. Also, I 

show that, with the support of two databases that include an anti-forensic database 

constructed for this system and a known expert knowledge database, this rule-based 

system is able to reconstruct attack scenario that could stand in court by using incomplete 

evidence that also has false positives. 

Because different forensic experts interpret evidence to different hypothesis 

representing the attack, there might be different attack scenarios built from the same 

enterprise system. In order to quantity the argument representing the constructed attack 

scenario, I use Bayesian Networks to compute the credibility and relative weight of 

digital evidence that is useful in determining the standard of evidence. I show how to 

apply Bayesian Network to a constructed attack scenario in the form of a direct graph so 

that we can use Bayes’ theorem to compute the joint likelihood or false positive rate for 

the constructed attach paths. The case study showed that this method could guide forensic 

investigators to choose the most likely attack scenarios that fit the available evidence.  

As one of the contributions, I have developed a software tool based on this model 

for network forensics analysis, which I expect to help network administrators or forensic 

investigators to reduce effort and time in constructing attack scenarios that could bring 

attackers to justice. 

1.3 The statement and the organization of this dissertation 
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To sum up, this dissertation states that it is possible to automate the process of 

using available evidence such as IDS alerts and logs that have false positives or missing 

evidence to construct quantified attack scenarios that can be substantiated to acceptable 

legal standards of evidence.  

The rest chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses how to use an 

attack graph constructed by MulVAL and a constructed anti-forensic database to help 

perform forensic analysis. Chapter 3 explores how to map an evidence graph to an attack 

graph so that we can find the missing attack path due to missing/destroyed evidence and 

help to reduce the size of an attack graph. Chapter 4 introduces how to group several 

evidence graphs to form an integrated evidence graph for a better forensic analysis. Based 

on Chapter 2, 3 and 4, Chapter 5 discusses how I extend MulVAL to build up the 

proposed system so that we can use available evidence including missing/destroyed 

evidence or false positives to construct an evidence graph. Chapter 6 introduces how I 

codify federal rules to the system so that it can help judge the admissibility of evidence 

that is used for attack scenario construction. Chapter 7 enhances Chapter 5 by discussing 

how I use the extended system to construct evidence graphs that could stand up in a court 

of law. Furthermore, to provide a method to evaluate a constructed attack path as an 

argument in court, Chapter 8 describes how to construct a quantified evidence graph by 

using Bayesian Network to compute corresponding posterior likelihood and cumulative 

false positive rate of an attack path in the corresponding evidence graph. Chapter 9 

concludes this dissertation.  
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CHAPTER 2: USING ATTACK GRAPHS IN FORENSIC EXAMINATIONS 

2.1 Introduction 

Digital forensics uses scientifically validated methods to collect, validate and 

preserve digital evidence obtained from digital resources for reconstructing potential 

attack scenarios and unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations 

[1]. Forensic examiners perform the process of isolating attacked systems and data, 

recovering and collecting information, analyzing available information for potential 

evidence, and presenting the recovered evidence in a systematic and understandable way 

[3]. If a forensic examiner somehow knows the series of actions taken by an attacker, 

(s)he can look for digital evidence left behind by the attacker. Given the configuration of 

a system and vulnerabilities known to exist (derivable from repositories such as NVD 

[17]), attack graphs can provide all series of potential actions taken by any attacker 

(known as attack paths) to facilitate an investigation. 

Knowing that forensic examinations may be used to identify them, attackers take 

precautionary measures to minimize traceable information that may be used by forensics 

analysts. Such so called anti-forensic techniques and tools are now emerging in the 

arsenal of many attackers [14,15]. Their usages would leave gaps in evidence, which 

would make it difficult to link a series of exploits used by an attacker during a forensics 

examination. 
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Independently, depending on their formulation, attack graphs either directly 

specify pre-conditions and post-conditions of each step of an attack or can be used to 

derive the post-conditions of an attack. Linking pre-condition and post-condition pairs 

where the pre-conditions of a step are enabled by the post-conditions of prior executed 

steps in an attack graph creates a potential attack [4, 5, 6]. Therefore, given a set of 

vulnerabilities in a system, an attack graph analysis provides investigators with potential 

attack scenarios. Finding evidence that matches one or many such attack paths would 

then facilitate re-creating an attack. However, it would make this linkage problematic, 

given the fact that anti-forensics tools would erase some of this evidence. As a solution, I 

propose to enhance attack graphs with anti-forensic activity nodes that can be used to 

explain the missing evidence. To the best of my knowledge, combining anti-forensics 

techniques with attack graphs for forensic examinations is novel. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes related 

work, including the definition of the kind of attack graphs I use. Section 2.3 shows the 

details of how I use attack graphs for forensic analysis.  Section 2.4 describes my 

extensions to attack graphs, and my experiment demonstration of its utility in forensics 

examinations. Section 2.5 describes the lessons I learned from this exercise. 

2.2 Related Work 

Attack graphs are directed graphs, where the nodes specify exploits with their pre-

conditions and post-conditions. A directed edge from a source node to a destination node 

exists if the post condition of the source node satisfies a part of the pre-conditions of the 
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destination node, so that the conjunction of all post conditions of source nodes imply the 

pre-condition of the destination node.  

Attack graphs are useful for many purposes, such as patching vulnerabilities 

existing in a system, or helping find relevant attack information after an attack and etc.   

Currently, many tools generate attack graphs and use them to secure systems and 

networks. For example, the TVA tool creates exploit dependency graphs to represent the 

pre- and post-conditions [7].  The tool described by Ingols et al. creates a network model 

using firewall rules and network vulnerability scans, and shows the effect of the 

countermeasures including firewalls and vulnerability scans on the system [8]. I use the 

MulVAL toolkit [16], a rule-based toolkit that generates attack graphs by using network 

configurations, machine configurations and vulnerabilities from bug-reports [2, 5].  

Digital forensic analysis focuses on computer and network data. When 

performing forensic analysis on the data in a computer, forensic investigators typically 

use imaging tools to extract the information from a computer’s physical memory or 

sectors of a disk to a file, and feed that file into data analysis tools [9], where either dead 

or live analysis will be performed. While live analysis risks getting changing data since 

the forensic investigation is conducted on the live system, a dead analysis conducted on a 

system that is shut down is better but requires terminating all system processes [12].  

To perform forensic analysis on data in a network, investigators extract valuable 

information from the network capture files that contain network’s voice and data traffic 

information since these files are from the users’ environment with real-time network 
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activity or traffic. Some of these network forensic tools, such as SNORT [19], are well 

known in networking community and used as intrusion detection systems  (IDS) as well. 

Currently, most of the digital anti-forensic techniques fall in two categories of (1) 

attacking data, (2) attacking tools [15]. Techniques used to attack data include 

overwriting data or metadata in a file system, deleting files or media, hiding information 

by using obfuscation, steganography and encryption, and hiding data in unallocated 

spaces or slack space etc. [15].  Techniques used to attack forensics tools interfere with or 

mislead forensic tools by crafting images or data that is not usable by these tools [13]. 

An evidence graph takes a time-sequenced collection of intrusion evidence as 

nodes and correlation relationship between them as edges [10]. Evidence graphs facilitate 

presenting and reasoning about evidence collected after attacks, which is different from 

attack graphs described above. Work reported in [10] generates evidence graphs and 

attempts to automate the forensic analysis by using reasoning mechanism on the evidence 

using collected pristine evidence. Liao et al. use an expert system that uses fuzzy rules to 

relax the assumptions on evidence quality to improve this problem [11]. However, both 

papers [10] and [11] did not address the issue of analyzing the situations when there is 

missing evidence in order to detect attacks. Contrastingly, my objective is to show 

investigators where evidence could be found or should be found but missing or hidden 

due to the usage of anti-forensic tools. 

2.3 Applying Attack Graphs to Forensic Analysis 

In this section I show how an attack graph can be used to search for forensic 

evidence after an attack. My method expects to have two kinds of data, (1) known attack 
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steps with their pre-conditions and post-conditions, (2) network and system configuration 

information, in addition to having an attack graph generation tool. After an attack occurs, 

my method consists of using attack graphs to generate potential attack paths and the 

attack steps with dependency relationships. This method leads to discovering an attack 

and finding evidence of the attack. I show how my method works by using the following 

example.  

2.3.1 Experiment Network and Attack Graph 

 

 

Figure 2.1: an Experimental Network 

The network I set up is shown in Figure 2.1. In my experimental network, the 

external firewall controls network access from the Internet to the enterprise network, and 

the internal firewall controls the access to the database server that can be accessed by the 

webserver and workstations. The webserver hosts a webpage at port 8080 using a Tomcat 

7 server that provides access to Internet users. My attack objective is to gain access to 
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database tables as an Internet user. I do so by launching a SQL injection attack that 

exploits the following Java servlet code that does not sanitize input values: 

(theResult = theStatement.executeQuery( 
"select * from profiles where name='Alice' AND password='"+passWord+"'");).  

Suppose an internal user Alice uses a workstation with Windows XP SP3 

operating system and IE6, which has vulnerability (CVE-2009-1918) that enables 

executing any code on this machine. As an external attacker, I used social engineering to 

trick Alice to visit a malicious web page to gain control of Alice’s workstation. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: MulVAL generated attack graph 
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By using MulVAL with the above configuration and vulnerability information as 

input, I generated the attack graph shown in Figure 2.2(the notation is shown in Table 

2.1), where the bold red line illustrates one of the attack paths. The rectangle vertices in 

the graph represent system configurations including software vulnerability, and diamonds 

represent privileges that an attacker gains by exploiting existing vulnerability. The ovals 

link preconditions to post-conditions of each attack step. In diamond and oval nodes, the 

numbers “0” following the node numbers are probabilities used for quantitative analysis 

that will be introduced in Chapter 3.   

 

Table 2.1: Notation of Nodes In Figure 2.2  

1 execCode(dbServer,user) 14 RULE 5 (multi-hop access) 

2 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server 
program) 15 hacl(workStation,dbServer,tcp,3306) 

3 netAccess(dbServer,tcp,3306) 16 execCode(workStation,user) 
4 RULE 5 (multi-hop access) 17 RULE 3 (remote exploit for a client program) 
5 hacl(webServer,dbServer,tcp,3306) 18 accessMaliciousInput(workStation,secretary,'IE') 
6 execCode(webServer,apache) 19 RULE 22 (Browsing a malicious website) 

7 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server 
program) 20 hacl(workStation,internet,httpProtocol,httpPort) 

8 netAccess(webServer,tcp,8080) 21 inCompetent(secretary) 
9 RULE 6 (direct network access) 22 hasAccount(secretary,workStation,user) 

10 hacl(internet,webServer,tcp,8080) 23 vulExists(workStation,'CVE-2009-
1918','IE',remoteClient,privEscalation) 

11 attackerLocated(internet) 24 networkServiceInfo(dbServer,mySQL,tcp,3306,
user) 

12 networkServiceInfo(webServer,httpd,tcp,
8080,apache) 25 vulExists(dbServer,'SQLinjection',mySQL, 

remoteExploit,privEscalation) 

13 vulExists(webServer,'CWE89',httpd, 
remoteExploit,privEscalation)   

 

Table 2.1 describes the 25 nodes in the attack graph of Figure 2.2, which is also 

an explanation of the attack scenario. (Appendix 1 provides the full attack graph 
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generated by MulVAL). In the attack graph, nodes 10 and 11 show that, initially, the 

attacker from the Internet can only access a webserver through port 8080. Node 20 and 

21 show that the attacker can find out a workstation that connects to Internet, for example 

Alice’s machine. Exploring from the initial state with these pre-conditions, the attacker 

sees two attack paths. Along the first path, the attacker can take advantage of the 

webpage input vulnerability in node 13 to remotely exploit the webserver by TCP 

protocol at Port 8080 (node 6 and 7). Node 5 shows that the webserver connects to 

MySQL server by TCP protocol through Port 3306. On the second path, the attacker can 

compromise a workstation by tricking the user to visit a malicious website (node 19, 18, 

22, 23, 17). The workstation also provides access to the MySQL server, as shown in node 

15 and 16. Either by using the webserver (node 4) or the compromised workstation (node 

14), the attacker can launch the SQL injection attack on the MySQL server (node 3, 24, 

25, 2 and 1). 

2.3.2 Apply Attack Graphs to Forensics Analysis  

In order to show how attack graphs can be helpful for forensic analysis, I suppose 

the attack shown in Figure 2.2 was successful. Suppose the database’s general query 

logging was also working at that time. Then a forensic investigator could notice a log 

entry like “120315 11:44:46 51 Query select * from profiles where name='Alice' and 

(password='alice' or '1' = '1')”, which is a typical SQL injection query without 

neutralizing the input data to remove “or ‘1’ =’1’”. The attack graph narrows the 

investigation to the webserver and Alice’s workstation. Assume that there was no 

evidence found on the workstation. Instead, some IP addresses were found in the 
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webserver log with a visit time close to the above malicious entry time in MySQL log 

file. For example, the following IP address, an IP address that is not from the enterprise 

network, with a timestamp “15/Mar/2012:11:44:46” was logged in the Apache Tomcat 

webserver. “129.174.92.32 -- [15/Mar/2012:11:44:46-0400] POST /lab/Test HTTP/1.1" 

200 670.” Considering that the webserver has only Port 8080 open to the Internet, 

investigators could conclude that this attack took advantage of the web application 

string input vulnerability. In response, the network administrator can fix the 

vulnerabilities shown along the attack path of the graph.  

 

Table 2.2: Example SQL Injection Attack Vulnerability Forensic Analysis Table 

ID Attack Software Forensic Tool Data Key Data 

SQL1 SQL Injection MySQL 5.1 above  General Query log ‘something’ or 
‘1’=’1’ 

SQL2 SQL injection Microsoft SQL server  Query Log ‘something’ or 
‘1’=’1’  

SQL3 SQL injection Microsoft SQL server WFTSQL/Hypnosis Cache Memory ‘something’ or 
‘1’=’1’ 

CVE-2009-1918-1 CVE-2009-1918 Windows/IE 6-8 CSS Wireshark pcap file 
suspicious link 
based on port 
like 8080 

CVE-2009-1918-2 CVE-2009-1918 Windows/IE 6-8 CSS  IE History 
suspicious link 
based on port 
like 8080 

CVE-2009-1918-3 CVE-2009-1918 Windows/IE 6-8 CSS  Local Setting Temp folder VNC 
executable file 

CWE-89-1 CWE-89 Software with MySQL  Log file on Software server 
IP address 
combine SQL 
log 

 

Table 2.2 shows the evidence that might be left on log files, browsers’ history and 

temporary Internet files when an SQL Injection attack is launched. If investigators cannot 

find sufficient evidence, they would not be able to conclude the concurrence with the 
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attack suggested by the attack graph. Moreover, attackers can actively hide or overwrite 

the evidence, possibly using anti-forensic techniques described in Section 2.4. 

Conversely, forensics examiners can identify attacks that are not revealed in 

attack graph analysis. Attack graphs may miss some vulnerabilities or configurations, and 

a careful forensic analysis could find unknown vulnerabilities, for example, by using 

Wang’s hierarchical reasoning framework [10].  Here, the idea is to use a reasoning 

framework to find the correlation between different evidence organized in a time 

sequence. In order to use Wang’s hierarchical reasoning framework, evidence should be 

normalized and aggregated using a pre-processor. In some real scenarios, it might be hard 

for investigators find valuable un-tainted evidence. Under this situation, hypotheses 

testing based on investigators’ expert knowledge should be used to implement the 

“missing” evidence in order to build up the attack path to restore the attack scenario. 

2.4 Anti-forensic Capabilities 

In order to model anti-forensic activity in attack graphs, I extend the attack graphs 

by adding a new type of nodes called anti-forensics activity and model the dependency 

between such a node and its ability to prevent a forensic tool from being used. This 

addition shows potential anti-forensic techniques that can be used to clean up the 

evidence left behind by an attack, which is used to identify the attack described in Section 

2.3. The anti-forensic activity nodes represent a new type of vulnerability that can be 

used against forensic analysis. When the evidence collected from the stepping-stone 

computers or targeted computers cannot prove an unauthorized activity, my extensions 

could provide a potential two-level analysis. The first level explains how the attacker 
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possibly launched the attack and the second level describes potential cover-ups. The 

details are described below.  

2.4.1 Adding Anti-forensics Activity Nodes 

Based on the original attack graph, I add an extra node called the anti-forensic 

activity node along the attack path with corresponding privilege that might be used by the 

attacker to minimize the evidence generation or usage. Adding anti-forensics nodes to the 

attack graph has two advantages. First, my addition does not increase the complexity of 

the attack graph.  Because attack graph complexity in enterprise networks with lots of 

computers and complicated configurations has been a hindrance to using them 

commercially, not increasing the complexity of an attack graph is important.  Second, 

once attackers launch an attack, it is possible for them to escalate their privileges to 

perform anti-forensics activities. If the current attack path does not sufficiently escalate 

the privileges for an attacker to use anti-forensic tools, then (s)he may use other attack 

paths that can get to the same victim computer to gain access. For example, in Figure 2.2, 

an attacker can get to node “3” to execute a SQL query by using the attack modeled in the 

left path--using an un-sanitized string input vulnerability at the webpage. If privilege 

obtained along this path does not allow executing anti-forensic tools, then the attacker 

may use another path, for example by hacking Alice’s computer, to exploit the victim 

computer’s IE vulnerability following a social-engineering attack.   

One of the main advantages of my addition is that it does not destroy the causality 

relationship between attack states, and therefore one can use the original network 

configuration, vulnerability information, and the new escalated privilege to generate an 
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attack graph with anti-forensic nodes. I propose that, along every exploit diamond node 

of the attack graph, an anti-forensics vulnerability node be added to model the anti-

forensic capabilities.  

2.4.2 Dependency between Anti-Forensics Nodes and Preventing Forensic Discovery  

Dependency between anti-forensic nodes and their effect on forensic activity on a 

specific configuration can be specified as stated in the anti-forensic table given in Table 

2.3. I can use this table and the missing evidence to determine the technique or tool been 

used to remove forensic evidence. 

 

Table 2.3: The Anti-foensic Technique/tool vulnerabilities Database 

ID Category Tool Technique Windows Linux Privilege Access Vulnerability Effect 

A1 Attack Tool   Obfuscate 
signature All All User Internet SNORT Rule 

Bypass being 
detected by 
rules 

D1 Destroy 
Data BCWipe Delete file 

content 98 Above All User Computer   Delete data 
permanently  

D2 Destroy 
Data   Remove log 

file All All User Internet 
MySQL5.1 
above set log 
off command 

Set general log 
off 

H1 Hide Data Steghide Steganography All All User Computer   
Hide data to 
image or audio 
file 

H2 Hide Data Slacker.exe   2000 
Above No User Computer   Hide data in 

slack space 

H3 Hide Data TrueCrypt Encryption XP Above All User Computer   
Encrypt disk or 
partition and 
hide 

H4 Hide Data Rootkit Hide data in 
memory All   User Internet   

Bypass live 
incident 
response 

H5 Hide Data Evil Maid Encryption 
passphrase All All User Physical 

Computer 
TrueCrypt 
bootloader Capture the key 

M1 Minimize 
footprint ShellCode Memory 

injection All All User Internet Buffer 
Overflow 

No code in hard 
disk  

M2 Minimize 
footprint 

Reverse 
Shellcode 

Syscall 
Proxying  All All User Internet Buffer 

Overflow 
Attack without 
code 

M3 Minimize 
footprint 

Metasploit 
meterpreter 

Memory 
injection All All User Internet Metasploit 

exploit 
Hack the victim 
machine 

M4 Minimize 
footprint 

random js 
toolkit Change URL All All User Internet Browser Infect webpages 

M5 Minimize 
footprint A4Proxy Hide IP All All User Computer   

Hide ID when 
surfing on 
internet 

T1 Trail 
Obfuscation   Obfuscate 

payload All All User Internet SNORT Rule 
Obfuscate 
payload to 
bypass SNORT 
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M4: Change URL         M5: Hide IP       D1: Delete file content     D2: Remove log file      

Figure 2.3:  Anti-forensics Nodes 

A. Extending the Example Scenario 

Figure 2.3 shows an attack graph enhanced with anti-forensics nodes shown as 

dark rectangles. I use the previous example and the attack graph shown in Figure 2.2. In 

this example, the specific anti-forensic activity explanation for each node can be found in 

Table 2.3. Take the right path (11->18->16->3->1) with its anti-forensics nodes as 

example. It shows that an attacker uses the vulnerability “CVE-2009-1918” on the 

Windows workstation to fully control Alice’s machine, in which the attacker is able to 

use the escalated root privilege to remove the malicious link sent to the workstation either 

by the shell or VNC (I use TIGHTVNC in my experiment)  [18] if no one sits in front of 
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the computer. VNC is a kind of remote control software that can be used to see and 

interact with desktop application across any network. Shell commands are stealthier 

because they have no visual effect of the desktop.  For the next step of attacking the 

MySQL Server, the attacker can either use command at runtime to turn off MySQL 

server logging (for my experiment version MySQL 5.5, “SET GLOBAL general_log = 

'OFF';” can be sent from the webpage in Appendix 2 to turn off the query log file) or 

attack the database server by exploring more vulnerability (such as “CVE-2009-2446” for 

a MySQL version from 4.0.0 to 5.0.83) to physically delete the log file. 

In an actual scenario, an attacker may not perform anti-forensic attacks on every 

attack step. Accordingly, the investigators do not need to look up the anti-forensics 

database at every step as long as they can find sufficient evidence left behind by the 

attacker.   

B. The Anti-Forensic Capabilities Database 

I now describe the details contained in my anti-forensics database. As shown, 

Table 2.3 has attributes “ID”, “Category”, “Tool”, “Technique”, “Windows”, “Linux”, 

“Privilege”, “Access”, “Vulnerability” and “Effect”. Attribute “ID” is used as a primary 

key for each record. I use attribute “category” to categorize the anti-forensics technique 

and tools. For example, “destroy data” means that the evidence data will be destroyed, 

but the evidence data would probably be hidden in either memory or hard disk by using 

different tools or techniques. The category “Hide data” shows this latter capability with a 

list of tools. The attributes “tool” and “technique” list what tools and technique an 

attacker might use for anti-forensics. “Windows” and “Linux” are operating system (OS) 
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platforms where the tool and technique would be used.  The attribute “privilege” states 

escalated privilege an attacker may need in order to perform anti-forensics on the specific 

platform using a specific tool or attack. There are three kinds of access in attribute 

“Access”, from which the attacker would launch the specific anti-forensics. Notice that 

“physical computer” is different from “computer” where the “physical computer” refers 

to having physical access to a computer and “computer” means that the anti-forensics can 

also be done by remote access to the computer by using a shell or a remote desktop 

control tool such as TightVNC [18] to install anti-forensic tool on the victim computer. 

Lastly, the attribute “vulnerability” is used to show the vulnerability exploited by the 

attacker, and the attribute “effect” specifies effect of the exploit on the data record. 

By querying different attributes, when we trace the attack on a machine with a 

specific configuration and privileges and thereby we can find anti-forensic capabilities 

available to a potential attacker at each step in minimizing the evidence potentially left 

behind the attack. 

Combining the machine configuration in the attack graph and the collected 

evidence for a specific attack investigation, the forensic investigator can find out the 

evidence that has been removed by comparing the collected evidence to forensic analysis 

database shown in Table 2.2 that illustrates what evidence should be left over. Once the 

investigator has determined that anti-forensic has been used, with the collected (existing) 

evidence and information obtained from reading the attack graph, s(he) can query the 

anti-forensics table in order to find out what techniques or tools might have been used by 

the attacker to remove or obfuscate potential evidence. Therefore the investigator can 
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reconstruct potential attack scenarios even with partial evidence.  

Constructing standardized anti-forensics databases can be done similar to the way 

the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [17] was created and can become an 

enhancement to the NVD. 

2.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, I showed how attack graphs could be used to assist forensics 

investigators narrow down potential attack scenarios, along with evidence left by 

attackers. By using anti-forensic tools and techniques, attackers can prevent such 

activities by ensuring that evidence left behind is minimized, obfuscated or removed 

completely. In order to recreate attack scenario in the presence of anti-forensics tools and 

techniques, I propose enhancing attack graphs with anti-forensics nodes and an anti-

forensics database. I showed how these two additions could be used to recreate attack 

scenarios from partial evidence. Given that NVD helps in preventing attacks and 

detecting attack paths when we find ourselves attacked, I advocate that NVD be enhanced 

with anti-forensics databases. I would also like to enhance NVD with the capabilities for 

anti-forensic techniques or tools. 
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CHAPTER 3: MAPPING EVIDENCE GRAPHS TO ATTACK GRAPHS 

3.1 Introduction 

Currently, attack graphs and evidence graphs are both used in security analysis. 

Attack graphs are used to analyze security vulnerabilities in enterprise networks. As 

stated in Chapter 2, attack graphs specify pre-conditions and post-conditions of each 

exploit act that can be used to create an attack. In the attack graph model, composition of 

successive exploits is considered as an attack. Evidence graphs model intrusion evidence 

in a network, where host computers that interest forensic investigation (i.e. potential 

evidence) are represented as nodes, and dependencies between such evidence are 

represented as edges [10]. 

Many papers address how to construct evidence graphs by using collected 

evidence after an intrusion attack and attack graphs by using software vulnerabilities of 

specific networked systems [10,11]. Other papers describe how to use or refine attack 

graphs and evidence graphs [23]. However, to the best of my knowledge, none of them 

provides a formal mapping between attack graphs and evidence graphs, which is my 

contribution in this chapter. In particular, I take both kinds of graphs from the same-

networked environment and enrich them with quantitative metrics to facilitate the 

mapping. I show the utility of this mapping by using a case study of attacking a database 

in a networked environment. 
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The probability of a potential attack on a specific node in an attack graph can be 

calculated with scores from the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [17] and the 

corresponding network configurations. However, such estimates may not accurately 

reflect the attack probability of a specific network. In particular, if attack paths used on a 

particular network deviate from those on an attack graph, such probabilities may mislead 

investigators. 

Wang et al. [10] show how to create evidence graphs from evidence collected 

after an attack, which can be used to refine attack graphs. However, when sufficient 

evidence allows creating an evidence graph to refine attack graphs, it is hard to do so 

without enough evidence. In this case, an attack graph that combines expert knowledge 

databases can help to recreate potential attack scenarios. My mapping can be used to 

combine both graphs in assisting forensic investigators. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes related 

work. Section 3.3 provides basic definitions. Section 3.4 provides the mapping algorithm. 

Section 3.5 describes my case study, showing how to map the constructed evidence graph 

to the corresponding attack graph. Section 3.6 finishes the chapter with a conclusion. 

3.2 Related Work 

Many kinds of forensics tools are used today. Some are imaging tools that extract 

data from physical memory or disk sectors of hosts for live or dead analysis [26]. Live 

analysis has the risk of changing data, and dead analysis requires terminating all system 

processes [12], but neither kind of techniques provides a complete solution. Network 

forensics tools obtain data from traffic capture. In addition, intrusion detection systems 
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(IDS) are also used for forensics analysis, even with their known false positives [27]. 

While existing forensics tools are not a panacea in forensics analysis, attack 

graphs can be helpful. Sheyner et al. defined attack graphs and used them to model multi-

stage, multi-host attack paths in a network [25]. Ammann et al. used the monotonicity 

assumption to simplify modeling attacker actions [4]. Other work such as the TVA tool 

[7] uses an exploit dependency graph to represent the pre-conditions and post-conditions 

of vulnerable states. Ingols et al. creates a network model by using firewall rules and 

network vulnerability scans, and showed the effect of countermeasures including 

firewalls and vulnerability scans on the system [8]. MulVAL [5,16] generates attack 

graphs from system configurations and bug-reports. This tool reduces attack graph 

complexity and shows system configurations that permit attackers to escalate their 

privileges. NVD by NIST standardizes vulnerability metrics that assign success 

probabilities to exposed individual vulnerabilities [20], which are used in attack graphs to 

compute success probabilities of attacks that exploit a series of vulnerabilities [2, 7, 25]. 

Evidence graphs can also be helpful in forensics analysis. Typically, an evidence 

graph correlates attack evidence by using network configuration, time stamps and expert 

systems with fuzzy rules to reconstruct potential attack scenarios from large amount of 

noisy data [10,11]. Probabilistic evidence graphs attach quantitative measures to an 

evidence graphs. 

3.3 Basic Concepts 

3.3.1 Attack Graphs 

There are many formal definitions on attack graphs, of which I use Ou’s logical 
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attack graph definition to discuss the mapping algorithm in this Chapter [5].  

Definition 3.1(Logical Attack graph): A=(Nr,Np,Nd,E,L,G) is a logical attack 

graph, where Nr, Np and Nd are three sets of disjoint nodes in the graph (derivation, 

primitive and derived fact nodes respectively), E⊆((Np∪Nd)×Nr)∪(Nr×Nd), L is a 

mapping from a node to its label, and G⊆Nd is an attacker’s final goal [5].  

 

 

1 execCode(webServer,apache) 
2 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
3 netAccess(webServer,tcp,80) 
4 RULE 6 (direct network access) 
5 hacl(internet,webServer,tcp,80) 
6 attackerLocated(internet) 
7 networkServiceInfo(webServer,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
8 vulExists(webServer,'CAN-2002-0392',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 

Figure 3.1: An Example Attack Graph 

Different from an exploit-dependency graph used in [22], in a logical attack graph 

(Definition 3.1), exploits are represented as derivation nodes, and conditions are 

represented as primitive fact nodes and derived fact nodes.   In the example attack graph 

of Figure 3.1, a primitive fact node (shown as a box) consists of facts about network 
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configurations and vulnerabilities of a host. A derivation node (shown as an oval) 

represents a successful application of an interaction rule, where all facts are its 

preconditions satisfied by its child, a derived fact node, which (shown as a diamond) is a 

result of applying interaction rules iteratively on the input facts.  The edges in a logical 

attack graph can only go from a fact node to a derivation node or from a derivation node 

to a derived fact node. The labeling function maps a fact node to the fact it represents, 

and a derivation node to the rule used for the derivation.  

Definition 3.2 (Probabilistic Attack Graph)[10]: A probabilistic attack graph 

A=(Nr, Np, Nd, E, L, G, p) consist of an acyclic attack graph A=(Nr, Np, Nd, E, L, G) and 

a function p:Np∪Nr∪Ndà[0,1] that assigns probabilities to nodes, with the property that 

p(n)=1 for n∈NP.  

Definition 3.2 assigns probabilities to nodes using the probability function p. 

Specifically, p(n) assigns probability of 1 to a primitive fact nodes and some other 

probabilities to derivation nodes (i.e. those that represent state transitions) and derived 

fact nodes (i.e. those that represent resulting states of an attack). I call that the function p 

in Definition 3.2 is the probability distribution function of A. 

Definition 3.3 (Cumulative Probability Function): Suppose 

A=(Nr,Np,Nd,E,L,G,p) is a probabilistic attack graph. The cumulative probability function 

P for exploits and conditions of a probabilistic attack graph P:Np∪Nr∪Ndà[0,1] is 

computed from the probability assignment function p:Np∪Nr∪Ndà[0,1] as follows. 

1. P(c)= p(c) if the condition is a primitive fact. 
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2. P(c)= p(c)×⊕P(e) c is the derived fact node that is derived from derivation 

nodes(e) and primitive facts(c).  

3. P(e)=p(e)×Π{P(c)} where e∈Nr , and c are  conditions   that   include   primitive  

facts  and  derived  facts. 

The operator ⊕ is recursively defined as ⊕P(e)=P(e) for  any single exploit e∈Nr 

and ⊕(e1∪e2)=⊕e1+⊕e2−⊕e1×⊕e2 for any disjoint and non-empty sets of exploits 

e1,e2∈N r.   

Definition 3.3 shows a way to compute the probability P(e) of an exploit e∈Nr, 

which uses existing metrics such as CVSS metric vector [2, 20]. The likelihood of a 

satisfying pre-condition (c) of an exploit p(c) is always set to 1, because a condition is 

satisfied as a primitive or derived fact. P(e) is the cumulative attack probability computed 

by multiplying the exploit possibility with possibilities computed along paths. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Example Probabilistic Attack Graph 
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Figure 3.2 shows a probabilistic attack graph satisfying Definition 3.3, where 

exploit “e1” on host 1 results in a state validating post-condition “c1”. Either exploit “e2”  

on host 2 or exploit “e3”  on host 3 results in a state satisfying post-condition “c2”. “c1”  

and “c2”  together are prerequisites to launch exploit “e4”  to host 4. Cumulative 

probabilities computed by using Definition 3.3 are shown in Figure 3.2. They are 

computed as follows: 

[1]. p(c1), p(c2) =1   Assumption 

[2]. P(c1) = p(c1)×P(e1)=1×P(e1)=P(e1)             using clause 2, of Def. 3.3  

[3]. P(c2) = p(c2)×⊕P({e2,e3})          using clauses [2] and [3] of Def. 3.3 

         =1×(P(e2)+P(e3)–P(e2)×P(e3))         using Definition 3.3 and [1]      

         =P(e2)+P(e3)–P(e2)×P(e3)                                                    

[4]. P(e4) = p(e4) ×(P(c1) ×P(c2))             using clause 3 of Def. 3.3        

                = p(e4) × P(e1)×(P(e2)+P(e3)–P(e2) ×P(e3))          using [2] [3] 

3.3.2 Evidence Graphs 

Definition 3.4 (Evidence Graph) [10]: An evidence graph is a sextuple 

G=(N,E,N-Attr,E-Attr,L,T), where N is a set of nodes representing host computers, 

E⊆(Ni×Nj) is a set of directed edges consisting of a particular data item indicating of 

activities between source and target machines, N-Attr is a set of node attributes, and E-

Attr is a set of edge attributes. Functions L:Nà2N-Attr  and T:Eà2E-Attr assign attribute-

value pairs to a node and edge respectively.  

I use the following labels for a host computer in evidence graphs.  

a. Host ID:  Identity of a host. 
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b. States: Host node category consisting of one or many of the source, target, 

stepping-stone and affiliated. Affiliated hosts have suspicious interactions with an 

attacker, one of victims or stepping-stone. 

c. Time stamps: Tactivate and Tlatest time stamps record the initial and latest state of a 

machine.  

d. Value: Chosen from [0,1] indicating importance of the host. 

The following edge labels are used in an evidence graph. 

a. General attributes: Includes event initiator, event target, event description and 

event time stamp(s). 

b. Weight (w): A value from [0, 1] is used to represent the impact of evidence on 

the attack. For example, port-scan evidence gets less weight than buffer overflow 

evidence.  

c. Relevancy (r): Measure of impact on attack success. I use the values false/ 

irrelevant true positive = 0, Unable to verify = 0.5 and Relevant true positive =1. 

d. Host Importance (h): A value from [0,1] indicating the bigger importance of two 

hosts connected by the evidence edge.  

In order to evaluate the likelihood the investigators are confident about their 

judgment on a host’s attack-related states, I use the following definition to define a 

probabilistic evidence graph. 

Definition 3.5 (Probabilistic Evidence Graph): In an acyclic evidence graph 

G=(N,E,N-Attr,E-Attr,L,T), the probability assignment function p∈[0,1] is defined as 

follows. 
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a. p(e)=c×w(e)×r(e)×h(e), where w, r and h are respectively the  weight,  relevancy  

and  host importance [10] of edge e. Coefficient “c” to indicate the categories of 

evidence, which are primary evidence, secondary evidence and hypothesis testing 

from expert knowledge. They are assigned as 1, 0.8 and 0.5 respectively in this 

chapter as examples. 

b. p(h)=p[(∪eout)∪(∪ein)], where eout are all edges that initiate from host h with a 

particular attack-related state, and ein are all edges whose target computer is h 

with the same state.  

The probability of an edge p(e) represents the overall importance of a item of 

intrusion evidence, that is calculated by multiplying the coefficient, weight, relevancy 

and host importance. While the other three values can be obtained from NVD [17] as well 

as investigators’ judgment on the particular attack, the coefficient “c” is taken as a 

constant.  

Evidence graphs have two kinds of evidence data, primary and secondary. 

Primary evidence is explicit and direct, and secondary evidence is implicit or 

circumstantial.  I assign a primary evidence edge a higher value, and a secondary 

evidence edge a lower value for the coefficient “c”. Additionally, when attackers used 

anti-forensics tools or techniques to destroy evidence, expert knowledge is used to add an 

evidence edge, to which I attach a smaller probability than secondary evidence, resulting 

in my choice of 1, 0.8 and 0.5 as the three val ues  for the coefficient “c”.  

Figure 3.3 shows a probabilistic evidence graph. There are two items of evidence 

of an attack launched from a machine with IP address “129.174.128.148” to a 
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workstation with associated probabilities p(e1) and p(e2).  The evidence of an attack going 

from the workstation to the database server has a probability p(e4). Suppose “e4” is 

secondary evidence represented as a dotted line that has a coefficient 0.8. According to 

Def. 3.5, the probability of the workstation h2 being used as a stepping-stone is p(h2) 

=p(e1)∪p(e2)+0.8×p(e4)-(p(e1)∪p(e2))×0.8×p(e4). Here p(e1)   and   p(e2) provide two 

disjoint items of attack evidence from “129.174.128.148” to workstation. Being primary 

evidence represented by solid edges, coefficient “c” is taken as 1. 

 

 

    Figure 3.3: Example Probabilistic Evidence Graph 

3.3.3 Building Graphs 

I use MulVAL [16] to build the attack graph and normalize all evidence using the 
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five components (1) id, (2) source, (3) destination, (4) content and (5) the time stamp. I 

take the hosts as nodes and network configuration as primary or secondary evidence in a 

time order as edges to create an evidence graph. I use IDS alerts, activity log entries 

closer to attack time and any information that reveals attack activities as primary 

evidence and sensor data [10] possibly with false positives as secondary evidence. I used 

local reasoning and global reasoning as suggested in [10] identifying hosts that were used 

in a coordinated attack. 

3.4 Mapping Evidence Graphs to Attack Graphs  

In this section, I describe how to map paths in evidence graphs to attack graphs. 

Because both graphs might have more than one victim, I reverse the edge direction in 

both graphs and take one of the final victim hosts as a source node in my mapping 

algorithm. My mapping algorithm iteratively chooses the next node in the mapping by 

using breadth first search [24], where the node selection uses a combination of host ID’s 

evidence information from the evidence graph and vulnerability information from the 

attack graph. My algorithm uses a coloring scheme to keep track of nodes considered 

from either graph.  All nodes are initially white and colored gray when considered but 

children not yet fully examined, and colored black after all children are examined. After 

mapping, the edges between all black nodes construct attack paths in the attack graph. 

 

Algorithm 3.1: Mapping evidence graph to attack graph 

Input: Reversed probabilistic evidence graph G= (N, E, N-Attr, E-Attr, L, T) NVictim is 
the node with victim state; 
Direction-reversed probabilistic attack graph: A=(Nr, Np, Nd, E, L, G, P). Np has 
vulnerability information, and Nd is the host state after exploiting the vulnerability. 
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Output:  Marked attack path in both G and A 
Main(G,A): 
1.  Qg←∅                                           
2.  For each node u∈V[G] − {NVictim} and derived node u ∈V[A]    
3.      Do color[u] ← WHITE 
4.            parent[u] ← NIL 
5.  color[NVictim] ← GRAY         
6.  ENQUEUE (Qg, NVictim) 
7.  While(Qg ≠∅) 
8.     Do u ← DEQUEUE(Qg)      
9.         For each v ∈ Adj[u] in G= (N, E, N-Attr, E-Attr, L, T) 
10.               Do Evidence[]←∅ 
11.                     If color[v] == WHITE         
12.                         Then color[v] ← GRAY                                           
13.                                   ENQUEUE(Qg,v); parent[v] ← u                                                         
14.                                   Evidence[]. add(E-Attr)  
15.                                   Pp ← P(u); Pc ← P(v) 
16.                                   Mapping(u, v, evidence[],Pp,Pc)                                   
17.         color[u] ← BLACK     
  
Mapping  (u,v,evidence[],Pp,Pc) 
18.  Qa←∅                                           
19.  While(Qa==∅) 
20.              Qt←∅ ;  Found  ←  false  
21.      Do For each derived node d∈  V[A] 
22.             If d.Id == u.Id AND color[d] == white 
23.                 Then For each primitive fact v ∈ Adj[Adj[d]]                                        
24.                                  Do If (evidence[]. Contains(v))  
25.                                           Then color[d] ← BLACK 
26.                                                     Found← true 
27.                                                     COMPARE(P(d),Pp) 
28.                                                     ENQUEUE(Qa,d) 
29.                                                     Break 
30.                                           Else   Color[d] ← Light GRAY 
31.                                                     ENQUEUE(Qt ,d) 
32.                Else   Add a node n with n.id = u.Id to Graph A 
33.                          Color[n] ← black; New[n]  ← True 
34.                           n.Vul ← Evidence[] 
35.                           P[n] ←Pp; P[n.Vul] ← Pe; Qa← ∅                  
36.                           ENQUEUE(Qa,n) 
37.                           Found← true 
38.      If (Not Found) 
39.              Then ENQUEUE(Qa, DEQUEUE(Qt)) 
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40.  While (Qa≠∅) 
41.      Do  m← DEQUEUE(Qa)                  
42.         For each n ∈ Adj[Adj[m]]                                        
43.              Do If n is a derived node    
44.                       Then Id =n.Id 
45.                    If n is a primary fact node 
46.                        Then Vul=n.Content 
47.                    If Id==v.Id AND evidence[].contains(Vul) 
48.                        Then  color[n] ← BLACK 
49.                                   Found ← true 
50.                                   π[n] ← p; Qa← ∅ ; ENQUEUE(Qa,n) 
51.                                   COMPARE(P(m),Pp) 
52.                                   COMPARE(P(n),Pc) 
53.                                   break 
54.                       Else If Id==v.Id 
55.                                    Then color[n] ← GRAY; ENQUEUE(Qt , n) 
56.        If (Qa==∅) ) 
57.             Then  Add a node a with u.Id to Graph A 
58.                        Color[a] ← black; New[a]  ← True 
59.                         a.Vul ← Evidence[]; P[a.Vul] ← Pe 
60.                         π[a] ← p; Qa← ∅; ENQUEUE(Qa,a) 
61.  Return 
 
COMPARE(P1A, P2G) 
62.  If P1A ≠ P2G 
63.      Replace P1A with P1A. P2G     

 

Line 1 initializes the queue Qg that holds gray nodes for the evidence graph.   

Lines 2-4 paint all nodes in G and all derived nodes in A white, and set the parent of all 

those nodes to NIL. Here, V[A]/V[G] represent all vertices/nodes in the attack graph A 

and evidence  graph G.   I use derived nodes of A because they correspond to host nodes 

in G. I start the coloring process by coloring victims of A with gray in Line 5 and pushing 

them to Qg on Line 6.  Lines 7-17 analyze all gray nodes in Qg. First, line 8 pops a gray 

node from Qg and uses a loop in lines 9-16 to examine all its white neighbors. In order to 

do so, line 10 initializes a temporary array evidence[] to hold any evidence of intrusion 
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between a node and its neighbors. Lines 11-12 paint a white neighbor gray and Line 13 

pushes it into Qg and assigns its parent as u. In line 14, all general attributes of evidence 

between u and v are saved in evidence[]， any data structure that can save multiple 

strings. Line 15 assigns u’s probability to Pp, and v’s probability to Pc, where p and c 

represent parent and child respectively. The Mapping function is called in line 16 with 

discovered parameters u, v, evidence[], Pp and Pc. Lastly, when all neighbors of u have 

been examined, u is colored black in Line 17. The algorithm terminates when all 

connected nodes are marked black, and an attack path is constructed by linking black 

nodes. 

Given a pair of parent-child nodes (u,v,) from G, the mapping function first 

considers every node of A and searches for some derived node d so that (n,d) matches 

(u,v). In order to do so, Line 18 initializes Qa to hold nodes under consideration and line 

19 starts a loop. Line 19 checks Qa’s emptiness. At the beginning, the mapping algorithm 

looks for a node in evidence graph with the same ID as the victim node in A. Line 20 

initializes a queue Qt to hold some derived nodes temporarily (this will be described later) 

and initializes the Boolean variable Found to be false. Lines 21-28 searches for any node 

whose ID is u.id and all vulnerability information, referred to as “primitive facts”, 

matches the evidence attached to u. Specifically, line 22 checks if a derived node d is 

unmarked before and matches the ID of u. If so, lines 23--24 check if the evidence 

attached to node u contains all primitive facts used to derive d, where primitive facts are 

elements v∈Adj[Adj[d]]. Note that in A, Adj[d] is a derivation node and Adj[Adj[d]] are 

the fact nodes connected to derivation node d.  If a node d is discovered, lines 25—28 
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paint it black and push it into Qa, which will be used as the parent node to search for its 

descendent derived nodes in next mapping steps (Lines 40--61). Line 27 calls 

COMPARE function to check if the probability (P(d)) of a derived node that has been 

instantiated by evidence in A is equal to the victim host node’s probability in G. If not, 

both probabilities would be recorded for an off-line analysis. Line 29 exits from the loop 

if a derived node d is found, and otherwise searches for another derived nodes with same 

IDs as u. Failing such a search, a new node is created in A. Lines 30-31 mark all derived 

nodes with the same ID but without matching vulnerability information corresponding to 

the evidence for u with the color of light gray. These derived nodes are temporarily 

queued into Qt that was initialized in line 20. When the search between line 23 to 28 is 

finished, if all found nodes are light gray, that means we do not have matched node 

(black) and the Found flag is false. In this case, all light grey nodes will be de-queued 

from Qt and en-queued into Qa as parents (Lines 38—39) for the next search steps in lines 

40—61. It is possible to find multiple derived nodes in A for the same host that are 

derived from different vulnerabilities, which is the reason why we may find several light 

gray nodes. I call these light gray nodes half matched, because the host ID matches the 

node in G, but without vulnerability information that matches attack evidence.  If no 

matched or half-matched nodes exist, lines 32-37 add a new node to G. This happens 

when A does not has vulnerabilities that match the evidence found in G. Corresponding 

evidence and probabilities from G are also added to A so that A could be enhanced to 

include attacks corresponding to new found evidence. Similar to line 19-39, lines 40-61 

look for a derived node n of A that corresponds to u’s child node v in G. The only 
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difference is that in lines 40-61, before searching for the child derived node n, if we 

found n’s mapped parent/ancestor nodes in A, they have been saved in Qa≠∅ as shown in 

line 40.   

3.5 The Case Study  

3.5.1 Experimental Network 

The experimental network used in this chapter is shown as Figure 2.1. In this 

experimental network, the external firewall controls network access from the Internet to 

the enterprise network, where the Apache Tomcat webserver hosts a webpage that allows 

Internet users come using port 8080. The internal firewall controls the access to the 

MySQL database server that is accessed by the webserver and workstations using the 

default port 3306. The web server records all incoming IP addresses with timestamps, the 

database server records all queries and the IDS records network traffic. 

My attack objective is for an Internet user to gain access to database tables. My 

attack plan is to launch a SQL injection attack that exploits a java servlet code that does 

not sanitize input values: theStatement.executeQuery("select * from profiles where 

name='Alice' AND password='"+passWord+"'");. This exploit corresponds to CWE89 in 

NVD [17]. The workstation that runs Windows XP SP3 operating system with IE6 with 

the vulnerability (CVE-2009-1918 [17]) enables executing any code on this machine. My 

external attacker uses social engineering to trick the workstation user to click on a 

malicious web link that enables the attack machine to control the workstation that can 

directly access the database. 
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Figure 3.4: Experiment Probabilistic Attack graph 

 

Table 3.1: Example Network Vulnerability/Access Probability 

Number Configuration/Vulnerability Probability 
1 Direct Network Access 1 
2 Social Engineering 0.8 
3 CVE-2009-1918 1 
4 CWE89 0.75 
5 Access to database from workstation 1 

 

3.5.2 The Attack Graph 

MulVAL [16] generated an attack graph that appears in Figure 3.4. Table 3.1 holds all 

probabilities of single exploits obtained from CVSS [20] and human factors.   Number “2” 

is a human factor that varies on the user, which is assigned probability 0.8 [2]. 
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Exploitation probabilities computed using Table 3.1 and Definition 3.2 are shown in 

Figure 3.4. 

3.5.3 The Evidence Graph 

My forensic analysis uses the attacker roles stated in Table 3.2, corresponding to 

the following scenario.  

a) An un-sanitized string “anything’or‘1’=’1” is fed into the password field of 

the Webpage causing a SQL injection attack to the database “profiles”. 

b) Internet Explorer "Aurora" Memory Corruption attack was launched from the 

attacker machine to the Windows workstation with the IE6 browser by 

tricking a windows workstation user to click a link sent from the attacker 

machine. 

c) After hijacking the workstation, TightVNC[18] is uploaded to the workstation, 

allowing to remotely control the workstation that has direct access to the 

database. 

 

Table 3.2: Role Configuration in the Attacks 

Attacker 129.174.128.148 
Stepping Stone Workstation 
Stepping Stone/Affiliated Web server 
Victim Database server 

 

Evidence was divided into two categories.  Because the suspicious SQL injection 

query “select * from profiles where name='Alice' AND password='alice' or  '1' = 

'1' ”has the injection “‘1’=’1’”[28], I categorized it as primary. Using its time stamp, 
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“120416 15:32:51”, I investigated other machines that connected to the database. They 

were the webserver and workstations. Suspicious log information “129.174.92.32 - - 

[16/Apr/2012:15:32:51 -0400] "POST /lab/Test HTTP/1.1" 200 980”(129.174.92.32 is 

workstation’s IP) was found on the webserver. Hence, the IP address “129.174.92.32” 

that does not belong to the network was concluded to belong to the attacker. Because the 

compromised workstation has direct access to the database server, it is difficult to 

ascertain if the access record is from the attacker or a user. Thus, expert knowledge is 

used to guess that an attack was launched from the workstation to the database server, 

which completed another attack path “attacker → workstation →database server” in the 

evidence graph. 

I model evidence as a vector (id, source, destination, content, time stamp) and use 

Graphviz [21] to generate the evidence graph by using time dependencies, as shown in 

Figure 3.5.  Solid edges in Figure 3.5 represent primary evidence, and the dotted line 

from the workstation to the dbServer was added by using expert knowledge.   

 

 

Figure 3.5: Experimental Network Evidence Graph 
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3.5.3 Mapping Evidence Graph to Attack Graph 

I mapped the evidence graph to an attack graph using Algorithm 3.1. My result 

shows that the attack paths in the attack graph are almost the same as those in evidence 

graph, except that, while the attack graph shows that the attack from the compromised 

workstation to the database server uses SQL injection (Node 25), the evidence graph 

shows a direct access.  Using this information, I re-checked the attack graph in Figure 3.4 

and found that node 25 should be attached to node 4 instead of node 2. Having fixed this 

by changing Prolog rules in the input file to MulVAL, the new attack graph shows the 

same attack paths as the evidence graph in Figure 3.5, but with changed probabilities. 

Now the attack probability from the webserver to the database server is 0.75 by using the 

SQL injection vulnerability and the probability of an attack from workstation to the 

database server is 0.8, because the prior social Engineering attack success is 0.8. The 

cumulative probability on the database server is 0.8+0.75-0.8×0.75 = 0.95, which is 

closer to the real world scenario than the previous one.   

3.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, based on the formal definition of probabilistic attack graphs and 

evidence graphs, I showed how to map the evidence graph to the attack graph. I also 

showed how this mapping be used to update the attack graph using new evidence. 

Furthermore, using my mapping algorithm, investigators can find out if attackers have 

used anti-forensics. Therefore, corresponding measures, such as the method proposed in 

[23], would be used to recover an attack scenario in order to have a complete forensic 

analysis.   
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CHAPTER 4: CREATING INTEGRATED EVIDENCE GRAPHS FOR 
NETWORK FORENSICS 

4.1 Introduction 

Network forensic practitioners can use evidence graphs built from network attacks 

to model evidence of network intrusions [10]. Nodes in an evidence graph represent 

computers that are of interest in a network forensic investigation and the edges represent 

the dependencies between evidentiary items. 

By incorporating quantitative metrics, probabilistic attack graphs can help 

estimate the probabilities of successful network attacks [2]. While a good probabilistic 

attack graph provides attack success probabilities to assist forensic investigations and 

network configuration adjustments, an attack graph with inaccurate attack paths or attack 

success probabilities can mislead investigators and network administrators. To address 

this limitation, as discussed in Chapter 3 and paper [31], I have proposed the adjustment 

of an inaccurate probabilistic attack graph by mapping a corresponding probabilistic 

evidence graph to the attack graph. My algorithm can map an evidence graph to a small-

scale attack graph, but does not provide a solution for mapping multiple evidence graphs 

to a single large-scale attack graph. The reason for having multiple attack graphs is clear 

– evidence is collected from multiple systems and digital forensic practitioners must 

combine the individual graphs to obtain a complete view of the evidence trail left by a 
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distributed attack. To the best of our knowledge, other researchers have not addressed the 

problem of integrating evidence graphs. 

4.2 Background 

Sheyner et al. [25] have defined state-based attack graphs whose nodes 

correspond to global states of a system and edges correspond to state transitions. 

However, a state-based attack graph can yield an exponential number of states because it 

encodes nodes as a collection of Boolean variables to cover the entire set of possible 

network states. A more compact graph representation expresses exploits or conditions as 

nodes and attack dependencies as edges [4, 5, 30]. For example, Wang and Daniels [10] 

have defined the notion of an evidence graph whose nodes represent host computers 

involved in an attack and edges represent forensic evidence that correlate the hosts. 

The NIST National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [17] standardizes vulnerability 

metrics that assign success probabilities to exposed individual vulnerabilities. The NVD 

provides the probabilities of attacks used in attack graphs [5, 22]. Evidence graphs also 

use quantitative metrics to estimate the admissibility of evidence and the certainty that a 

particular host is involved in an attack [10]. 

The definitions of an Evidence Graph, a Probabilistic Evidence Graph, a Logical 

Attack Graph and Cumulative Probability Function for a logical attack graph have been 

defined in Chapter 3, which will be used in this Chapter. Based on these definitions, I 

define Sub Logical Attack Graph and Similar Nodes in a logical attack graph as follows. 
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Definition 4.1 Sub Logical Attack Graph: A logical attack graph 

A'=(N'r,N'p,N'd,E',L',G'), is a sub logical attack graph of  a complete logical attack graph 

A=(Nr,Np,Nd,E,L,G),  iff the following conditions hold: 

• N'r,N'p,N'd ⊆ Nr,Np,Nd. 

• E'⊆ E ∧ ( (N1, N2)∈ E' → N1, N2∈ N'r∪N'p∪N'd. 

• G'⊆ G, and L' ⊆ L. 

Definition 4.2 Similar Nodes: In a logical attack graph A=(Nr,Np,Nd,E,L,G) or 

evidence graph G=(N,E,N-Attr,E-Attr,L,T) , N1d and N2d  are similar if N1d and N2d  ∈ A  

satisfy the equalities of N1d ≡ N2d , N1r ≡ N2r and N1p ≡  N2p, represented as N1d ≈  N2d 

.N2p, represented asN1d≈N2d . 

Nodes N1 and N2 are similar if they are the same type of hosts N1 ∧ N2 ∈ G, the 

attack status of N1 is equal to the attack status of N2, and E(N1) ≡ E(N2) where E(N1) and 

E(N2) are the evidence edges whose source or destination host is N1 and N2. 

Wang and Daniels [10] have suggested normalizing all evidence to five 

components: (i) ID; (ii) source; (iii) destination; (iv) content; and (v) timestamp. These 

are used as edges to connect hosts in a time sequence in order to produce an evidence 

graph. 

4.3 Merging Sub Evidence Graphs 

Merging the probabilistic evidence graphs of all the victim hosts and attack 

evidence in a network provides a global attack description. In order to generate a valid 

integrated evidence graph, the following guidelines must be followed to ensure that the 

probabilities of merged host nodes and evidence edges do not violate Definition 3.5 on a 
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Probabilistic Evidence Graph. The guidelines are: (1) a different node is used to represent 

each attack on the same host; (2) if a victim host is exploited by the same vulnerability in 

different attacks, the nodes are merged as one node, which is given an increased 

probability p′(h) = p(h)G1 + p(h)G2 − p(h)G1 × p(h)G2. Note that p′(h) is the increased 

probability of the merged node, and p(h)G1 and p(h)G2 are the host probabilities in 

evidence graphs G1 and G2 ; (3) similar hosts involved in similar attacks are merged 

together with an increased probability p′(h) = p(h) G1 +p(h) G2 −p(h) G1 ×p(h) G2; and 

(4) when nodes are merged, the corresponding edges that represent the same evidence 

should also be merged. For evidence probabilities p(e)G1 and p(e)G2 in evidence graphs 

G1 and G2, the merged evidence probability is increased to p′(e) = p(e) G1 + p(e) G2 − 

p(e)G1 × p(e) G2 where p′(e) is the new merged evidence edge probability. 

Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) show two evidence graphs and Figure 4.1(c) shows their 

integrated evidence graph. In the two evidence graphs, assume that Host2 is attacked by 

using the same vulnerability from Host1 and Host3, and assume that Host1 ≈ Host3 as 

defined in Definition 4.2. Host2 in Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) can be merged to a single 

Host2 node with increased probability p′(h2) = 0.5 + 0.9 − 0.5 × 0.9 = 0.95. Also, Host1 

and Host3 from the two graphs can be merged to Host1 with increased probability p′(h) = 

p(h1)+p(h3)−p(h1)×p(h3) = 0.5+0.5−0.5×0.5 = 0.75. The merged evidence is, therefore, 

increased to p′(e) = p(e1)+p(e3)−p(e1)×p(e3) = 2×0.5−0.5×0.5 = 0.75. 
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               (a)                                            (b)                                          (c)    

Figure 4.1: Merging evidence graphs 

If the sub evidence graphs are well constructed with no tainted or missing 

evidence, the sub evidence graphs can be merged into an integrated evidence graph. If 

not, an attack graph generated from the same network is used as a reference to integrate 

the sub evidence graphs. 

4.3.1 Merging Without an Attack Graph 

Algorithm 4.1 merges two evidence graphs. Starting with the two victim host 

nodes, the depth-first search algorithm [24] traverses all the host nodes in both evidence 

graphs and merges them to create an integrated evidence graph. The algorithm uses a 

coloring scheme to keep track of nodes in the two sub evidence graphs. All the nodes are 

initialized as being white; they are colored gray when they are being considered and their 

children have not yet been fully examined. A host is colored black after all its children 

are fully examined. The merging is complete when all the nodes in the two evidence 

graphs are colored black. 
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Algorithm 4.1 takes two sub evidence graphs G1 and G2 as input and creates their 

integrated evidence graph G. The algorithm checks G1 and G2 to see if there is an 

identical host node in G. Note that identical host means the same machine is present in 

both evidence graphs and the same vulnerability is exploited. If a host node in G is found 

to be identical to a node in G1 or G2, then the probability of the host in G is increased. If 

there is no identical host in G, then the node and its corresponding evidence from G1 or 

G2 are added to G.  

 

Algorithm 4.1: Merging probabilistic evidence graphs 

Input:  Two probabilistic evidence graphs Gi, =(Ni, Ei, Ni-Attr, Ei-Attr, Li, Ti) with 
victim nodes vi  for i=1,2. 
 
Output: One probabilistic evidence graph G = (N, E, N-Attr, E-Attr, L, T). 
Begin: 
1.  for each node n1 and n2 in G1 and G2 
2.           do   color[n1] ← WHITE, color[n2] ← WHITE 
3.                  π[n1]  ← NIL, π[n2]  ← NIL 
4.  for each node h ∈ V[G1] or h ∈ V[G2] 
5.       do  if  color[h] == white        
6.                  then  DFS-VISIT (h) 
End 
 
DFS-VISIT (h) 
7.   Color[h]  ← GRAY  
8.   MERGING(π[h],h,G) 
9.   for each v ∈ Adj[h] 
10.         do if Color[v] == WHITE 
11.              then  π[v] ← h 
12.                        DFS-VISIT(v) 
13.    Color[h] ← BLACK 
14.  return 
 
MERGING (π[h],h,G) 
15.  for all nodes u in G 
16.     if u is identical to h 
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17.         then p'(u) = p(u)+p(h) –p(u) ×p(h) 
18.                  p'(u.e) = p(u.e)+p(h.e) –p(u.e) ×p(h.e) 
19.     else add h to G  as u '    
20.              p(u ') =  p(h) 
21.              for all nodes n in G 
22.                    do if   n is identical to π[h] 
23.                              then   π[u '] ← n 
24.                         else  π[u '] ← NIL  
25.                         if   π[u '] ≠ NIL 
26.                              then   E(π[u '], u ') ← E(π[h], h) 
27.                                         P(E(π[u '], u ')) ← p(E(π[h], h)) 
28.   return  
 

4.3.2 Merging Using an Attack Graph 

Under some circumstances, the constructed evidence graph has nodes that are not 

connected because of missing evidence edges. In such a case, merging evidence graphs 

becomes problematic. To address this problem, I use an attack graph of the entire 

enterprise network to fill in the missing evidence by mapping sub evidence graphs to the 

attack graph to locate the corresponding attack path. 

Runtime overhead is a problem when analyzing large-scale attack graphs [3]. It is 

impractical to map evidence graphs that have polynomial complexity to an attack graph 

that has an exponential number of nodes V and edges E because the time requirement for 

a mapping algorithm using a depth-first search is O(V + E) [24]. The following methods 

are used to reduce attack graph complexity: 

• Hosts that have similar vulnerabilities are grouped together. The grouped node is 

assigned a higher probability p(h) = p(h1 ∪ h2) = p(h1) + p(h2) − p(h1) × p(h2) 

where h is the grouped machine node, h1 and h2 represent Host1 and Host2, 

respectively, that have similar vulnerabilities [3].	  
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• Attack success probability also represents attack reachability. The hosts with low 

reachability are removed [32]. I use a value 0.02 as the minimum reachability.	  

• All paths for which the destination computer does not expand to the desired 

victim hosts and all hosts that are not involved in the desired attack paths are 

removed. In addition, if there are multiple exploits at the same host, then the 

exploits for which the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is smaller 

than a pre-selected threshold value are omitted.	  

 

 
Algorithm 4.2:  Integrating evidence graphs using an attack graph 

Input:  Two probabilistic evidence graphs Gi, =(Ni, Ei, Ni-Attr, Ei-Attr, Li, Ti) with 
victim nodes vi for i=1,2. A probabilistic attack graph: A=(Nr, Np, Nd, E, L, G, P). Np has 
vulnerability information. Nr is an exploit, and Nd is the host state after exploiting the 
vulnerability. 
 
Output: A merged evidence graph G = (N, E, N-Attr, E-Attr, L, T) 
Begin: 
1.  for each node n1 and n2 in G1 and G2 
2.          do color[n1] ← WHITE, color[n2] ← WHITE 
3.               π[n1]  ← NIL, π[n2]  ← NIL 
4.  for each vertex h ∈ V[G1] or h ∈ V[G2] 
5.          do  if  color[h] == white        
6.                     then  DFS-VISIT (h) 
End 
 
DFS-VISIT (h) 
7.     color[h]  ← GRAY   
8.     MERGING(π[h],h,A) 
9.     for each v ∈ Adj[h] 
10.             do if color[v] == WHITE 
11.                     then  π[v] ← h 
12.                              DFS-VISIT(v)      
13.   color[u] ← BLACK 
14.   return 
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MERGING (π[h],h,G,A) 
15.  for all nodes u in G 
16.        do if u is identical to h 
17.                then p'(u) = p(u)+p(h) –p(u) ×p(h) 
18.                        p'(u.e) = p(u.e)+p(h.e) –p(u.e) ×p(h.e) 
19.            else add h to G  as u '    
20.                   p(u ') =  p(h) 
21.                   for all nodes n in G 
22.                         do if  n is identical to π[h] 
23.                                  then   π[u '] ← n 
24.                              else    π[u '] ← NIL  
25.                              if  π[u '] ≠ NIL  and E(π[h], h) ≠ NIL 
26.                                   then   E(π[u '], u ') ← E(π[h], h) 
27.                                              P(E(π[u '], u ')) ← p(E(π[h], h)) 
28.                             else  
29.                                   for each derived node m in A 
30.                                          do if  m is identical to π[u '] or u ' 
31.                                               then color[π[u ']] ← BLACK, color[u '] ← BLACK                      
32.                                E(π[u '], u ') ← Path between two marked nodes in A 
34.   return  
 

 

Algorithm 4.2 uses an attack graph to merge evidence graphs that have missing 

evidence. It enhances Algorithm 4.1 by looking up the missing evidence in attack graph 

A. The alterations are in the MERGING algorithm, which searches for the missing 

evidence between a new added node u′ and its parent node π[u′]. If the evidence is 

missing in both G1 and G2, then it is searched for in A. Specifically, Lines 6–8 in 

MERGING search for the evidence edges between π[h] and h in G1 or G2, which 

correspond to evidence edges between π[u′] and u′ in G. If these evidence edges are 

found, they are added as evidence edges between π[u′] and u′ in G. If not, the evidence is 

missing in both the sub evidence graphs and Lines 15–19 traverse all the derived nodes in 

attack graph A to find the corresponding nodes of π[u′] and u′ from G, and color them 
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black. Line 20 adds the attack paths that are found between the two marked nodes in the 

attack graph A to the integrated evidence graph G as evidence edges between π[u′] and u′. 

4.3.3 Runtime Analysis 

The runtime analysis uses n and e to represent the numbers of all the nodes and 

edges in the two evidence graphs. In Algorithm 4.1, Lines 1– 3 have O(n) time because 

the three lines only go through each node once. Lines 4–6 traverse every node to do a 

depth-first search (DFS-VISIT), which has O(n) time. DFS-VISIT calls the MERGING 

function, which includes two loops that have O(n2) time. Depth-first search traverses 

every edge and node in both evidence graphs, which takes O(n+e) time as proved in [24]. 

Upon totaling these times, Algorithm 4.1 has complexity O(n+n×(n×e+n×n2)) = O(n2 

×e+n4). For most evidence graphs, e is polynomial to n because there are usually at most 

three edges between two nodes, so the execution time is polynomial. 

Algorithm 4.2 is similar to Algorithm 4.1, except that Algorithm 4.2 has to 

traverse all the derived nodes in the corresponding attack graph to find the attack steps 

corresponding to missing evidence in the evidence graphs. This is done by a loop in 

MERGING (Lines 15–19). Using m to represent the node number in the attack graph, the 

complexity of Algorithm 4.2 is O(n+n×(n×e+n×n2 ×m)) = O(n2 ×e+n4 ×m), which is 

determined by m because e is polynomial to n. 

Ou, et al. [5] have proved that a logical attack graph for a network with N 

machines has a size at most O(N2). However, in a large-scale network with large N, an 

O(N2) size can still be a problem. By reducing the number N to only the hosts involved 
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in evidence graphs in the corresponding attack graph, the size of the attack graph can be 

made smaller. Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 4.2 is polynomial instead of 

exponential because m (equivalent to N) is polynomial. 

4.4 An Example Attack Scenario 

Figure 4.2 shows the network used to simulate an attack scenario. In this network, 

an external firewall controls access from the Internet to the enterprise network, where an 

Apache Tomcat web server using Firefox 3.6.17 hosts a website that allows access to 

Internet users via port 8080. The internal firewall controls access to a MySQL database 

server that also functions as a file server. The web server can access the database server 

via the default port 3306 and the file server through the NFS protocol. Workstations with 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 (IE6) installed have direct access to the internal database 

server. 

The attacker’s objective is to gain access to database tables stored on the database 

server and to compromise the file server. The attack plan involves: (i) an SQL injection 

attack that exploits a Java servlet on the web server; and (ii) direct access by 

compromising a workstation. 

The Java servlet on the web server does not sanitize inputs; it is vulnerable to: 

theStatement.executeQuery("SELECT * FROM profiles WHERE name=’Alice’ AND 

password=’ "+passWord+" ’ ");, corresponding to CWE89 in NVD [17]. The 

workstations run Windows XP SP3 with IE6, which has the vulnerability CVE-2009-

1918 [17]. This vulnerability allows an attacker to use social engineering to enable his 

machine to control the targeted workstation. The file server attack plan uses vulnerability 
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in NFS service daemons (CVE-2003-0252) to compromise the file server. Exploiting 

vulnerability CVE-2011-2365 in Firefox 3.6.17 allows the attacker to compromise the 

web server, which is used as a stepping-stone to attack the file server. Table 4.1 lists the 

attack roles and vulnerabilities. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2: Experiment Network 

 

Table 4.1: Attack Role Configuration 

Attacker 129.174.128.148   

Stepping Stone Workstation CVE-2009-1918 
Stepping Stone/Affiliated Web server CWE89, CVE-2011-2365 

Victim Database server, File server CVE-2003-0252 
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4.4.1 Merging Graphs Using Algorithm 4.1 

The evidence from the attack scenario is modeled as a vector (ID, source, 

destination, content, timestamp) and appears in the evidence graphs in Figures 4.3(a) and 

4.3(b). In both graphs, solid edges represent primary evidence and secondary evidence, 

which have coefficients of 1 and 0.8, respectively. Dotted edges represent expert 

knowledge with a coefficient of 0.5. The probabilities for the evidence edges and hosts 

are calculated using Definition 4.2. 

Executing Algorithm 4.1 yields the integrated evidence graph in Figure 4.3(c). 

Because the workstations in the two sub evidence graphs are involved in the same attack, 

they are merged to a single node with an increased probability p′(h) = p(h.G1) + p(h.G2) − 

p(h.G1) × p(h.G2) = 1 + 1 − 1 × 1 = 1. Note that p(h.G1) and p(h.G2) are the probabilities 

of p(h) in evidence graphs G1 and G2, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Evidence graphs for the experimental network attack scenario 
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4.4.2 Merging Graphs Using Algorithm 4.2 

Figure 4.4 shows the attack graph with the vulnerability information in Table 4.1. 

The graph shows two attack paths on the left and right sides. Merging the two 

workstations yields Figure 4.5, whose runtime has less computational complexity than 

Figure 4.4. The grouped host nodes have updated probabilities of: 

p′(21) = p(21) + p(31) − p(21) × p(31) = 0.8 + 0.8 − 0.8 × 0.8 = 0.96 p′(20) = 

p(20) + p(30) − p(20) × p(30) = 0.8 + 0.8 − 0.8 × 0.8 = 0.96 

p′(19) = p(19) + p(29) − p(19) × p(29) = 0.8 + 0.8 − 0.8 × 0.8 = 0.96 p′(18) = 

p(18) + p(28) − p(18) × p(28) = 0.8 + 0.8 − 0.8 × 0.8 = 0.96 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Attack graph with two workstations 
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Algorithm 4.2 uses the compact attack graph shown in Figure 4.5 to integrate the 

two evidence graphs. In order to simulate missing evidence in the evidence graphs, I 

assume that the evidence from the web server to the file server in the graph in Figure 

4.3(b) has not been found. The corresponding integrated evidence graph is shown in 

Figure 4.6. In this graph, the dashed edge is merged from the two evidence graphs and 

the attack path between the web server and the file server is the corresponding attack path 

(between node 6 and node 28) from the attack graph. This new added attack path between 

the web server and the file server indicates that the web server has been used as a 

stepping stone to compromise the file server using vulnerability CVE-2003-0252. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: The attack graph with grouped workstations 
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Figure 4.6: Integrated evidence graph 

4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, two algorithms are presented for merging probabilistic sub 

evidence graphs to create an integrated probabilistic evidence graph. The first algorithm 

merges two probabilistic evidence graphs without using an attack graph of infrastructure 

vulnerabilities. The second algorithm, which merges multiple evidence graphs using an 

attack graph, is used in situations where evidence has been tampered with or is missing. 

Because the second algorithm can have a lengthy execution time for an attack graph with 

high complexity, certain approximations can be applied to shrink attack graphs to reduce 

the execution time. 
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CHAPTER 5: A MODEL TOWARDS USING EVIDENCE FROM SECURITY 
EVENTS FOR NETWORK ATTACK ANALYSIS 

5.1 Introduction 

Investigators of digital crime look for evidence so that they can construct potential 

attack scenarios substantiated by evidence that are more convincing than the ones 

presented by the defence as alternative explanations. The defence may question the legal 

admissibility of presented evidence, rebut, undermine or undercut the arguments 

presented by the prosecution or present an alternative scenario that fits the evidence 

presented by the prosecution that would absolve the accused of wrongdoing. However, 

attackers who launch attacks against enterprise networks tend to use sophisticated 

techniques such as multi-stage/multi-step attack and anti-forensics, which makes finding 

incriminatory evidence difficult. Consequently, using available but tainted or incomplete 

evidence in order to find more or better evidence that can be used to reconstruct an attack 

scenario that can withstand argumentative challenges is an issue faced by most 

prosecuting and investigative teams.   

Enterprise systems generate events showing their state changes that are 

categorized by criticality and recorded in event logs. Although the topic of using IDS 

alerts and system logs as forensic evidence has been controversial, they provide the first 

level of information for forensics analyst [36]. Many researchers have proposed to 
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aggregate redundant alerts and correlate them to determine multi-step attacks [33, 40], 

but most reported work used non-automated ad-hoc methods.  

There is extensive work on using evidential reasoning to formulate hypothesis and 

collecting evidence in support of criminal investigations [34]. However, to the best of my 

knowledge, only Wang et al. [41] used reasoning on network security event alerts to 

correlate network attack scenarios. While the work presented in [41] proposed using 

fuzzy rules to find the causality of evidence, this work did not implement a practical 

system to automatize the process. In addition, this work has not solved the following two 

problems: (1) Variable alternate hypotheses could explain the same attack scenario under 

the situation where many parts of evidence has been destroyed, but only one of them is 

correct; (2) The evidence that can provide security advice to network administrators may 

not be admissible in a court of law. In this chapter, I propose to solve the above three 

problems by implementing a more efficient and accurate model to reason about 

correlation between evidence collected allegedly after a multi-stage, multi-step attack, 

where there might be missing evidence or false positives. I achieve this by using and 

extending the reasoning system MulVAL [5, 16], which has been mentioned in previous 

chapters, so that this reasoning system can automate the causality correlation between 

evidence collected from security events in an enterprise network after an attack. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes background. 

Section 5.3 is related work. Section 5.4 describes the experimental network, and Section 

5.5 introduces the tool of MulVAL, which is used to generate a logical attack graph. 

Section 5.6 is my main contribution in this chapter, which describes my model of 
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building evidence graphs for network attack analysis under the situation where anti-

forensics is used. I conclude this chapter in Section 5.7. 

5.2 Background 

5.2.1 Digital Forensics and Anti-forensics 

Currently, forensics data, such as IDS alerts provide first clues about potential 

attacks. However, the IDS alerts have large quantities and false positives, which make the 

analysis difficult.  As a solution, Peisert proposed using a fault graph based on safety 

properties and security policies to impose a structure on log data so that the IDS can 

decide what data is necessary to log for forensic analysis in a way that facilitates 

determining the attack scenario and its effect [37]. I use this idea to log and use relevant 

data as forensics evidence. 

Attackers use anti-forensics tools as a way to negatively impact the existence, 

amount, and/or quality of evidence from a crime scene, or to make the examination of 

evidence difficult or impossible to conduct [44]. Current anti-forensic techniques fall into 

two categories of (1) attacking data and (2) attacking tools, which has been introduced in 

Chapter 2.  

5.2.2 Legal Admissibility in Digital Forensics 

During trials, judges are often asked to rule on the admissibility of digital 

evidence. According to federal stature [39], the following rules apply to e-evidence:  (1) 

Authenticity (Rules 901 and 902); (2) Hearsay or not (Rule 801-807); (3) Relevance 

(Rule 401); (4) Prejudice (Rule 403); (5) Original writing Rule (Rule 1001-1008), in 

which relevance plays a key role. Consequently, accuracy and validity matter when using 
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digital evidence for legal admissibility [45]. Here, accuracy is the likelihood that the 

result is right, which provides juries with a measure of the validity of presented evidence.  

Federal rule 104(e) addresses this credibility/weight issue. This rule does not limit the 

right of a party to introduce measures relevant to weigh or determine the credibility of 

evidence to a jury. 

5.2.3 Evidence Graph 

In this chapter, I use and extend MulVAL to reason about correlations between 

evidence collected allegedly after a multi-stage, multi-step attack to construct the attack 

scenario. I also use XSB [42], a Prolog based in-memory deductive database engine as a 

rule engine, which can compute stratified Datalog programs within polynomial time [35]. 

An Evidence Graph is a graphical model that presents all items of intrusion 

evidence and their dependency that can be used to ascertain potential multi-stage/multi-

step attacks in enterprise networks [41]. I rewrite the formal Definition 3.5 as follows.  

Definition 5.1(Credible Evidence Graph): An evidence graph is a sextuple 

G=(Nh,Ne,E, L, Nh-Attr, Ne-Attr,), where Nh and Ne are two set of disjoint nodes 

representing host computers involved in the attack and its related evidence; E	  ⊆(Nh ×Ne)	  

∪(Ne×Nh); L is mapping from a node to its label; Nh-Attr and Ne-Attr are attributes to 

host and evidence nodes respectively. The attributes for host nodes and evidence nodes 

are as follows:  

• Attributes for Host Nodes 

a. Host ID: Identify of a host node. 

b. States: Host node category consisting of one or many of the “source”, “target”, 
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“stepping-stone” and “affiliated”. Affiliated hosts have suspicious interactions with an 

attacker, one of victims or stepping-stone.  

c. Time stamps: Tactivate and Tlatest time stamps record the initial and latest states 

of a machine.  

We say an evidence graph is a credible evidence graph, if the nodes have the 

following additional properties in addition to the above attributes. 

• Attributes for Evidence Nodes 

1. General attributes: Includes event initiator, event target, event 

description and event time stamp(s).  

2. Weight (w): A value from [0, 1] is used to represent the impact of 

evidence on the attack. For example, port-scan evidence gets less weight than buffer 

overflow evidence. While there is not a unified standard for this attribute, the weight 

signed by forensic experts on the same attacked network should be consistent.  

3. Relevancy (r): Measurement of impact on attack success, which includes 

the irrelevant true positive = 0, Unable to verify = 0.5 and Relevant true positive =1. 

5.3 Related Work 

Reasoning has been used to link evidence and claims about attacks by using 

expert knowledge. In this area, Keppens et al. proposed using inductive and abductive 

reasoning to model potential crime scenarios and correlate evidence [34]. In another 

paper [38], Keppens et al. used Bayesian inference to evaluate how well given criminal 

evidence can choose one scenario over possible alternatives. However, both works are 

based on traditional criminal forensics. For network forensics, Wang et al. used a global 
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and local reasoning based on expert knowledge to correlate evidence and intuitively 

visualize attack scenarios by creating an evidence graph [41]. This work uses a rule based 

fuzzy cognitive map to model expert knowledge in order to reason about the evidence 

correlation. Neither [34, 38] nor [41] uses formal logic programming language to 

formalize expert knowledge, evidence, or access control policy to automatically construct 

attack scenarios, which is the main contribution of this chapter. Additionally, the work 

presented in [41] neglected discussing how to evaluate situations where anti-forensics 

techniques have been used, which is also resolved in this chapter. 

5.4 Experimental Network 

Figure 5.1 is the topology of an experimental network I use in this chapter, and 

Table 5.1 has the IP addresses of computers and vulnerability information on some of 

those computers shown in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.1, the external Firewall 1 controls 

network access from the Internet to the enterprise network, where a webserver hosts two 

web services--Apache HTTP Server at Port 80 and Apache Tomcat Server at Port 8080. 

The internal Firewall 2 controls the access to a SQL database server, which can be 

accessed by the webserver and employees in the network. The administrator has 

administrative privilege on the webservers. SNORT is used as an IDS and firewall in this 

network. We also configured both web servers and the database server to log all events 

and queries. The samples of the SNORT alerts, web server access records and Database 

query log are displayed in Appendix 3. 
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Figure 5.1: Experimental Attacked Network 

Table 5.1: The IP Addresses and Vulnerabilities of Machines in My Experiment 

Machine IP Address/Port Vulnerability 
Attacker 129.174.124.122  
Workstations 129.174.124.184/185/186 HTML Objects Memory Corruption 

Vulnerability(CVE-2009-1918) 
webserver1--Product 
Web Service 

129.174.124.53:8080 

 

SQL Injection(CWE89) 

webserver2--Portal 
Web Service 

129.174.124.53:80 SQL Injection(CWE89) 

Administrator 129.174.124.137 Cross Site Scripting Flaw(XSS) 
Database server 129.174.124.35  
 
 

5.5 Attack Graphs and Tools 

Attack graphs can serve as a basis for detection, defense and forensics analysis 

[41]. Given a set of vulnerabilities in a system, an attack graph analysis provides 

investigators with potential attack steps that the attacker can take to reach the attack 

goals. In this chapter, I use an attack graph as an assistance tool to find missing evidence 
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in order to ascertain missing evidence and complete an incomplete attack path.  I 

redefined Ou et al.’s logical attack graph model [5] as Definition 3.1.   

Many tools generate attack graphs and security analysts use them to secure 

systems and networks. The tool for generating a logical attack graph as above is called 

MulVAL [16], which uses XSB [42], a Prolog system developed by StonyBrook, to 

evaluate the Datalog interaction rules on input facts. Datalog is a syntactic subset of 

Prolog. MulVAL uses Datalog literals (such as L(args)) to model network/computer 

configurations and vulnerability information as input facts, and uses Datalog interaction 

rules to track simulation trace by modeling all attack techniques and security semantics. 

The interactive rules have the form: L(args):- L1(args1),…..Ln(argsn). MulVal is arranged 

so that an execution trace for a query produces an attack graph. 

 

Table 5.2: MulVAL Reasoning Rules 

Rule1 

interaction_rule(  
          (accessMaliciousInput(H, Victim, Software) :- 
competent(Victim), 
hacl(H, MaliciousMachine, httpProtocol, httpPort), 
attackerLocated(MaliciousMachine)), 
rule_desc('Browsing a malicious website')). 

Rule2 

interaction_rule((execCode(H, Perm) :- 
vulExists(H, _, Software, remoteClient, privEscalation), 
hasAccount(Victim, H, Perm), 
accessMaliciousInput(H, Victim, Software)), 
rule_desc('remote exploit for a client program')).   

 

For example, in Table 5.2, I have two sample general rules.  Rule 1 means that the 

“competent” “Victim” that operates host computer “H” could access the malicious input 
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“Software” if “MaliciousMachine” can visit “H” by “httpProtocol” and “httpPort”, and 

the attacker is located in the “MaliciousMachine”. Here, the characteristic of  

“competent” for the victim is used to sign the probability that the user accesses the 

malicious input, which is always smaller than an incompetent victim does the same thing.  

Rule 2 means the attack gets the permission “Perm” on the host computer “H” if  (1) 

vulnerability exists in the “Software” on host computer “H” that can be reached by 

“remote Client” with privilege escalation- “privEscalation”; (2) the “Victim” has the 

permission “Perm” on the host computer “H”; and (3) the competent “Victim” that 

operates host computer “H” accesses the malicious input-“Software”. 

 

Table 5.3: Machine/Network Configuration Facts 

attackerLocated(internet).         //The attacker is from Internet                                    
competent(employee).             //The user of the workstation is a competent employee 
hacl(workStation,internet,httpProtocol,httpPort). //Workstation can be accessed from Internet 
hasAccount(employee,workStation,root).  //The employee has root privilege on the workStation 
isClient(MaliciousSite).  //The employee accessed a malicious link 
eviExists(workStation,'CVE-2009-1918',MalicousSite). 
The workstation has CVE-2009-1918 vulnerability, which can be triggered by accessing a 
malicious link 
vulProperty('CVE-2009-1918',remoteClient,privEscalation). 
//This vulnerability allows the attacker comprise the machine 

 

Rules stated in Table 5.2 uses capitalized identifiers as variables that are 

instantiated during Prolog executions. MulVAL uses an input file to hold all concrete 

terms (facts). Table 5.3 has the facts that correspond to the rules in Table 5.2.  If a query 

is made to Rule 2 in Table 5.2, the Prolog interpreter instantiates all variables with terms 

shown in Table 5.3 to decide if corresponding literals in Table 5.2 are true, and if the 
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evaluation on the rules succeeds. If the evaluation succeeds, the rule records the 

successful derivation into a trace file, which forms the attack path. According to 

corresponding rules, MulVAL traverses all possible derivation paths and record all 

corresponding attack trace steps in the runtime query evaluation process. In the sample 

rules in Table 5.2, Rule 1 will be traversed, since the head of Rule is one of literals in 

Rule 2’s body. The trace steps of query on Rule 2 would form an attack graph as Figure 

5.2. 

 

 
 
1:execCode(workStation,root) 
2. Rule 3(remote exploit for a client program) 
3:accessMaliciousInput(workStation,employee,_) 
4. Rule 23(Browsing a malicious website) 
5. attackerLocated(internet) 
6:hacl(workStation,internet,httpProtocol,httpPort) 
7. competent(employee) 
8. has Account(employee,workStation,root) 
9:vulExists(workStation,'CVE-2009-1918',_,remoteClient,privEscalation) 

Figure 5.2:  An Attack Graph Generated by Table 5.3 Instantiating Table 5.2

Reasoning in MulVAL greatly improves the size complexity of an attack graph 

and time taken to generate the graph. However, even with this model, an attack graph is 
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still too large even for a small network, because the reasoning engine traverses all 

possible derivation paths (Figure 5.2 only has one single host with one vulnerability). 

Forensics analysts need visualization tools to look at such attack graphs. Because such a 

logical attack graph is based on vulnerabilities some attack path(s) maybe missing or 

incorrect if the corresponding exploit/vulnerability information is not complete [2]. These 

drawbacks are hindrance for us to use an attack graph to do forensics analysis, which is 

the reason why I use evidence to construct an evidence graph for forensics analysis. In 

this chapter, I propose to use and extend MulVAL reasoning rules to achieve this. 

 

Figure 5.3: The System Model for Constructing Attack Scenarios 

5.6 The Reasoning Based Model 

This section explains my model that uses and extends MulVAL rules to correlate 

event related evidence including alerts and log to create an evidence graph that constructs 
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a potential attack. The sample model is shown in Figure 5.3 (I use different shapes to 

represent different processing stage). In this model, I first preprocess alerts and other 

evidence that is related to corresponding security events, and then use a three-stage 

process to construct the attack scenario in the form of a graph. 

5.6.1 Pre-processing Evidence 

As mentioned in 5.2.1, in order to reduce the large quantities of the IDS alerts and 

false positives existing in these alerts, I adopted the method used in [37] for the logging. 

At this stage, I pre-process IDS alerts and log information to serve the later three-stage 

evidence correlation process.  First, I remove all alerts and log information in which the 

IP addresses are not related to the attacked computers, and then categorize the rest alerts 

or log information as primary evidence and secondary evidence. Primary evidence is 

explicit and direct about the attack, and the secondary evidence is implicit or 

circumstantial. I also categorize related normal network traffic log to the secondary 

evidence, because some malicious activities might look benign. I mainly use primary 

evidence to create the attack scenarios. When the primary evidence is not available, I use 

corresponding secondary evidence. 

In my experiment, I categorize the evidence as primary evidence as follows:  (1) 

“SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP” alerts, which are from the attacker to workstations; 

(2) “SQL Injection Attempt --1=1” alerts, which is sent from the attacker to the “Portal” 

Web Service; (3) “WEB-MISC cross site scripting attempt” alert that is generated due to 

attacker’s activity of using cross-site scripting attack. My secondary evidence includes 

the rest of logged information for traffic that went from web servers and the database 
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server.  These include all clients’ web access records and database query history.  

 

Table 5.4: Formalized Alert/Log Example 

ID Time 
Stamp Source IP Destination IP Content Vulnerability Validation 

SA1 12:10:06-
08/13/2013 129.174.124.122 129.174.124.184 

SHELLCODE 
x86 inc ebx 
NOOP 

CVE-2009-
1918 Check 

SA2 16:19:56-
08/13/2013 129.174.124.122 129.174.124.137 

WEB-MISC 
cross site 
scripting 
attempt 

XSS-Attack Check 

 

Table 5.5:  Vulnerability Database 

Vulnerability OS Software Version Attack Action 

CVE-2009-
1918 Windows IE 

IE 5.01 SP4; IE 6 SP1;IE 6 Win XP 
SP2; IE 6 Win SP3;  
IE 6 Win Server 2003 SP2; IE 7, 8 
for Win XP SP2 and SP3, Server 
2003 SP2, Vista Gold, SP1, and SP2, 
and Server 2008 Gold and SP2 

Allows remote attackers 
to execute arbitrary code 
via a crafted HTML 
document 

 

I formalize the above evidence in SQL records with the following attributes: ID, 

Time Stamp, Source IP, Destination IP, Content, Vulnerability and Validation (See Table 

5.4 as an example). Here, the validation attribute is used for admissibility pre-evaluation, 

because an alert could be a false alert or that of an unsuccessful attack. I use disk-imaging 

tools to examine attacked host computers, confirming that the attack has actually 

happened as validation. Because there are multiple alerts for the same incident or 

multiple log items for the same attacker action, in order to save storage and improve the 
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efficiency, I only save one instance of the repeated alerts. I formalize the vulnerability 

information to a database table like Table 5.5, using it to evaluate the admissibility of 

corresponding evidence by querying the vulnerability characteristics before I do the 

validation. For example, I have the fact that one workstation that runs Linux also received 

the “CVE-2009-1918” attack attempt. However, according to Table 5.5, this vulnerability 

only works in Windows machine where IE is supported. As such, the corresponding 

evidence should be removed before a further validation is performed because the 

relevance of the alert is zero. Of course, the admissibility is up to a judge or jury in court, 

but my evaluation could provide pertinent guidance to the court.  

5.6.2 Correlation Stage 1: Using Inductive Reasoning to Correlate Evidence 

In order to correlate alerts and other evidence, I take the timestamp of each item 

of evidence from the formalized Alert/Log evidence SQL table as the order to reason if 

there is any causality between the attack states represented by the corresponding 

evidence. Because MulVAL rules use vulnerability information instead of the evidence, I 

use the corresponding “Vulnerability” to represent every item of evidence. In this case, I 

take the “Vulnerability” and its corresponding network/machine configurations as facts 

against the MulVAL interaction rules to determine if I can get any derived facts. Upon 

having derived results, I query if there is any matching evidence, and correspondingly 

make the correlation between the two items of evidence. If there is no matching evidence, 

further investigation should be performed to see if there is any other supporting evidence. 

If there are no derived results, there is no correlation. Following the time-stamp order, I 

move on to the next item of evidence and repeat the above process. 
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Algorithm 5.1: Using inductive reasoning to correlate evidence 

Input: Formalized evidence “NE” with timestamp “T” and reasoning rules 
Output: Correlated evidence 
Begin: 

1. Q1←∅	  	  	  	  	  // Use Q1 to hold all evidence 
2. Q2←∅	  	  	  	  	  // Also, use Q1 to hold all evidence 
3. Map NE to VE   // Convert evidence NE to corresponding vulnerability VE    
4. ENQUEUE(Q1 ,	  VE )  // Push VE    to Q1 by the order of timestamp  
5. While (Q1≠ Ø )          // if  Q1 is not empty  
6. Do VE1 ← DEQUEUE(Q1)  //Take an item of evidence out 
7.        ENQUEUE(Q2 ,	  NE )     //Push all NE to Q2  
8.        Codify NE1  and  corresponding computer configuration to predicates “PE” 
9.        Nd ← the result from running reasoning rules on “PE”	  
10.        If  Nd ≠ Ø     // If there is generated derived fact 
11.        While (Q2 ≠ Ø )   // See if any item of evidence matches Nd 
12.        Do  NE2← DEQUEUE(Q2) 

              //if they match, and the matched evidence has a bigger timestamp  
13.               If  Nd  == NE2  AND  TNE2 > TNE1  
14.                    Correlate “NE1” to “NE2”   // correlate NE1  and NE2 

End                 

Algorithm 5.1 presents the inductive reasoning process in the algorithmic form. 

The correlation mentioned above is forward traversing, which is obtained by 

applying the rules to the evidence from source computer to a potential successor. The 

successor is either the same source computer or the destination computer with post-attack 

conditions (the destination computer should be the neighbor host computer of the source 

computer). This forward traversing process that uses rules to find the consequence (post-

condition) of an attack indicated by the evidence is called inductive reasoning, which can 

be used to advise the investigators to find corresponding evidence. 

For example, as shown in Figure 5.4, by querying the reasoning rules in Table 5.2 
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instantiated by the facts in Table 5.3, my search algorithm determined that there should 

be a correlation between attacker machine and workstation on the evidence of 

“SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP(Buffer Overflow Attack)”. Because there is no 

available evidence in the evidence SQL database that shows the workstation is 

compromised, I use forensics tools to investigate the workstation host computer, and 

found the evidence that shows workstation has been compromised. Correspondingly, I 

correlate the attacker’s action of “compromising” workstation using a “buffer overflow 

attack” as evidence. 

 

Figure 5.4: Match Evidence for Derived Result from Reasoning 

In the case where no evidence can be found to validate the derived attack 

consequence, I use my constructed anti-forensics database (Table 2.3) and the 
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corresponding technique described in [23] to reconstruct the attack scenario. Chapter 2 

and the published paper [23] discuss this method in detail. 

5.6.3 Correlation Stage 2: Using Abductive Reasoning to Correlate Evidence 

If inductive reasoning cannot correlate all alerts or other evidence in the Alert/Log 

evidence table to form an attack step, I use abductive reasoning to find the cause of a 

given item of alert/log evidence. It is possible that the combinations of potential events 

and system states could have produced a given alert or log information. That is, for 

scenario fragments whose attack consequence (post-conditions) matches the given item 

of alert/log evidence, it could have been one of the causes that produce the given item of 

evidence, which should be correlated to the given item of alert/log evidence. I call it 

backward traverse correlation.  

We need a hypothesis for abductive reasoning. Specifically, by analyzing the 

given item of evidence (validated alert or log information), forensics analysis experts 

could use their empirical expert knowledge or repositories such as the NVD database to 

speculate an attack that exploited a known vulnerability that would have caused the 

attack consequence represented by given evidence. By using such a combination of the 

vulnerability and a hypothetical attack cause, I use forward traversing reasoning as 

mentioned in 5.6.2, to see if I can get the expected derived result matching the given 

evidence. If such a match or several matches exist, it proves that the hypothesis could be 

the right attack cause for the attack consequence represented by the given evidence. 

Therefore, investigators can investigate further to find supporting evidence in order to 

substantiate and validate the hypothesis. As mentioned in 5.6.2, in the case where there is 
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no supporting evidence, the anti-forensics database and technique described in [23] 

should be used, because the attacker might have used anti-forensics techniques to destroy 

any evidence. 

Forensics experts may differ in opinions, and it is conceivable that the defense 

rebuts the arguments presented by the prosecution or present an alternative scenario that 

fits the evidence presented by the prosecution. Anticipating such challenges, I try all 

possible hypotheses for the attack cause of the given evidence, and use the same rules to 

generate the derived results for a comparison. By doing so, we could find the most 

reasonable and convincing explanation for the attack cause that uses a given item of 

evidence. In order to easily compare different hypotheses, I implemented a GUI interface 

to show the different hypotheses and their corresponding derived results.  

5.6.4 Stage 3: Using Mapping Algorithm for a Global Examination 

In this phase, I do a final examination on the evidence graphs generated from 

stage 1 and stage 2 where only the consecutive attack steps are correlated, which may not 

form a complete attack path. Then, I map the constructed evidence graph to a logical 

attack graph by using Algorithm 3.1 and examine if there are any unsupported attack 

paths in the evidence graph constructed by stages 1 and 2 [31]. If such an unsupported 

attack path exists, by referring to the logical attack graph, I use the reasoning as stage 2 to 

see if the unsupported attack path can be completed. In order to reduce the attack graph 

size, I only use the related vulnerability and network/computer configuration to get a sub-

attack graph [43]. 

5.7 Conclusions 
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In this chapter, I have proposed a network forensics model that uses and extends a 

Prolog based system MulVAL, to automate the causality correlation between evidence 

collected from security events in an enterprise network after an attack. In this model, I 

used different methods, including inductive reasoning, abductive reasoning and mapping 

the evidence to a logical attack graph to construct an evidence graph for network 

forensics analysis. In order to resolve the problem of missing evidence, I used my 

constructed anti-forensics database and different hypothesis from different experts to find 

the most reasonable explanation. My case study showed that such a reasoning system is 

practical. 
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CHAPTER 6: RELATING ADMISSIBILITY STANDARDS FOR DIGITAL 
EVIDENCE TO ATTACK SCENARIO RECONSTRUCTION 

6.1 Introduction 

During trials, judges are often asked to rule on the admissibility of electronic 

evidence. In preparation for arguments relating to admissibility, digital crime 

investigators look for evidence and arguments about their attributes (described shortly) in 

order to convince a judge or a jury at the trial stage that the potential attack scenario they 

constructed from the evidence is more convincing than the one presented by the defense. 

As mentioned in 5.2.2, according to federal rules on digital forensics [39], five issues 

must be considered when assessing whether given digital evidence will be admitted. They 

are (1) relevance, (2) authenticity, (3) not hearsay or admissible hearsay, (4) best 

evidence, and (5) not unduly prejudicial. Although some of these issues may not directly 

apply to all trials, a prosecution can consider all of them and their applicability. 

Otherwise, a prosecutor may run the risk of evidence being ruled as insufficient in the 

court, and consequently, the charge would be dropped or the accused would not be ruled 

guilty as charged. 

Independent of these legal standards, to avoid being traced or leaving 

incriminating evidence, attackers tend to use complex techniques such as multi-host, 

multi-step attacks covered up by using anti-forensic techniques or tools, which makes 

finding incriminatory evidence and reconstructing an attack problematic. In attacks 
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committed against digital assets, attack scenarios do constitute a substantial part of a 

prosecution’s narrative that needs to be accepted by a jury or a judge to get a conviction.  

In some cases, forensic investigators can quantify assertions about the quality of 

evidence by quantifying the relevance of evidence and their credibility with uncertainty 

[56]. However, in some cases, the evidence could be missing or intentionally destroyed, 

which prevents quantifying their relevance and credibility. In order to address the 

problem of missing or destroyed evidence and assign weights to an attack scenario 

constructed from some evidence over alternatives in supporting or refuting such a 

construction (that is what constitutes a prosecution’s story vs. a defense’s alternative 

explanation that exonerates the accused), I use an anti-forensics database and 

corresponding hypothesis to help expand investigations [31, 49]. Also, many researchers 

have proposed using Bayesian Networks to quantify the relevance and credibility of 

criminal or digital evidence for quantifying admissibility judgments [10, 38, 54]. In 

addition, Dempster-Shaffer theory has also been used in calibrating digital evidence [50, 

55]. I found few if any publications that logically formalized legal acceptability and the 

associated quantification method to directly applicable software in order to construct 

multi-step, multi-stage attack scenarios for the prosecutorial use in a court of law.   As a 

preliminary step towards achieving this goal, in [49] and Chapter 5 of this dissertation, I 

proposed to use federal rules as guidelines to pre-check the admissibility of evidence. 

However, in Chapter 5, I did not describe a specific method to integrate federal rules into 

to a reasoning system, nor did I discuss how to assign quantitative values to the 

credibility of evidence with respect to legal standards and integrate them so that they are 
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directly applicable to digital attacks. This chapter provides that missing link by 

formalizing legal requirements of evidence admissibility into my attack scenario 

reconstruction framework [49], and shows how to quantify the forensic investigators’ 

assertion on the attack represented by given evidence. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes background 

of the addressed problem and related work. Section 6.3 describes an experimental 

network and the constructed attack scenario by using Prolog reasoning rules.  In Section 

6.4, I discuss how to formalize the specific predicates and rules in a Prolog based system 

to reflect the admissibility of federal rules. In Section 6.5, I describe how to integrate the 

quantified evidence to my constructed evidence graph for admissibility evaluations. 

Section 6.6 shows the applicability of my method by using my experimental network. 

Lastly, Section 6.7 concludes this chapter.  

6.2 Background and Related Work 

My framework codifies federal rules on digital evidence in a Prolog based tool, 

which constructs an evidence graph visualizing the corresponding attack scenarios that 

happened in an attacked network. In order to explain my method, this section describes 

the admissibility requirements of digital evidence and the definition of an (probabilistic) 

evidence graph.  

6.2.1 Admissibility and Credibility of Digital Evidence 

According to federal rules on digital forensics [39], whenever the admissibility of 

digital evidence is called into question, following rules apply: (1) Authenticity (Rules 901 

and 902), (2) Hearsay or not (Rule 801-807),  (3) Relevance (Rule 401),  (4) Prejudice 
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(Rule 403),  (5) Original writing (Rule 1001-1008). Among them, the most important rule 

for this chapter is the relevance criteria. Federal rules of evidence do not include a formal 

mathematics or statistics standard to evaluate levels of certainty required of digital 

evidence. Also, there isn’t a universally accepted way to assess the credibility or accuracy 

of digital evidence due to many reasons. First, the complexity and multiplicity of 

computer systems and attack techniques vary. Second, the level of attack certainty (the 

credibility/weight) that digital investigators assign to their findings is influenced by their 

expertise and experience [49]. However, federal rule 104(e) is related to credibility or 

weight does not limit the right of a party to introduce evidence to a jury prior to 

determining its relevance and credibility. Here, the weight is described as the measure of 

credible proof on one side of a dispute as compared with the credible proof on the other 

[57].  

I use Bayesian Network modeling to calculate the analysts’ judgment on the 

certainty of evidence, in order to facilitate the expression of opinions regarding the 

certainty of an assertion on the evidence credibility and weight [10, 38, 54]. Also the 

reference [50] suggests using a 10-point scale of certainty based on legally defined 

standards of proof and comparing “legal”, “scientific” and “Bayesian” scales, providing a 

more precise way to characterize a forensics analyst’s judgment. The hierarchy of legal 

standards of proof and corresponding Bayesian probabilities consists of (from highest to 

lowest) (1) beyond any doubt (100%), (2) beyond a reasonable doubt (>99%), (3) clear 

and convincing evidence (90-99%), (4) clear showing (80-90%), (5) substantial and 

credible evidence (67-80%), (6) preponderance of the evidence (50-67%), (7) clear 
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indication (33-50%), (8) probable cause: reasonable grounds for belief (10-33%), (9) 

reasonable, articulable grounds for suspicious (1-10%), (10) no reasonable grounds for 

suspicion (<1%), and totally impossible (0%). Civil and criminal litigation uses different 

levels of acceptability of evidence.  

6.2.2 (Probabilistic) Evidence Graph 

As stated in previous chapters, an evidence graph is a graphical model, which 

presents evidence of intrusions and their dependencies that can be used to reconstruct 

multi-stage and multi-step attacks that may have been launched against an enterprise 

network.  Chapter 3 has the formal definitions of an evidence graph (Definition 3.4) and a 

probabilistic evidence graph (Definition 3.5), which will be used in this chapter. 

6.2.3 Related Work  

Reference [34] describes how to use inductive and abductive reasoning to model 

potential crime scenarios and correlate evidence in non-digital forensics. Paper [38] uses 

Bayesian Inference to evaluate how well the given criminal evidence is a better fit for 

substantiating one scenario over possible alternatives. Both papers are based on 

traditional forensics that has different causality relationship that does not apply to digital 

evidence per-se.  

In the area of digital forensics, reference [10] describes one schema that use 

reasoning to correlate attack steps substantiated by digital evidence, which uses 

aggregated security event alerts by checking if they have the same source-destination 

pair, belong to the same attack class and timestamps falling within a self-extending time 

window. A self-extending time window is a time window that is updated by elongating 
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the window to include the one with a new alert but the time difference is within a 

predefined limit T.  

Definition 3.4 also decorates an item of evidence between two hosts with 

relevance, weight and host importance to assess the overall weight of the aggregated 

evidence. I discussed how to compute the attack credibility of the attacked host computer 

substantiated by evidence based on this extra information [31], but did not relate it to the 

quantitative legal standards. Also, in order to quantify the strengths of hypotheses that are 

based on the legal admissibility judgment of evidence, Kwan at el. proposed using a 

Bayesian belief network to analyze the evidence with respect to hypothetical scenarios, 

and thus, enhancing the credibility and traceability of the results produced by digital 

forensic investigations [54].  The Bayes’ theorem is used for evidence analysis in [54] is 

P(H|E)=P(E|H)P(H)/P(E), where P(E|H) is the  conditional probability of evidence E 

based on hypothesis H, P(E) is the prior probability of evidence E, P(H|E) is the posterior 

probability that the hypothesis H is true when E is detected and P(H) is the prior 

probability of hypothesis H judged by investigators’ background knowledge. In their 

paper, Kwan at el. also demonstrated how to use this Bayesian probability assignment by 

applying the model to a digital forensics legal case from Hong Kong Police Department 

in which the defendant used his computer to distribute a pirated movie on the Internet 

using BitTorrent [55].  

Reference [10] uses fuzzy-logic based correlation to find the causality relationship 

between different evidence to construct a graphical representation of attack scenarios. It 

is hard to assess the stability of fuzzy rules. Also, it uses imprecise values, which makes 
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it difficult to use any mathematical model to compute precise numbers.  In order to solve 

these limitations and integrate an anti-forensics database to hypothesize about missing or 

destroyed evidence, I proposed to modify a Prolog based attack graph generation tool 

MulVAL[5] to reconstruct attack scenarios Chapter 5 , the published paper [49]. This 

methodology makes it easy to leverage existing vulnerability databases and scanning 

tools by expressing their output in Datalog and feeding it to its reasoning engine. In 

Chapter 5, I proposed to integrate federal rules of evidence into MulVAL, but did not 

provide a way to formalize the admissibility standards or compute the credibility of 

forensics investigators’ assertions substantiated by evidence. 

 

Table 6.1: Formalized Evidence of the Alerts/Log from the Experimental Network 

Timestamp Source IP Destination 
IP 

Content Vulnerability 
08/13-12:26:10 129.174.124.122 129.174.124.184 SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP CVE-2009-1918 

08/13-12:27:37 129.174.124.122 129.174.124.185 SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP CVE-2009-1918 

08/13-14:37:27 129.174.124.122 129.174.124.53 SQL Injection Attempt CWE89 

08/13-16:19:56 129.174.124.122 129.174.124.137 Cross Site Scripting XSS 

08/13-14:37:29 129.174.124.53 129.174.124.35 name='Alice' AND password='alice' or 
'1'='1' CWE89 

… …     
 

6.3 An Example Network  

6.3.1 My Experimental Network 

The experimental network used in this chapter is shown as Figure 5.1. Table 5.1 

has the IP addresses of computers and vulnerability information on some of those 

computers. The installed intrusion detection system, configured webserver and database 
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server were able to detect the attacks and log malicious accesses. The corresponding 

aggregated alerts and log information used as evidence are shown in Table 6.1, which 

were used in the extended MulVAL for attack scenario reconstruction. I chose the last 

alert or log item’s time stamp in Table 6.1 as the time stamp of the aggregated alert or log 

from the hyper alerts or logs that have the same source-destination pair, belong to the 

same attack class with time stamp falling in my pre-defined time window. 

6.3.2 Reconstructing Attack Scenarios 

By using the modified MulVAL described in chapter 5, I constructed an evidence 

graph that reflects the attacks as shown in Figure 6.1, where Table 6.2 describes the 

notations of all nodes. The graph representation in Figure 6.1 differs from Definition 3.4, 

where a primitive fact node, shown as a box, represents specific network configuration or 

vulnerability information of a host that corresponds to a unit of evidence. A derivation 

node, shown as an ellipse, representing a successful application of an interaction rule on 

(input) facts including primitive facts and prior derived facts substantiated by the 

evidence obtained after an attack step. A derived fact node is shown as a diamond. There 

are three constructed attack paths in Figure 6.1: (1) the attacker used cross-site scripting 

attack to get administrator’s session ID and therefore to get admin privilege 

(6à4à3à2à1); (2) the attacker used a web application that does not sanitize users’ 

input to launch a SQL injection attack on the database (6à15à14à13à12à10à9); 

(3) by using buffer overflow vulnerability on the IE browser, the attacker compromised 

workstations and used them as stepping stones to access the database 

(6à24à23à22à21à19à9 and 6à33à32à31à30à28à9). 
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Figure 6.1: Experiment Network Attack Scenario Reconstructed from the Alert/Log 

Table 6.2: The Notation of Each Node in Figure 6.1 

1 execCode(admin,apache) 
2 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
3 netAccess(admin,tcp,80) 
4 RULE 6 (direct network access) 
5 hacl(internet,admin,tcp,80) 
6 attackerLocated(internet) 
7 networkServiceInfo(admin,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
8 vulExists(admin,'XSS',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 
9 netAccess(dbServer,tcp,3660) 

10 RULE 5 (multi-hop access) 
11 hacl(webServer,dbServer,tcp,3660) 
12 execCode(webServer,apache) 
13 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
14 netAccess(webServer,tcp,80) 
15 RULE 6 (direct network access) 
16 hacl(internet,webServer,tcp,80) 
17 networkServiceInfo(webServer,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
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18 vulExists(webServer,'CWE89',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 
19 RULE 5 (multi-hop access) 
20 hacl(workStation1,dbServer,tcp,3660) 
21 execCode(workStation1,apache) 
22 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
23 netAccess(workStation1,tcp,80) 
24 RULE 6 (direct network access) 
25 hacl(internet,workStation1,tcp,80) 
26 networkServiceInfo(workStation1,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
27 vulExists(workStation1,'CVE-2009-1918',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 
28 RULE 5 (multi-hop access) 
29 hacl(workStation2,dbServer,tcp,3660) 
30 execCode(workStation2,apache) 
31 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
32 netAccess(workStation2,tcp,80) 
33 RULE 6 (direct network access) 
34 hacl(internet,workStation2,tcp,80) 
35 networkServiceInfo(workStation2,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
36 vulExists(workStation2,'CVE-2009-1918',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 

 

6.3.3 Rules and Facts Used for Reasoning 

Attack scenario generation uses rules that are constructed from generic attack 

scenarios to analyze the collected evidence and check if the evidence can be correlated 

together to construct an attack tree. Appendix 4 shows a snippet of generic attack 

generating rules, and Appendix 5 has the evidence abstracted in the form of predicates as 

shown in Appendix 4. The evidence shown in Appendix 5 are primary facts because they 

correspond to the combination of a specific software vulnerability, computer 

configuration, network topology, and security policy, which have been successfully 

exploited in the experimental network to launch the attacks.  The meaning of the 

predicates representing the primary facts is as follows: (1) predicate “attackedHost” 
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represents the destination victim computer; (2) predicate “hacl”, which means the host 

access control list, is used to describe network topology; (3) predicate “advances” 

represents the access rights within the firewall, which are used by the attacker to reach 

the next computer after the attacker has comprised a computer; (4) predicate “timeOrder” 

is used to assure that an attack step’s start time and end time falls within a reasonable 

interval, which would be discussed shortly, and (5) all other evidence collected on a 

particular host computer or between the source-destination computer pairs are formalized 

as following three lines: 

 “vulExists(workStation1, 'CVE-2009-1918', httpd).  
  vulProperty('CVE-2009-1918', remoteExploit, privEscalation). 
  networkServiceInfo(workStation1 , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). ”   

6.4 Predicates and Rules Used for Evidence Admissibility  

Admissibility criteria of evidence place additional constraints on the data and 

their handling processes, including the chain of custody issues. To ensure that collected 

evidence satisfies these constraints, I address two issues. First, in a dynamic environment, 

the evidence changes at a high rate, but forensic tools keep up at a regular rate. In 

particular, attackers can use anti-forensics tools to obfuscate or destroy the evidence. 

Second, an individual tool or evidence collection resource may not be able to meet all the 

needs of a particular investigation.  In either case, the admissible evidence should be 

validated and substantiated using additional constraints including timestamp, relevance, 

and possibly testing for validatable hypothesis. Admissibility criteria may render the 

graph in Figure 6.1 inapplicable, as there isn’t proper analysis on each item of evidence 

that is used to create the graph. In order to analyze evidence against admissibility 
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constraints, I enhance MulVAL by adding rules that help ascertaining the legal 

admissibility standards of evidence, which in turn requires adding new predicates.  

6.4.1 Timestamp 

One of the attributes useful in modeling legal admissibility check is to have a 

timestamp on each item of evidence in order to substantiate the chronological order of the 

attack steps. I do so by checking if the start time and end time of an attack step 

represented by the corresponding evidence fall in a reasonable timeframe. It is said 

reasonable because exact timestamp values may not be accurate due to system delays in 

reading clocks and logging mechanisms. Also, a distributed timestamp is needed in a 

distributed enterprise network. Also, attackers may try different techniques until the 

attack is successful, possibly having multiple attempts to attack the same victim bearing 

different time stamps from different source computers.   

Based on the above reasons, as shown between Line 1 to Line 6 in Figure 6.2, I 

implement a new rule “evidence(H,Perm)” that uses two new predicates 

“timeOrder(Source,H,T1,T2)”, “hold(T1,T2)” and a derived fact predicate 

“execCode(H,Perm)” that represents the attack status after an attack step has been 

executed  to assure that the attack launched from a source computer to a  destination 

computer did occur in a reasonable timeframe. In this rule, the “interaction_rule” in Line 

1 is a string that uniquely identifies a rule in MulVAL framework, with a description on 

Line 6.  In Line 3, predicate “execCode(H,Perm)” says the attacker has successfully 

attacked the destination computer “H” with the obtained privilege “Perm”. In Line 4 and 

Line 5, the two new predicates “timeOrder(Source,H,T1,T2)” and “hold(T1, T2)” specify 
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the attack timeframe. The four variable terms “Source”, “H”, “T1” and “T2” in 

“timeOrder” will be instantiated by constants in Line 10 and 11 that are extracted from 

primary facts input file in Appendix 5 (bold font), where the four terms with constants 

represent source computer, destination computer, timestamp 1, the start time of the attack 

from the “Source”, and timestamp 2, the end time of the attack to “H”. “hold(T1,T2)” in 

Line 5 calls the new added rule “hold(T1,T2)” between Line 7 to Line 9, where Line 8 of 

the rule body, “compare(<,T1,T2)”, is a Prolog built-in function that checks the validity 

of T1<T2,  and Line 9 uses Prolog built-in functions, “@<”(less than), to ascertain the 

time interval of the attack is less than 50 minutes.  

 

1. interaction_rule( 
2.            (evidence(H,Perm) :- 
3.                  execCode(H,Perm), 
4.                  timeOrder(Source,H,T1,T2), 
5.                  hold(T1,T2)), 
6.            rule_desc('evidence with timestamp', 1.0)). 
7.  hold(T1,T2) :- 
8.        compare(<,T1,T2), 
9.        (T2-T1) @< 0.50. 
/*This timeOrder in input fact will instantiate the timeOrder in line 4 during runtime */ 
10. timeOrder(webServer,dbServer,14.3727,14.3729).  
11. timeOrder(workStation1,dbServer,12.2610,14.3730). 

Figure 6.2: Predicates and Rules Related to Timestamps 

6.4.2 Computing the Relevance of Evidence 

Relevance is an important aspect for evidence admissibility. I constructed and 

used an expert knowledge advisory database to check the evidence relevance of the 

corresponding attack to minimize false positives. To construct the expert knowledge 
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database, I downloaded vulnerable machine states in the SQL table records as Table 6.3 

from MITRE OVAL [51] and NIST NVD [17]. Columns in table 6.3 include a unified 

vulnerability name, the operating system, software and its versions that support a 

successful attack.  

 

Table 6.3: Expert Knowledge/Vulnerability Database Obtained from OVAL  

Entry OS Software Privilege Version Attack Action 
CVE-
2009-
1918 

Windows IE User 
IE 5.01 SP4; IE 
6 SP1;IE 6 Win 
XP SP2 

Allows remote attackers to 
execute arbitrary code via a 
crafted HTML document 

 

Based on the expert knowledge database, I added a predicate 

“vulRelevance(Software,Privilege)” to rules in the rule file “interaction_rules” (Appendix 

4) to determine the evidence’s relevance. Variable terms “Software” and “Privilege” are 

instantiated by the data in the “Software” column and “Privilege” column in this new 

predicate respectively. I use this predicate to model if the software configuration on the 

attacked computer matches “Software” and “Privilege” that are reported to support a 

successful attack.  

An example rule with the added predicate “vulRelevance(Software,Privilege)”  is 

shown in Figure 6.3.  Here, the term “Software” in predicate “vulExists”(Line 4) 

represents the name of the software used in the attacked computer where the evidence has 

been collected and the term “Software” in predicate “vulRelevance”(Line 5) is obtained 

from a bug report such as OVAL or NVD. When the specific “Software” in predicate 

“vulExists” matches the one in predicate “vulRelevance”, the relevance between the 
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evidence and corresponding attack can be established and the value of 1 will be assigned 

to it. 

 

1. interaction_rule( 
2.  (execCode(Host, root) :- 
3.      execCode(Host, _Perm2), 
4.      vulExists(Host, _, Software, localExploit, privEscalation), 
5.      vulRelevance(Software,Privilege)), 
6.   rule_desc('local exploit',1.0)). 
 

Figure 6.3: An Example Rule with Predicate “vulRelevance”

There are two scenarios where the instantiated “Software” in the two predicates 

“vulExists” and “vulRelevance” do not match: (1) The instantiated “Software” in 

predicate “vulExists” is known not to have the vulnerability, (2) The instantiated 

“Software” in predicate “vulExists” is different from the one in “vulRelevance”, but has 

not been reported to vulnerability advisory database, and hence assumed not exploitable 

to launch a successful attack.   

Under condition (1), because relevance is 0, my reasoning won’t generate any 

attack traces. For condition (2), according to Definition 1, I assign 0.5 out of 1 to 

relevance, indicating that we need further investigation or may need to simulate the attack 

to make the relevance judgment better.   

6.4.3 Substantiated Validation vs. Hearsay 

As mentioned in federal rules of evidence [39], except for “admissible hearsay” 

standard for business records that can be admissible in the court, declared “hearsay” (for 

example, a verbal attack report) cannot be used as evidence. However, so-called 
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“hearsay” evidence could help an investigator to discover an attack not discovered by 

IDS or logging systems. For example, in my experimental network, through the cross-site 

script attack on the administrator’s computer, the attacker was able to send out phishing 

update information to other clients of the portal web service, asking them to update their 

confidential personal information. Because the installed intrusion detection system did 

not detect the phishing attack, a further investigation on the phishing attack should be 

performed to obtain evidence that satisfies the required level of acceptability standards of 

admissibility. Here, captured and validated network packets could substantiate the attack 

by showing that the clients sent confidential information to a malicious computer instead 

of the portal web service. Also, the investigator could detect that the administrator’s 

cookie session ID has been stolen as further substantiation of this phishing attack. 

 

1. interaction_rule( 
2.  (execCode(Host, root) :- 
3.         execCode(Host, _Perm2), 
4.  vulExists(Host, _, Software, localExploit, privEscalation), 
5.         vulRelevance(Software,Privilege), 
6.        notHearsay(_)),     //will be instantiated by the input fact 
7.   rule_desc('local exploit',1.0)). 
 
8. notHearsay(X):- 
9.         \+ hearsay(X).     

Figure 6.4: Predicate and Rule Used for Judging Whether Given Evidence is Hearsay  

The predicate and rule I implemented for judging declared hearsay or validated 

evidence are illustrated in Line 6, Line 8 and 9 in Figure 6.4, where the predicate 

“notHearsay(_)” in Line 6 calls the rule between Line 8 and 9. The rule “notHearsay(X)” 
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has a single predicate body, which is “\+hearsay(X)” representing the evidence is not 

declared hearsay. Here, “X” is the source evidence and “\+” is default negation. As 

mentioned, because the source of evidence has two categories (declared hearsay and 

validated evidence resource including admissible hearsay), this rule “notHearsay(X)” will 

disqualify the declared hearsay because “\+hearsay(X)” returns “false” on declared 

hearsay. If the evidence “X” is substantiated by validated evidence, “notHearsay(X)” 

returns “true”, which can be used to combine other admissibility criteria, such as 

relevance in Figure 6.3, to judge the admissibility of validated evidence. Figure 6.4 

shows an example of the combined “notHearsay” and relevance admissibility criteria 

judgment, in which the judgment on relevance (Line 3, 4, 5) has been introduced in 6.4.2.  

6.4.4 Using Dynamic Clauses to Assist Choosing Admissible Evidence 

I use the “assert(clause)” and “retract(clause)” predicates in Prolog to insert and 

retract hypothesis as dynamic clauses in my desire to have different explanations of the 

same evidence or missing evidence.  

Figure 6.5 is an example that asserts a network access list to check if the 

hypothetical precondition results in the post conditions that present the computer status 

after a particular attack. In this example, in the rule of “hypo_condition(Hyp)” (Line 1), 

the hypothetical condition is asserted (Line 2) to check if  the “postCondition” (Line 3) of 

the hypothetical condition will match current computer status represented by 

“execCode(H,Perm)” in Line 5. “execCode(H,Perm)” is the body of the rule 

“postCondition” in Line 4, called by the predicate “postCondition” in Line 3. With 

asserted dynamic conditions, the forensic investigators could test different assumptions, 
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and do “what if” analysis in the corresponding reconstructed attack scenario to find the 

best explanation for evidence admissibility. My example shows that with the asserted 

hypothesis “hacl(internet, webserver, _, _)” that represents that he attacker can access 

webserver from the Internet (Line 6-7), the “postCondition” matches the current 

computer status (Line 8-9). Without this access condition (Line 10-11), the current 

computer status won’t be matched (Line 12-13), because the returned result is “false”, 

implying that the attacker must have used the Internet access to attack the webserver. 

 

1.   hypo_condition(Hyp):- 
2.                  assert(Hyp), 
3.                  postCondition. 
 
4.    postCondition :-  
5.           execCode(H, Perm). 
…. // Actual rule is skipped because of limited space 
 
6.   | ?- hypo_condition(hacl(internet,webserver,_,_)).    //assert this access control policy 
7.   yes 
8.   | ?- postCondition.    //postCondition holds 
9.   yes 
10. | ?- retract(hacl(internet,webserver,_,_)).  //retract this control policy 
11. yes 
12. | ?- postCondition.     //postCondition does not hold any more 
13. no 

Figure 6.5: Use “assert/retract” to Assert Hypothetical Conditions  

6.5 Quantifying Evidence for Admissibility Check  

There are situations where different explanations on the same evidence or 

different evidence between the same source-destination computers exists, because of the 

following reasons: (1) actions thought benign by IDS could have played a role in a 
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coordinated attack; (2) attackers have launched different attacks, but only one of them 

succeeded; (3) different experts might have different explanations on the same evidence. 

If there is no specific test that can be used to determine whether digital evidence 

possesses the requisite scientific validity, in addition to using the asserted dynamic 

clauses to observe the difference as I discussed in 6.4.4, I use Definition 3.5 to calculate 

the evidence’s credibility probabilities under different attack scenario explanations so that 

the one with higher value of some metric can be chosen over alternatives. The Court in 

Daubert [52] the court can inquire the admissibility of the evidence judged by the 

expert’s “principles and methodology” that has been tested, published or widely accepted 

[53].   

Using MulVAL, I assigned a probability to each rule (for example, line 7 in 

Figure 6.4), indicating the attack success probability. However, this number is 

meaningless to the attack scenario constructed by evidence, because the collected 

evidence could be quite different even in similar attacks. In order to solve the problem, I 

use a Java program to read “r”,”w”,”h” for each item of evidence and assign the 

calculated “p(e)= c(e) × w(e) × r(e) × h(e)” to the corresponding derivation node(a 

derivation node is an oval node in Figure 6.1). Here, “w” and “h” are assigned by 

forensics experts, and “r” is obtained using the method described in Section 6.4.2. 

Afterwards, following the constructed evidence graph structure, my Java program 

calculates “p(h)= p[(∪eout)∪(∪ein)]” for each derived node (the diamond nodes in Figure 

6.1). Paper [43] and Chapter 4 have a detailed discussion on how to calculate the overall 

weight probability, so I will skip the detail here.  
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Because the nature of litigation (civil vs. criminal) places different standards of 

evidence admissibility [50], different overall weight standards could be used to evaluate 

the admissibility/weight of the evidence for different cases. Because reference [50] has 

specific comparison between the legal standards of proof and its corresponding 10-scale 

Bayesian probability, I used the work in [50] and chose the evidence that had a 

probability larger than “(5) substantial and credible evidence (67-80%)” as the 

admissibility evidence. As described in Chapter 4, this probability is not fixed. More 

evidence on the same attack step could increase the weight of the evidence. This has been 

specifically discussed in Chapter 4.   

6.6 Experiment Results  

By adding predicates and rules to the Prolog based reasoning model and 

calculating the overall credibility/weight of the evidence and corresponding attacked 

hosts, forensic investigators would be able to use the most admissible evidence obtained 

from a particular attacked network to construct a substantiated attack scenario.  

In my experimental network, by using the new added predicates, rules and 

performing further investigation on declared hearsay in my experimental network, I 

obtained the new evidence graph in Figure 6.6, where the attack path (Node 6->Node 33-

>Node 32 -> Node 31 -> Node 30 -> Node 28 -> Node 9) on “Workstation 2” from 

Figure 6.1 has been removed since the evidence is not admissible as discussed before 

(Firefox in Windows 7 won’t support a successful attack by using “CVE-2009-1918” 

vulnerability that is based on IE browser. Additionally, further investigation did not find 

any successful attack trace). In addition, a new attack path that is based on the declared 
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“hearsay” of phishing attack has been added to the constructed evidence graph, because a 

further investigation proved that malicious script had been injected to the forum webpage 

and “phishing URL” was also found in the clients’ computers. This new added attack 

path is “node 1 -> node 37 -> node 39”, which represents that the attacker launched a 

phishing attack towards the clients by using the compromised administrator’s session ID. 

 
 

Figure 6.6: the Constructed Evidence Graph after Admissibility Check

The numbers following the last “:” in derivation nodes (oval nodes) and derived 

nodes (diamond nodes) are “p(e)” and “p(h)” calculated by Definition 6.2. For node 22, 

because the attacker could fully compromise workstation by using “CVE-2009-1918”, 

which enabled her to delete all browsing history, a data recovery tool had to be used to 

recover the deleted evidence. The overall weight for this evidence has been assigned as 
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0.8, (where “c” was “0.8”) because recovered data was not complete and considered as 

secondary evidence. “w”, “r”,”h” were assigned as 1 respectively. 

6.7 Conclusions and Future Work  

In this chapter, I discussed how I enhanced my prolog based reasoning framework 

to evaluate evidence’s admissibility so that this framework can construct an attack 

scenario substantiated by evidence that can rise to a legal standard of acceptability of 

evidence. My preliminary experiment shows that I can successfully formalize the legal 

requirements to prolog rules that can support a given level of acceptability standard of 

evidence for attack scenario reconstruction. A final test of this claim requires more work 

in the following aspects. First, I need to formalize the operational security policy into this 

framework to ascertain if the accesses are legal. Second, I need to find a suitable way to 

use facts that are already known to be false, so that I can show the inadmissibility of 

evidence. Third, I plan to test the extended reasoning framework in a real attack scenario 

and work with cybercrime attorneys to ensure my reasoning can be folded into a formal 

charge.  
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CHAPTER 7: A LOGIC BASED NETWORK FORENSIC MODEL FOR 
EVIDENCE ANALYSIS  

7.1 Introduction 

Digital forensics has been used to resolve the legal disputes about alleged criminal 

attacks on enterprise networks. Different stages of legal proceedings (obtaining a warrant 

or evidence to the jury) require constructing attack scenarios from information available 

on attacked systems. In order to present the scenario that is best supported by evidence, 

digital forensics investigators analyze all possible attack scenarios reconstructed from the 

available evidence. These may include the items of evidence that are false negatives, or 

those with missing or destroyed (in part or as a whole) due to reasons like (1) the tools 

used for digital forensics are not able to capture some attacks, and (2) attackers use anti-

forensic techniques to destroy evidence.   

Although using IDS alerts and system logs as forensic evidence has been 

contested in courts, they provide the first level of information to forensics analysts on 

creating potential attack scenarios [36]. In order to reconstruct potential attack scenarios 

by using evidence such as IDS alerts, researchers have proposed aggregating redundant 

alerts by similarities and correlating them by using pre-defined attack scenarios to 

determine multi-step, multi-stage attacks [33, 40]. Currently, this method is not 

automated and rather ad-hoc. As an improvement, Wang at el. [10] proposed automating 

the process by using a fuzzy-rule based hierarchical reasoning framework to correlate 
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alerts using so-called local rules and group them using so-called global rules. However, 

this approach falls apart when evidence is destroyed, and it does not assess the potential 

of the evidence’s admissibility so that the constructed attack scenario presented to a judge 

or jury has legal standing. In order to resolve these problems, I propose to enhance my 

own rule-based system to automate the task of attack scenario reconstruction process that 

is cognizant of the admissibility standards for evidence. My rule base provides (1) 

correlation rules to coalesce security event alerts and system logs, (2) rules to explain 

missing evidence (with the support of an anti-forensics database) by using “what if” 

scenarios, and (3) rules to judge some of the acceptability standards of evidence. I show 

the viability of my system by building a prototype using Prolog.  

7.1.1 the Model of Using Evidence from Security Events for Network Attack 

Analysis 

The chapter presented here is based on my enhancements to the Prolog-based 

reasoning model described in paper [49] and Chapter 5, which I created by extending an 

attack graph generation tool MulVAL[16] that is implemented on top of XSB Prolog 

[35]. I used vulnerability information given out by the bug-report community to convert 

the evidence collected from the attacked networks to the format that MulVAL takes as 

input. 

The architecture of MulVAL and our extended model is illustrated in Figure 7.1. 

The extended modules in this model are shown in gray color, which include (1) the 

module “evidence” that uses MITRE’s OVAL database [51] or expert knowledge (if 

there is no corresponding entry in OVAL database) to convert evidence from the attacked 
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network to corresponding software vulnerability and computer configuration that 

MulVAL takes; (2) the modules “anti-forensics” database and “expert knowledge” 

database that are integrated into the extended MulVAL to generate explanations for the 

missing or destroyed evidence; (3) the modules of “Federal Rules on Evidence” and 

“Access Control” that are codified to the extended architecture for evidence acceptability 

judgment. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Architecture of MulVAL and the Extended Model  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 provides background 

information and related work. Section 7.3 is a motivating network example. Section 7.4 

explains how I use rules to reconstruct an attack scenario from the obtained evidence. 

Section 7.5 discusses my approaches of adding predicates and rules to implement the 

proposed modules. Section 7.6 presents my experiment result and section 7.7 concludes 

the chapter. 

7.2 Background and Related Work  
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7.2.1 MulVAL, XSB and Logical Attack Graph  

MulVAL is a Prolog based system to automatically identify security 

vulnerabilities in enterprise networks [16]. Running on XSB Prolog, MulVAL uses tuples 

to represent vulnerability information, network topology and computer configurations to 

determine if they give rise to potential attack traces. The graph composed of all attack 

traces that are generated by this system is defined as Definition 3.1—a logical attack 

graph. 

7.2.2 Evidence Graph  

Different from an attack graph that predicts potential attacks, an evidence graph is 

constructed by using evidence, aiming to hold attackers to their crimes towards an 

enterprise network.  I have defined an evidence graph in Chapter 3 as Definition 3.4, 

which will be used in this chapter.  

7.2.3 Related Work 

Reasoning has been used to correlate evidence to form crime scenarios. In the 

area of non-digital forensics, researchers use inductive and abductive reasoning to model 

potential crime scenarios and correlate evidence [34]. In the area of digital forensics, 

paper [10] described a fuzzy-rule base to correlate attack steps substantiated by 

aggregated security event alerts. This schema aggregates security event alerts by 

checking if they have the same source-destination pair, belong to the same attack class 

and fall within a self-extending time window. A self-extending time window is elongated 

to include all alerts within a predefined time difference to the original event. This work 

did not provide a good way to resolve the problem when the evidence is missing, nor uses 
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any standards to determine the acceptability of evidence. In order to solve these 

limitations, I proposed to use an anti-forensics database to implement the expert 

knowledge, so that it can help generate hypotheses about the missing or destroyed 

evidence to substantiate an expert’s default assumptions [23]. I also used MITRE’s 

OVAL database and corresponding federal rules on digital evidence to determine the 

potential acceptability of digital evidence [58]. However, some of the proposed solutions 

were not implemented, which will be discussed in this chapter. 

7.3 Network Example 

The example network used in Chapter is shown as Figure 5.1, where I used anti-

forensics techniques to remove some evidence in order to explain how to use an anti-

forensic database to help find explanations on destroyed evidence. Table 5.1 shows the 

machine IP address and vulnerability information. By exploiting vulnerabilities including 

“CVE-2009-1918”, “CWE89” and “XSS” listed in Table 5.1, the attacker was able to 

successfully launch two kinds of attacks on the database server and a cross-site scripting 

attack on the administrator’s computer. The attacks on the database server used (1) a 

compromised workstation to access the database server (CVE-2009-1918), and (2) the 

vulnerability on the web server application (SWE89) to attack the database server. For 

the cross-site scripting (XSS) attack on the administrator’s computer, the attacker 

exploited the vulnerability on a chatting forum hosted by the portal web service to inject 

malicious script to obtain the administrator’s session ID. This enabled him to send out 

phishing emails to the clients, tricking them to update their confidential information.  

In this experimental network, the installed intrusion detection system, configured 
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webserver and database server were able to detect some attacks and log malicious 

accesses, which, however, also had false positives (for example, the attack attempts that 

were not successful). Because SNORT used for IDS did not  have corresponding rules or 

the actual attack activities looked benign, some attacks might not be caught by the IDS, 

and therefore did not log any IDS alerts as evidence. Two such examples are: (1) the 

phishing URLs the attacker sent to the clients for confidential information updating could 

not be caught; (2) the attacker’s accessing the database server from the compromised 

workstation were thought benign. In addition, the attacker compromised the workstation 

and obtained root privilege, which enabled him to use anti-forensic technique to delete 

the evidence left on the workstation. Under these conditions where evidence is missing or 

destroyed, we need to find a way to show how the attack might have happened. 

  

Table 7.1: Formalized Evidence of the Alerts and Log from Figure 5.1 

Timestamp Source IP Destination IP Content Vulnerability 
08/13-12:26:10 129.174.124.122:4444  129.174.124.184:4040 SHELLCODE x86 inc 

ebx NOOP CVE-2009-1918 

08/13-12:27:37 129.174.124.122:4444 129.174.124.185:4040 SHELLCODE x86 inc 
ebx NOOP CVE-2009-1918 

08/13-14:37:27 129.174.124.122:1715 129.174.124.53:80 SQL Injection Attempt CWE89 

08/13-16:19:56 129.174.124.122:49381 129.174.124.137:8080 Cross Site Scripting XSS 

08/13-14:37:29 129.174.124.53 129.174.124.35 name='Alice' AND 
password='alice' or '1'='1' CWE89 

… …     
 

7.4 Attack Scenario Reconstruction 

7.4.1 Rules and Facts Used for Reasoning 

As stated in Section 7.1, I used a vulnerability/forensics database constructed 
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from MITRE’s OVAL [51] to convert IDS alerts and corresponding system logs to the 

corresponding vulnerability entries to reconstruct attack scenarios (expert knowledge is 

used only when the corresponding entry cannot be found in OVAL) [49]. Table 7.1 

shows the converted evidence from my experimental network in Figure 5.1, and Figure 

7.2 shows the instantiated predicates used to model evidence pertinent to my example 

network, corresponding computer configuration and network topology. Of these 

predicates, (1) Predicate “attackedHost(execCode(_,_))” represents a destination victim 

computer; (2) Predicate “hacl(_,_,_,_)” means a host access control list; (3) Predicate 

“advances” represents the access rights within the firewall, which were used by the 

attacker to reach the next computer after the attacker had comprised a computer as 

stepping-stone; (4) Predicate “timeOrder” ensures that an attack step’s start time and end 

time fell within a reasonable interval; and (5) predicates “vulExists”, “vulProperty” and 

“networkServiceInfo” as follows represent a step of the attack on the target host 

computer mentioned in Predicate “networkServiceInfo”.   

“vulExists(workStation1, 'CVE-2009-1918', httpd).  
 vulProperty('CVE-2009-1918', remoteExploit,privEscalation).  
networkServiceInfo(workStation1 , httpd, tcp , 80 ,apache). ”  
 
 
 

/*Final attack victims*/  
attackedHost(execCode(admin,_)).  
attackedHost(execCode(dbServer,_,_)). 
 

/* Network topology and access control policy*/  
attackerLocated(internet). hacl(internet, webServer, tcp, 80).  
hacl(webServer, dbServer, tcp, 3660).  
hacl(workStation1, dbServer, tcp, 3660). 
hacl(workStation2,dbServer,tcp,3660).  
hacl(internet, workStation1,_,_).  
hacl(internet,workStation2,_,_).  
hacl(internet,admin,_,_). 
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advances(webServer,dbServer).  
advances(workStation,dbServer) 
 

/*Timestamps used to find the evidence dependency*/ 
timeOrder(webServer,dbServer,14.3727,14.3729).  
timeOrder(workStation1,dbServer,12.2610,14.3730). 
 

/* Configuration and attack information of webServer */  
vulExists(webServer, 'CWE89', httpd).  
vulProperty('CWE89', remoteExploit, privEscalation).  
networkServiceInfo(webServer , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). 
 

/* Configuration and attack information of workStation1 */  
vulExists(workStation1, 'CVE-2009-1918', httpd).  
vulProperty('CVE-2009-1918', remoteExploit, privEscalation).  
networkServiceInfo(workStation1 , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). 
 

/* Configuration and attack information of workStation2 */  
vulExists(workStation2, 'CVE-2009-1918', httpd).  
vulProperty('CVE-2009-1918', remoteExploit, privEscalation).  
networkServiceInfo(workStation2 , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). 
 

/* Configuration and attack information of admin*/  
vulExists(admin, 'XSS', httpd).  
vulProperty('XSS', remoteExploit, privEscalation).  
networkServiceInfo(admin , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). 

Figure 7.2: Input Facts in the Form of Predicates Representing Evidence 

Figure 7.3 shows two rules of my system.. Each rule has Prolog tuples deriving 

the post-condition from the pre-conditions of an attack step.  For example, the rule 

between Line 1 to Line 6 in Figure 7.3 represents, if (1) the attacker has compromised the 

victim’s computer (Line 3), (2) the victim has the privilege “Perm” on his computer 

“Host”(Line 4), and (3) the attacker can access the victim’s computer (Line 5), then the 

evidence representing the three preconditions as the cause is correlated to the evidence 

representing the attacker obtained the victim’s privilege on the victim’s computer (Line 

2). Line 1 is a string that uniquely identifies a rule, and Line 6 is the description of the 

rule. 
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/**** Interaction Rules *****/ 
1. interaction_rule(  
2. (execCode(Host, Perm) :- 
3.      principalCompromised(Victim),  
4.      hasAccount(Victim, Host, Perm),  
5.      canAccessHost(Host)), 
6.   rule_desc('When a principal is compromised any machine he has an account on will 
also be compromised', 
0.5)). 
 
7.  interaction_rule( (evidence(H,Perm) :- 
8.      execCode(H,Perm), 
9.      timeOrder(Zone,H,T1,T2),  
10.    hold(T1,T2)), 
11.  rule_desc('evidence with timestamp', 1.0)). 

Figure 7.3: Two Example Reasoning Rules 

7.4.2 Evidence Graph Generation 

Querying the logic-based system that has not been integrated with any anti-

forensic database and evidence acceptability standards generates an attack scenario that 

reflects the attacks as Figure 7.4 (The table below describes the notations of all nodes) 

with the corresponding evidence (hence an evidence graph) in the logical form defined in 

Definition 3.1, where all facts including primary facts (in the form of boxes) and derived 

facts (in the form of diamonds) before a derivation node (in the form of an ellipse) 

represent the evidence before an attack step, and all facts after a derivation node represent 

evidence after the attack step. Figure 7.4 shows the four attack paths constructed by this 

process: (1) the attacker used cross-site scripting attack (XSS) to get administrator’s 

session ID and therefore to get administrator’s privilege (6à4à3à2à1); (2) the 

attacker used a web application that does not sanitize users’ input (CWE89) to launch a 
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SQL injection attack on the database (6à29à28à27à26à24à23); (3) the attacker 

used a buffer overflow vulnerability (CVE-2009-1918) to compromise workstations 

(6à12à11à10à9 and 6à19à18à17à16).   

Because of the missing and destroyed evidence, the phishing attack that has been 

observed on the clients’ computers and the attack towards the database server done by 

using the compromised workstations were not able to be constructed as shown in Figure 

7.4. Also, because the available evidence used for attack scenario reconstruction has not 

been validated by any standards of acceptability, the attack paths in Figure 7.4 might not 

affect the real attack scenario, and hence has little impact in a court of law. 

 

 

 
 

1 execCode(admin,apache) 
2 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
3 netAccess(admin,tcp,80) 
4 RULE 7 (direct network access) 
5 hacl(internet,admin,tcp,80) 
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6 attackerLocated(internet) 
7 networkServiceInfo(admin,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
8 vulExists(admin,'XSS',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 
9 execCode(workStation1,apache) 

10 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
11 netAccess(workStation1,tcp,80) 
12 RULE 7 (direct network access) 
13 hacl(internet,workStation1,tcp,80) 
14 networkServiceInfo(workStation1,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
15 vulExists(workStation1,'CVE-2009-1918',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 
16 execCode(workStation2,apache) 
17 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
18 netAccess(workStation2,tcp,80) 
19 RULE 7 (direct network access) 
20 hacl(internet,workStation2,tcp,80) 
21 networkServiceInfo(workStation2,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
22 vulExists(workStation2,'CVE-2009-1918',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 
23 netAccess(dbServer,tcp,3660) 
24 RULE 6 (multi-hop access) 
25 hacl(webServer,dbServer,tcp,3660) 
26 execCode(webServer,apache) 
27 RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program) 
28 netAccess(webServer,tcp,80) 
29 RULE 7 (direct network access) 
30 hacl(internet,webServer,tcp,80) 
31 networkServiceInfo(webServer,httpd,tcp,80,apache) 
32 vulExists(webServer,'CWE89',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 

 

Figure 7.4: Experimental Network Attack Scenario Reconstructed from the Alert/Log 

7.5 Extending MulVAL For Attack Scenario Reconstruction  

7.5.1 Using Anti-forensic Database to Explain Missing/destroyed Evidence 

I use abductive reasoning and an anti-forensic database in my Prolog-based 

framework to explain how a host computer might have been attacked when the evidence 

is missing or destroyed [23, 49]. 

By using abductive reasoning, my extended Prolog logic-based framework can 

provide all potential general explanations about how an attacker might have successfully 
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launched a particular attack. For example, in order to find the explanations on how the 

database server in Figure 5.1 might have been attacked, I constructed a query file as 

illustrated in Figure 7.5 to query the extended logic-based system to show all attack steps 

that would cause “execCode(dbServer,user)” (the attack on the database server) as the 

explanatory hypotheses. In Figure 7.5, lines 2 to 5 require the system to list all attack 

steps of “execCode(dbServer,user)” and write the results to “queryresult.P” file ( line 2 

opens output stream for writing to “queryresult.P” and line 5 closes the output stream). 

Returned query results indicate that three possible hypotheses could cause 

“execCode(dbServer,user)”. They are (1) using a compromised computer as the stepping-

stone, (2) using the vulnerability of the database access software, and (3) using the 

legitimate account in the database server to inject malicious input. 

 

1. query:- 
2.     tell('queryresult.P'), 
3.     writeln('execCode(dbServer,user):'), 
4.     listing(execCode(dbServer,user)), 
5.     told. 

Figure 7.5: Example of Querying the System for Explanatory Hypotheses 

Once all possible hypotheses have been generated, in a subsequent evaluation 

process, my framework uses an anti-forensic database to choose the best explanation 

based on the attacker’s privilege, access, and anti-forensic technique that might have been 

used. Table 2.3 shows the example anti-forensic database constructed in my paper [23] 

and Chapter 2, which instantiates my constructed predicate “anti_Forensics(Category, 

Tool, Technique, Windows, Linux, Privilege, Access, Program, Consequence)” as 
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illustrated in Line 1 of Figure 7.6 so that it can work with the hypotheses obtained from 

the corresponding abductive rules to evaluate if a particular hypothesis could result in the 

post conditions collected from an attacked computer when the attack evidence is missing 

or has been destroyed. 

 

1. anti Forensics(Category, Tool, Technique, Windows, Linux, Privilege, Access, Pro- gram, 
Consequence). 
 
2. vulHyp(H, vulID, Software, Range, Consequence) :- 
         //the following three predicates are from abductive reasoning result  
3.      vulExists(Host, vulID, Software, Access, Consequence),  
4.      networkServiceInfo(Host,Software,Protocol,Port,Perm),  
5.      netAccess(Host,Protocol,Port). //introduce a hypothetical vulnerability  
6.      anti Forensics(Category, Tool, Technique, OS, Privilege, Access, Software, Effect), 
7.      hostConfigure(Host, OS, Software). 
 
8. with hypothesis(vulHyp, Post-Condidtion) :-  
9.     cleanState,  
10.    assert(vulHyp(H, vulID, Software, Range, Consequence)),  
11.    post-Condition. 

Figure 7.6. Codifying Anti-forensics Database to Explain Missing/Destroyed Evidence 

Line 2 to 11 in Figure 7.6 are two rules that illustrate using 

“anti_Forensics(Category, Tool, Technique, Windows, Linux, Privilege, Access, 

Program, Consequence)” to evaluate the hypothesis that the attacker has used the 

vulnerability on the database access software to attack the database is the best 

explanation in the experimental network. In the first rule (Line 2 to 7), the head 

“vulHyp(H, vulID, Software, Range, Consequence)” (the hypothetical vulnerability the 

attacker might have used) is derived from three sets of predicates: (1) the hypothesis 

obtained from one of the results of Figure 7.5(Line 3 to 5), (2) the “anti-Forensics” 
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predicate in Line 6, where the variable terms (“Category”, “Tool”, “Technique”, 

“Windows”, “Linux”, “Privilege”, “Access”, “Program”, “Consequence”) will be 

instantiated by the corresponding concrete data from Table 2.3 during the system run, (3) 

the configuration of the host (in Line 7) where the evidence has been destroyed by 

attacker’s using anti-forensic technique. In the second rule (from Line 8 to Line 11), I 

assert (i.e. insert) the derived fact “vulHyp(H, vulID, Software, Range, Consequence)” 

obtained from the first rule to the runtime (Line 10), checking whether the asserted 

hypothetical condition results in the post conditions(Line 11). The predicate “cleanstate” 

(Line 9) is used to retract all previous asserted dynamic clauses that might affect the 

asserted fact “vulHyp(H, vulID, Software, Range, Consequence)”. Once the asserted 

“vulHyp” is proved to cause the post conditions, the hypothesis is evaluated as a potential 

cause of the attack. Investigators should perform a further investigation or even simulate 

the attack for the purpose of validation, especially when there are different hypotheses 

that can explain the same attack. 

7.5.2 Integrating Evidence Acceptability Standards  

Federal admissibility criteria of evidence place additional constraints on the data 

and their handling procedures, which include the chain of custody issues. Whenever the 

admissibility of digital evidence is called into question, the following federal rules are 

applied: (1) Authenticity (Rules 901 and 902), (2) Hearsay or not (Rule 801-807), (3) 

Relevance (Rule 401), (4) Prejudice (Rule 403), (5) Original writing (Rule 1001-

1008)[8], where the most important rule is relevance criterion. Without considering these 

constraints, the prosecution runs the risk of evidence being ruled as insufficient. 
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In order to ascertain the legal admissibility standards of evidence, I codified the 

federal rules into my Prolog logic-based framework [58] to determine the admissibility of 

evidence. The original MulVAL rules only use positive predicates in order not to increase 

the complexity of the system. I extended the system with negation to disqualify 

unacceptable evidence for admissibility judgment. 

Extended logic programs have two kinds of negations: (1) default negation 

representing procedural failure to find facts and (2) explicit negation (classic negation) 

representing known negative facts [35]. Because a default negated predicate cannot be 

used as the head of a Prolog rule, I use default negated predicates (expressed by using 

“\+” in XSB Prolog) in the body of a rule to exclude impossible facts, and use an explicit 

negated predicate (expressed by using “-” in XSB Prolog) as the head of a rule to judge if 

a derived fact representing corresponding evidence holds. In case the logic program that 

includes negated predicates including explicit negated predicates and corresponding rules 

generates execution cycles due to negated predicates, I ensure that the program is 

stratified [59]. Figure 7.7 shows an example stratified prolog program, which uses both 

positive and explicit negated predicates to determine if the attacker can get access to a 

host computer (i.e., webserver or workstation in my example) by using the network 

protocol and ports shown between Line 9 to Line 12. The conclusion (between Line 13 to 

Line 20) shows that the attacker can access the webserver by TCP at Port 80, but Port 

8080. As such, only the evidence based on accessing webserver by using TCP through 

Port 80 can be acceptable to construct attack scenarios. 
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1.   nnetAccess(H,Protocol,Port):- 
2.              nattackerLocated(Zone), 
3.              nhacl(Zone, H, Protocol, Port). 
 
4.   -nnetAccess(H, Protocol, Port) :- 
5.              nattackerLocated(Zone), 
6.              -nhacl(Zone, H, Protocol, Port). 
 
7.    nattackerLocated(internet). 
8.    -nattackerLocated(webServer). 
 
9.    nhacl(internet,webServer,tcp,80). 
10.  nhacl(internet,workstation,tcp,4040). 
11.  nhacl(internet,workstation,udp,6060). 
12.  -nhacl(internet,webServer,tcp,8080). 
 
13.| ?- -nnetAccess(webServer,tcp,8080). 
14. yes 
15. | ?- nnetAccess(webServer,tcp,8080). 
16. no 
17. | ?- nnetAccess(webServer,tcp,80). 
18. yes 
19. | ?- -nnetAccess(webServer,tcp,80). 
20. no 

Figure 7.7: Example Rule that Uses Explicit Negation 

In addition to using (explicit) negated predicates to exclude unacceptable 

evidence, according to the federal rules on digital evidence, I added rules related to 

“timestamp”, “relevancy” and “not hearsay” to enhance the determination of evidence 

acceptability. Predicate “timeOrder” is used to verify whether the attack steps are 

constructed in a chronological order and the corresponding evidence falls in a reasonable 

timeframe; Predicate “vulRelevance” models expert knowledge, bug-report and 

vulnerability database to determine if the given evidence is relevant to the observed 

attack, and Predicate “notHearsay” is used to ensure that the evidence resource is not 

declared “hearsay”(e.x., verbal report is generally not admissible in law). Chapter 5 that 
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is also paper [58] has a detailed discussion on relating the federal rules on digital 

forensics to the extended MulVAL framework, so I skip the details here. 

7.6 Experimental Results 

I tested my framework with my experimental evidence data, and obtained a new 

evidence graph as shown in Figure 7.8 with the following changes. First, the attack path 

(Node6 → Node19 → Node18 → Node17 → Node16) on “Workstation 2” from Figure 

7.4 has been removed, because the evidence is not acceptable as false negatives have 

been used (According to MITRE OVAL database, the “Workstation 2” is a Linux 

machine that uses Firefox as the web browser, which does not support a successful attack 

by using “CVE-2009-1918” that only succeeds on Windows Internet Explorer). Second, a 

new attack path “node1 → node42 → node43” representing that the attacker launched a 

phishing attack towards the clients by using a compromised administrative session ID 

that has been added. This is obtained by using abductive reasoning on predicate 

“exec(client,…)” and a further investigation on the declared “hearsay” (the clients’ 

phishing reports). Third, an attack path between the compromised workstation and the 

database server (node27 → node38 → node11) has been added with the use of an anti-

forensics database. With these additions, my system found out that the attacker used the 

compromised workstation to get access to the database server. The reason why I could 

not find evidence is because I, as the attacker, was able to remove all evidence by using 

the escalated root privilege obtained maliciously. 

I realized that the reconstructed attack scenario (given in Figure 7.8) by using my 

extended framework is different from the one (given in Figure 7.4) I constructed by using 
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the framework without the extension discussed in Section 7.5, showing that the extended 

framework can find the missing/destroyed evidence and enhance the acceptability of the 

reconstructed attack scenarios. 

 

 

Figure 7.8: New Reconstructed Attack Scenarios by Using the Extended MulVAL 
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7.7 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter, I discussed my network forensics model that further extended my 

logic-based reasoning framework in order to automate the causality correlation between 

evidence collected from security events in an enterprise network. In this model, I use 

different methods, including inductive reasoning, abductive reasoning, working with an 

anti-forensics database and legal acceptability standards for evidence to construct an 

evidence graph for network forensics analysis. My extension also excludes evidence such 

as false positives that are not admissible and provides explanations for the missing or 

destroyed evidence. In addition, my framework can automate the process of using 

evidence that supports a given level of acceptability standard for attack scenario 

reconstruction. My ongoing work is trying to (1) find the best explanation when there are 

different explanations towards the same attacked network, (2) validate my system in 

realistic attack scenarios, and (3) work with cybercrime attorneys to ensure that 

acceptability determinations can be useful to them. Also, as the support to this extended 

network forensic framework, I plan to work with NIST to standardize the anti-forensics 

database. 
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CHAPTER 8: A PROBABOLISITIC NETWORK FORENSIC MODEL FOR 
EVIDENCE ANALYSIS  

8.1 Introduction 

Digital forensics investigators use evidence and contextual facts to formulate 

attack hypotheses, and assess the probability that the facts support or refute their 

hypotheses on network attacks [54]. However, due to limitation of forensic tools and 

expert’s opinions, in an enterprise network, formalizing a hypothesis and providing 

quantitative measures to support the hypothesis on multi-step, multi-host attacks is a 

challenge. As a solution, I designed a method and developed a software tool to partly 

automate the process of constructing quantitatively supportable attack scenarios using the 

available evidence. I show its applicability with a case study.  

My method applies Bayesian Network (BN) Analysis to estimate likelihoods and 

false positives of potential attack scenarios that fit discovered evidence. Although 

Bayesian Networks have been applied for digital evidence modeling [54, 60, 61, 62], to 

the best of my knowledge, contributions apply BNs in an ad-hoc manner. I show how to 

organize evidence in a graph structure (that I call a logical evidence graph) and apply 

Bayesian analysis to the entire graph. By doing so, I can: (1) choose attack scenarios with 

acceptable false positive rates, and (2) dynamically update joint posterior attack 

probabilities and false positives of attack scenarios that fit available evidence.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 provides background 
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and related work. Section 8.3 describes Logical evidence Graphs. Section 8.4 describes 

my probabilistic analysis. Section 8.5 describes a case study. Section 8.6 concludes the 

chapter. 

8.2 Background and Related Work 

Bayesian networks have been used to facilitate the expression of opinions 

regarding legal determinations on the credibility and relative weight of non-digital 

evidence [54, 60, 61, 62, 63]. Many publications on non-digital forensics use BNs to 

model dependencies between hypothesis and evidence taken from crime scenes and use 

these models to update belief probabilities of newly found evidence given the previous 

ones [61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. Digital forensics researchers also have applied BNs to reason 

about evidence in order to quantify their “strengths” in supporting hypotheses about 

reliability and traceability [54]. However, the BNs themselves were custom-built without 

using a uniform model. Also, tools that directly support automatically building a 

Bayesian Network from available evidence and estimating belief probabilities and 

corresponding potential error rate given the evidence have been minimal.  

Our system is enhances the Prolog-based system MulVAL [5, 16] using known 

vulnerability databases and an anti-forensics database that I plan to extend to a 

standardized database like the NIST National Vulnerability Database (NVD).   

8.3 Logical Evidence Graphs 

This section defines evidence graphs and shows how I design rules to correlate 

available evidence to attack scenarios. Because I use reasoning to link observed attack 

events and collected evidence, I call them logical evidence graphs. I have defined an 
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evidence graph in Definition 3.4. In this chapter, in order to discuss how to apply 

Bayesian Network to an evidence graph, I rewrite Definition 3.4 as follows. 

Definition 8.1 (Logical Evidence Graph- LEG): LEG=(Nr,Nf,Nc,E,L,G) is said 

to be a logical evidence graph (LEG), where Nf, Nr and Nc are three sets of disjoint nodes 

in the graph (called  fact, rule, and consequence fact nodes respectively), E ⊆ 

((Nf∪Nc)×Nr)∪( Nr ×Nc) ), and L is a mapping from a node to its labels. G⊆ Nc are the 

observed attack events. Every rule node has a consequence fact node as its single child 

and one or more fact or consequence fact nodes from prior attack steps as its parents .  

Node labels consist of instantiations of rules or sets of predicates specified as follows: 

(1). A node in Nf is an instantiation of predicates that codify system state including access 

privileges, network topology consisting interconnectivity information, or known 

vulnerabilities associated with host computers in the system. I use the following 

predicates: 

a.  “hasAccount(_principal, _host, _account)”, “canAccessFile(_host, _user, 

_access, _path)” and etc. to model access privileges.  

b. “attackerLocated(_host)” and “hacl(_src, _dst, _prot, _port)” to model network 

topology, namely, the attacker location and network reachability information.  

c. “vulExists(_host, _vulID, _program)” and “vulProperty(_vulID, _range, 

_consequence)” to model vulnerabilities exhibited by nodes.  

(2). A node in Nc represents the predicate that codifies the post attack state as the 

consequence of an attack step. I use predicates “execCode(_host,_user)” and 

“netAccess(_machine,_protocol, _port)” to model the attacker’s capability after the attack 
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step. Valid instantiations of these predicates after an attack will update valid instantiation 

of the predicates listed in (1).  

(3).  A node in Nr consists of a single rule of the form p⇐p1∧p2,.,∧pn, where p as the child 

node of  Nr  is an instantiation of predicates from Nc , and all pi for i∈{1,…n} as the 

parents nodes of Nr  are the collection of all predicate instantiations of Nf from the current 

step and Nc  from all prior attack steps.  

 

 

Figure 8.1: An Example Logical Evidence Graph 

Figure 8.1 is an example LEG (the notation of all nodes is in the Table 8.1), 

where fact, rule and consequence fact nodes are represented as boxes, ellipses, and 

diamonds respectively. Consequence fact nodes (Node 1 and 3) codify attack status 

obtainable from event logs or other forensic tools recording the post-conditions of attack 

steps. Facts (Node 5, 6, 7 and 8) include software vulnerability (Node 8) extracted from a 

forensic tool by analyzing captured evidence, computer configuration (Node 7) and 
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network topology of a network (Node 5, 6). Rule nodes (node 4 and 2) represent specific 

rules that change the attack status based on attack steps. These rules have to be created 

from expert knowledge and are used to link chains of evidence as consequences of attack 

steps. Linking the chain of evidence using a rule forms an investigator’s hypothesis of an 

attack step given the evidence.  

 

Table 8.1: The Notation of Nodes in Figure 8.1 

Node Notation Resource 

1 execCode(workStation1,user) Evidence obtained from 
event log 

2 THROUGH 3 (remote exploit of a server program) Rule 1 (hypothesis 1) 

3 netAccess(workStation1,tcp,4040) Evidence obtained from 
event log 

4 THROUGH 8 (direct network access) Rule 2 (hypothesis 2) 
5 hacl(internet,workStation1,tcp,4040) Network Setup 
6 attackerLocated(internet) Fact 
7 networkServiceInfo(workStation1,httpd,tcp,4040,user) Computer Setup 

8 vulExists(workStation1,'CVE-2009-1918', 
httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) 

Vulnerability obtained 
from IDS Alert 

 

Figure 8.2 lists the two rules, Rule 1 and Rule 2 in Table 8.1, between Line 9 and 

Line 17. Rules use the Prolog notation “: -“ to separate the head (consequence) and the 

body (facts). In Figure 8.2, Line 1 to Line 8 identifies fact and consequence predicates of 

the two rules. Rule 1 between Line 9 to Line 12 in Figure 8.2 represents an attack step 

that states: if (1) the attacker is located in a “Zone” such as internet (Line 10- 

attackerLocated(Zone)), and (2) if a host computer “H” can be accessed from the “Zone” 

by using “Protocol” at “Port”(Line 11-hacl(Zone, H, Protocol, Port)), then (3) the host 
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“H” can be accessed  from the “Zone” by using “Protocol” at “Port” (Line 9- 

netAccess(H, Protocol, Port)) by using (4) “direct network access” (Line 12--the 

description of the rule).   Rule 2 between Line 13 to 17 states: (1) if a host has software 

vulnerability that can be remotely accessed (Line 14- vulExists(H, _, Software, 

remoteExploit, privEscalation), (2) the host can be reached by using “Protocol” at “Port” 

with privilege “Perm” ( Line 15- networkServiceInfo(H, Software, Protocol, Port, Perm) 

), and (3) the attacker can access host by “Protocol” and “Port” (Line 16-netAccess(H, 

Protocol, Port) ), then the attacker can remotely exploit the host “H” and obtain  the 

privilege “Perm”(Line 13- execCode(H, Perm) ) by using “'remote exploit of a server 

program” technique (Line 17). 

 

//Rule Head--post attack status as derived fact obtained from forensic analysis on 
evidence 

1. Consequence:  execCode(_host, _user). 
2. Consequence: netAccess(_machine,_protocol,_port). 
 
// Rule body--access priviledge 
3. Fact:  hacl(_src, _dst, _prot, _port). 
 
 //Rule body--software vulnerability obtained from forensic tool 
4. Fact: vulExists(_host, _vulID, _program). 
5. Fact: vulProperty(_vulID, _range, _consequence). 
 
//Rule body--network topology 
6. Fact: hacl(_src, _dst, _prot, _port). 
7. Fact: attackerLocated(_host). 
 
//Rule body--computer configuration 
8. Fact: hasAccount(_principal, _host, _account). 
 
 Rule 1: 
9.  (netAccess(H, Protocol, Port) :- 
10.         attackerLocated(Zone), 
11.         hacl(Zone, H, Protocol, Port)), 
12.         rule_desc('direct network access', 1.0). 
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Rule 2: 
13.  (execCode(H, Perm) :- 
14.         vulExists(H, _, Software, remoteExploit, privEscalation), 
15.         networkServiceInfo(H, Software, Protocol, Port, Perm), 
16.        netAccess(H, Protocol, Port)), 
17.     rule_desc('remote exploit of a server program', 1.0). 

 

Figure 8.2:  The Example Rules Representing Attack Techniques 

8.4 Computing Probabilities Using Bayesian Inference 

Bayesian	  networks	   [66]	  are	  an	  efficient	  graphical	   representation	  scheme	   in	  

which	   the	   nodes	   of	   a	   directed	   acyclic	   graph	   (DAG)	   represent	   random	   variables	  

(RVs),	  events	  or	  evidence,	  and	  arcs	  model	  direct	  dependencies	  between	  RVs,	  events	  

or	  evidence.	  Every	  node	  has	  a	  table	  (CPT)	  that	  provides	  the	  conditional	  probability	  

of	  the	  node’s	  variable	  given	  the	  combination	  of	  its	  parent	  variables’	  states.	  

Definition 8.2 (Bayesian Network): Suppose random variables X1,X2,...,Xn are n 

random variables connected in a DAG, the joint probability distribution of X1,X2,...,Xn 

can be computed by using the Bayesian formula  P(X1,X2,…,Xn) = 

𝑃 𝑋𝑗 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑋𝑗
!
!!!

, in which parent(Xj)= {Xi | arc (iàj) is in the graph}.   

 

 

Figure 8.3: Causal View of Evidence 
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A BN can model and visualize dependencies between the hypothesis and evidence 

to calculate the revised probability when any evidence is presented [65]. Dependency 

probability of a hypothesis H about created scenarios on discovered evidence E can be 

modeled as shown in Figure 8.3. Hence, Bayes’ theorem can be used to update an 

investigator’s belief about a hypothesis H when the evidence E is observed, using 

Equation (8.1):   

P(H|E)=! ! !(!|!)
!(!)

 = ! ! !(!|!)
!(!|!)∗!(!)  !  !(!|!"#  !)∗!(!"#  !)

            (8.1) 

In Equation (8.1), P(H|E) is the posterior probability of an investigators’ belief on 

hypothesis H given the evidence E. P(E|H) needs to come from experts’ knowledge, 

which is referred to as the likelihood function that assesses the probability of evidence 

assuming the truth of H. P(H) is the prior probability of H when the evidence has not 

been discovered, and P(E) = P(E|H)*P(H) + P(E| not H)*P(not H) is the probability of the 

evidence irrespective of the experts’ knowledge about H, which is  referred to as a 

normalizing constant [54, 67].  

8.4.1. Calculating P(H|E) in a Logical Evidence Graph (LEG) 

An LEG is consists of a serial application of attack steps, which can be mapped to 

a Bayesian network as follows: (1) “Nc” as the child of the corresponding “Nr” shows that 

an attack step happened; (2) “Nr” is the hypothesis on the attack step, denoted by “H”; (3) 

“Nf” from the current attack step and “Nc′ ” from last attack step as the parents of “Nr” 

are attack evidence, showing the exploited vulnerability and the attack privilege the 

attacker used to launch the attack step; (4) the current  “Nc” (also used as the pre-
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condition of next attack step) propagates the dependency  between the current  attack step 

and the subsequent one. 

8.4.1.1 Computing P(H|E) for a Consequence Fact Node 

Equation (8.1) can be used to compute P(H|E) for a consequence fact node of a 

single attack step when the prior attack step has not been considered  where the rule node 

provides the hypothesis H, both the fact node “Nf” and the consequence node from a prior 

attack step “Nc′” provide evidence E. Because a hypothesis H is a rule node “Nr”, Bayes’ 

theorem implies Equation (8.2): 

P(H|E)=P(Nr|E)=  ! !! !(!|!!)
!(!)

               (8.2) 

The fact nodes from current attack step and consequence fact node from a prior 

attack step are independent to each other. They provide the body of the rule, deriving the 

consequence fact node for current attack step as the head of the rule. Consequently, their 

logical conjunction provides the conditions that are used to arrive at the conclusion of the 

rule. Accordingly, if a rule node has k many parents Np1, Np2, …, Npk that are 

independent, P(E)= P(Np1,Np2,…,Npk) = P(Np1∩Np2∩…∩Npk)=P(Np1).P(Np2)….P(Npk).  

Due to independence, given the rule Nr，P(E|Nr)= P(Np1, Np2,.., Npk|Nr) =P(Np1|Nr). 

P(Np2|Nr). …P(Npk|Nr). Hence, by applying Equation (8.2) where H is Nr and E is 

Np1∩Np2∩…∩Npk,  I get Equation (8.3) that I use to compute P(H|E) for a consequence 

fact node.  

             P(H|E) =P(Nr| Np1,Np2 ,…,Npk) =
! !! !(!!"  |!!).!(!!"  |!!)…  !(!!"  |!!)

! !!" ! !!" …!(!!")
      (8.3) 
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 However, because P(E|Nr) is a forensic investigators’ subjective judgment, the 

investigator may directly assign P(E|Nr) instead of assigning P(Np1 |Nr), P(Np2 |Nr) … 

P(Npk |Nr) separately. I allow the investigators’ discretion of using Equations (8.2) or 

(8.3).  

8.4.1.2. Computing P(H|E) for the Entire Logical Evidence Graph 

Now I show how to compute P(H|E) for the whole evidence graph composing of 

attack paths. Any chosen attack path in a LEG consists of a serial application of attack 

steps. Suppose Si（i＝1 to n) represents the ith attack step in such a path. From the 

equation in Definition (8.2), I get Equation (8.4) as follows, where any attack step only 

depends on its direct parent attack step, but is independent from all other ancestor attack 

steps in the attack path. 

P(H|E) = P(H1,H2…Hn|E1,E2,E3…En) = P(S1)P(S2|S1)….P(Sn|Sn-1)               (8.4)      

Let Ni,f, Ni,r and Ni,c be the fact, rule and consequent fact node at the i-th attack 

step. Equation (8.4) can be written as Equation (8.5) as follows.  

P(H|E) = P(S1)P(S2|S1)…. P(Si|Si-1)… P(Sn|Sn-1)    

=  P(N1,r|N1,f) P(N2,r| N1,c, N2,p) … P(Ni,r| Ni-1,c, Ni,p) … P(Nn,r| Nn-1,c, Nn,p)  

          =! !",! !(!",!|!",!)
!(!",!)

…! !",! !(!"!!,!,!",!|!",!)
!(!"!!,!,!",!)

… ! !",! !(!"!!,!,!",!|!",!)
!(!"!!,!,!",!)

    (8.5) 

where “P(S1).P(S2|S1)…. P(Si|Si-1)” is the joint posterior hypothesis of the prior i attack 

steps (including attack step 1, 2,… i )  given all evidence from these attack steps 

(evidence for attack step 1 is N1,f ; evidence for attack step i includes Ni-1,c and Ni,f  where 

i goes from 2 to n.). It is propagated to i+1th attack step by the sequence fact node Ni,c that 
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is used as the pre-condition of the i+1th attack step. Algorithm 1 presents this description 

in the algorithmic format. 

 

Algorithm 8.1: Computing P(H|E) for the entire Logical Evidence Graph 

Input: A logical evidence graph LEG=(Nr,Nf,Nc,E,L,G) that may have multiple 
attack paths, and P(Ni,r)(i=1 to n), P(N1,f|N1,r|), P(N1,f), P(Ni-1,c,Ni,f |Ni,r) ,P(Ni-1,c,Ni,f) (i=2 
to n)  from expert knowledge for each attack path([N1,f] and [Ni-1,c,Ni,f ](i>=2) are 
evidence E. P(Ni,r)(i>=1) is H). 

Output: The joint posterior probability of the hypothesis of every attach path, 
P(H|E)=P(H1,H2…Hn|E1,E2,E3…En) (P(H|E) is written as P in the algorithm) , given all 
evidence represented by fact nodes Ni,f  and Ni,c(i=1 to n).   

Begin 
1. Qg  ← Ø          // set the Qg to empty 
2. For each node n ∈ LEG do     
3.          color[n] ← WHITE       // color every node in the graph to white 
4. End 
5. ENQUEUE(Qg, N1,f)                 // push all fact nodes from first attack steps to queue Qg  
6.  j ←0                                            //  use j to record which attack path we are computing 
7. While (Qg ≠  Ø )	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  //	  when	  queue Qg is not empty 
8.	  	  	  	  	  Do	  n	  ←DEQUEUE(Qg )       //take out a fact node n 
9.                  N1,r ← child[n]           //find a rule node as the child node of n 
10.              If color[N1,r] == WHITE   // if this rule node is not traversed (white) 
11.                  Then  j ← j+1                    // it must be a new attack path 
12.                            P[j] ←PATH(N1,r )  // calculate joint posterior probability of the path 
13.                            color[N1,r] ←BLACK  //mark this rule node as black 
14. End 
 
PATH(N1,r)         //calculate the posterior probability of an attack path 
15.          N1,c ← child[N1,r]             // the consequence fact node of first attack step 
16.          E ← parents [N1,r]             // E is the evidence for the first attack step 
17.          P[N1,c] ← ! !",! !(!|!",!)

!(!)
       // the probability for first attack step 

18.          color[E] ← BLACK                   //mark all evidence to black color 
19.          P←P[N1,c]                                   // use P to do cursive computation 
20.          For i ← 2 to n do               // from the second attack step to the last attack step 
21.                Ni,r←child[Ni-1,c]    // the rule node as H of ith attack step 
22.                E ← parents[Ni,r]   //the evidence for the ith attack step 
23.                Ni,c ← child[Ni,r]    // the consequence fact node of ith attack step 
                     // the posterior possibility for the ith attack step  
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24.               P [Ni,c ] ←P(Ni,r| E) ← ! !",! !(!|!",!)
!(!)

    

25.               color[E] ← BLACK  //mark all traversed evidence to black color 
             26.               P← P. P(Ni,c)  // joint posterior possibility of attack steps of (1 … i) 
             27.          End 
             28.          Return P            //return the posterior attack possibility for this attack path 

 
 

Because a logical evidence graph may have several attack paths, in order to 

compute each attack path’s posterior probability, Algorithm 8.1 colors all nodes as white 

(Line 2, 3, 4), and push all fact nodes at the first attack step of all attack paths to an 

empty queue (Line 1, Line 5). When the queue is not empty (Line 7), I take a fact node 

out of the queue (Line 8), and decide if its child that is a rule node is white (Line 9 to 10). 

If the rule node is white, it gives a new attack path (Line 11), upon which I recursively 

use Equation (8.5) to compute the joint posterior probability for the entire attack path (the 

function is between Line 15 to Line 28) and color the node BLACK (Line 13) after the 

computation performed in function “PATH(N1,r)” (Line 12). I keep repeating the above 

process until the queue holding the fact nodes from first attack steps of all attack paths is 

empty. 

8.4.2 Calculating the Cumulative False Positive of an Evidence Graph 

As in any statistical estimate, false positives and false negatives exist in LEGs.  

False-negatives arise in steps where an investigator believes that the event was not caused 

by an attack but was due to an attack.  A false positive arises when an investigator 

believes that an event was caused by the chosen attack, but was not. Therefore, ideally I 

wish to estimate both. Because the logical evidence graph is constructed by using attack 

evidence chosen by the forensic investigator, that creates the possibility of false positive 
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evidence, I quantify the cumulative false positive rate of the constructed attack path so 

that the investigator can estimate the false positive rate of an entire attack path. I do not 

estimate false negatives in this chapter.  

The individual false positive estimate on an attack step is formalized as P(E|¬H), 

where ¬H is the alternative hypothesis, usually written as “not H”, and the value of 

P(E|¬H) can be computed from prior forensic data using statistics. In order to show how 

to compute the cumulative false positive rate of an entire attach path, I let our notation 

Ni,f, Ni,r and Ni,c be the fact, rule and consequence fact node of the ith attack stack step.  

Then, the cumulative false positive rate of an entire attack path can be computed as 

follows (Notice that all evidence supporting an attack step is independent from evidence 

supporting other attack steps). 

P(E|¬H) = P( E1,E2,…,En|¬(H1,H2…Hn)) 
              = P(En|¬Nn,r  )∪P(E1,E2,… ,En-1 |¬( N1,r , N2,r …Nn-1,r)    
              =…… 
              = P(En|¬Nn,r  ) ∪ P(En-1|¬Nn-1,r  ) ∪…∪ P(E1|¬N1,r ) 
              = P(E1|¬N1,r ) ∪ ….∪P(En-1|¬Nn-1,r  ) ∪ P(En|¬Nn,r  )      
              =1-(  ……  (1-(1- P(E2|¬N2,r ) .(1- P(E1|¬N1,r ) ) ).(1- P(En|¬Nn,r  )) (8.6)  

As described earlier, in Equation (8.6), E1 is N1,f, and Ei includes Ni-1,c and Ni,f(i= 

2 to n).  The union symbol“∪” represents the disjunction “or”, which is observed to be 

equivalent to the noisy-OR operator [68]. For a serial connection, if any of the attack 

steps is a false positive, the whole attack path is considered false positive. Algorithm 8.2 

computes P(E|¬H) for the entire evidence graph in the algorithmic form.  
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Algorithm 8.2: Computing P(E|¬H) for the Entire Evidence Graph 

Input: A logical evidence graph LEG=(Nr,Nf,Nc,E,L,G), and  P(N1,f|N1,r) as 
P(E1|H1), P(Ni-1,c,Ni,f|Ni,r) as P(Ei|Hi)(i=2 to n) for every attack path. 

Output: The cumulative false positive rate of each attach path P(E|¬H)= 
P(E1,E2,…,En|¬(H1,H2…Hn))( written as Pf).   

Begin 
1. Qg  ← Ø          // set the Qg to empty 
2. For each node n ∈ LEG do    
3.          color[n] ← WHITE       // color every node in the graph to white 
4. End 
5. ENQUEUE(Qg, N1,f)                 // push all fact nodes from first attack steps to queue Qg  
6.  j ← 0                                            //  use j to record which attack path we are computing 
7. While (Qg ≠  Ø )	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  //	  when	  queue Qg is not empty 
8.	  	  	  	  	  Do	  n	  ←DEQUEUE(Qg )       //take out a fact node n 
9.                N1,r ← child[n]           //find a rule node as the child node of n 
10.              If color[N1,r] == WHITE   // if this rule node is not traversed (white) 
11.                 Then  j← j+1                    // it must be a new attack path 
12.                           Pr[j] ←PATH(N1,r )  // calculate cumulative false positive rate of the 

path 
13.                           color[N1,r] ←BLACK  //mark this rule node as black 
14. End 
 
PATH(N1,r)         //calculate the cumulative false positive rate of an attack path 
15.   N1,c ← child[N1,r]             // the consequence fact node of first attack step 
16.   E ← parents[N1,r]             // E is the evidence for the first attack step 
17.   P[N1,c]← P(E |¬N1,r)         // the false positive rate of the first attack step 
18.   color[E] ← BLACK  //mark all traversed evidence to black color 
19.   Pf ← P[N1,c]               //use Pf  to do recursive computation below 

             20.   For i ← 2 to n do    // from attack step 2 to attack step n 
21.          Ni,r←child[Ni-1,c]    // the rule node of ith attack step 

             22.          Ni,c ← child[Ni,r]    // the consequence fact node of ith attack step 
             23.          E ← parents[Ni,r]   //the evidence for the ith attack step 

24.          Pf ← 1-(1- Pf).(1- P(E|¬Ni,r ))  //the cumulative false positive rate  
25.          color[E] ← BLACK  // mark all traversed evidence to black color 
26.   End 
27.   Return Pf       // return the cumulative false positive rate of the attack path 
 
 

In Algorithm 8.2, Lines 1 to 14 are the same as Algorithm 8.1 that are used to find 

a new attack path. Line 15 to Line 27 use Equation (8.6) to recursively compute 
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cumulative false positive rate for an entire attack path. 

8.5 Case Study 

Our case study shows the reconstructions of probabilistic attack scenarios by 

building a Bayesian Network analysis within our Prolog-based reasoning tool [29]. 

8.5.1 The Experimental Network  

I used an example as shown in Figure 5.1 to show how to generate a logical 

evidence graph from post-attack evidence. In this network, the external Firewall 1 

controls network access from the Internet to the network, where a webserver hosts two 

web services—Portal web service and product web service. The internal Firewall 2 

controls the access to a SQL database server that can be accessed from webservers and 

workstations. The administrator has administrative privilege on the Portal webserver that 

has a forum for users to chat with the administrator. We used SNORT as the IDS and 

configured both web servers and the database server to log all accesses and queries as 

events. I use them as attack evidence. 

By exploiting vulnerabilities in a Windows workstation and a web server that 

have access to the database server, I, who simulated the attacker, was able to successfully 

launch two kinds of attacks on the database server and a Cross Site Scripting (XSS) 

attack towards the administrator’s computer. They were (1) using a compromised 

workstation to access the database server (CVE-2009-1918), (2) exploiting the 

vulnerability on the web server application (CWE89) to attack the database server， and 

(3) exploiting XSS vulnerability on the chat forum hosted by the portal web service to 
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steal the administrator’s session ID, which allowed the attacker to send out phishing 

emails to the clients, tricking them to update their confidential information. 

    

Table 8.2: Formalized Evidence of the Alerts and Log from Figure 5.1 

Timestamp Source IP Destination IP Content/Observed Events Vulnerability 
08/13-
12:26:10 

129.174.124.122 
Attacker 

129.174.124.184 
Workstation1 SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP CVE-2009-

1918 
08/13-
12:27:37 

129.174.124.122 
Attacker 

129.174.124.185 
Workstation2 SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP CVE-2009-

1918 
08/13-
14:37:27 

129.174.124.122 
Attacker 

129.174.124.53 
Product Web 
Server 

SQL Injection Attempt CWE89 

08/13-
16:19:56 

129.174.124.122 
Attacker 

129.174.124.137 
Administrator Cross Site Scripting XSS 

08/13-
14:37:29 

129.174.124.53 
Product Web 
Server 

129.174.124.35 
Database Server 

name='Alice' AND password='alice' or 
'1'='1' CWE89 

…     

 
 

Table 8.3: Post Attack Status from Attacks in Figure 5.1 

 
08/13-14:37:27 129.174.124.122 

Attacker 
 

129.174.124.53 
Product Web Server GET /lab/Test HTTP/1.1 Post Attack Status 

08/13-14:37:29  129.174.124.35 
Database Server Information retrieved maliciously Malicious Access 

… …     

 

Our IDS and the logging system in the network detected some attack activities. I 

pre-processed them to data as shown in Table 8.2. The post attack status obtained by 

using forensic tools is also formalized to Table 8.3. 

8.5.2 Constructing the Logical Evidence Graph   

To use my rules for evidence graph construction, I codified evidence and system 

state to instantiations of predicates used in these rules as listed in Figure 8.4, where Lines 
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1, 2, 3 model evidence representing post attack status (Table 8.3); Lines 4 to 10 model 

network topology (system setup); Line 11 to 14 model system configurations and Lines 

15 to 21 mode vulnerabilities obtained from captured evidence (Table 8.2).  

 

//Observed Attack Events 
1. attackGoal(execCode(workStation1,_)). 
2. attackGoal(execCode(dbServer,user)). 
3. attackGoal(execCode(clients,user)). 
 
//Network Topology 
4. attackerLocated(internet).   
5. hacl(internet, webServer, tcp, 80). 
6. hacl(internet, workStation1,tcp,_). 
7. hacl(webServer, dbServer,tcp,3660). 
8. hacl(internet,admin,_,_). 
9. hacl(admin,clients,_,_). 
10. hacl(workStation1,dbServer,_,_). 
 
//Computer Configuration 
11. hasAccount(employee, workStation1, user). 
12. networkServiceInfo(webServer , httpd, tcp , 80 , user). 
13. networkServiceInfo(dbServer , httpd, tcp , 3660 , user). 
14. networkServiceInfo(workStation1 , httpd, tcp , 4040 , user). 
 
/* Information From Table 1---software vulnearbility */ 
15. vulExists(webServer, 'CWE89', httpd). 
16. vulProperty('CWE89', remoteExploit, privEscalation). 
 
17. vulExists(dbServer, 'CWE89', httpd). 
18. vulProperty('CWE89', remoteExploit, privEscalation). 
 
19. vulExists(workStation1, 'CVE-2009-1918', httpd). 
20. vulProperty('CVE-2009-1918', remoteExploit, privEscalation). 
21.  timeOrder(webServer,dbServer,14.3727,14.3729).  
… 

Figure 8.4: The Input File for Logical Evidence Graph Generation 

I ran the input file on rules that represent generic attack techniques in our 

reasoning system with two databases, an anti-forensic and MITRE’s OVAL [51], to 
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remove irrelevant evidence and find explanations for missing evidence. They are: (1) 

According to MITRE OVAL database, the “Workstation 2” is a Linux machine that uses 

Firefox as the web browser, which does not support a successful attack by using “CVE-

2009-1918” that only succeeds on Windows Internet Explorer; (2) a new attack path 

representing that the attacker launched a phishing attack towards the clients by using the 

compromised administrators session ID has been found; (3) an attack path between the 

compromised workstation1 and the database server has been found. 

 

 
 

Figure 8.5: the Constructed Evidence Graph  
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Table 8.4: the Notation of Nodes in Figure 8.5 

Node Notation Relation 
1 execCode(clients,user) OR 
2 THROUGH 3 (remote exploit of a server program) AND 
3 netAccess(clients,tcp,_) OR 
4 THROUGH 7 (multi-hop access) AND 
5 hacl(admin,clients,tcp,_) LEAF 
6 execCode(admin,apache) OR 
7 THROUGH 3 (remote exploit of a server program) AND 
8 netAccess(admin,tcp,80) OR 
9 THROUGH 8 (direct network access) AND 

10 hacl(internet,admin,tcp,80) LEAF 
11 attackerLocated(internet) LEAF 
12 networkServiceInfo(admin,httpd,tcp,80,apache) LEAF 
13 vulExists(admin,'XSS',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) LEAF 
14 networkServiceInfo(clients,httpd,tcp,_,user) LEAF 
15 vulExists(clients,'Phishing',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) LEAF 
16 execCode(dbServer,user) OR 
17 THROUGH 3 (remote exploit of a server program) AND 
18 netAccess(dbServer,tcp,3660) OR 
19 THROUGH 7 (multi-hop access) AND 
20 hacl(webServer,dbServer,tcp,3660) LEAF 
21 execCode(webServer,user) OR 
22 THROUGH 3 (remote exploit of a server program) AND 
23 netAccess(webServer,tcp,80) OR 
24 THROUGH 8 (direct network access) AND 
25 hacl(internet,webServer,tcp,80) LEAF 
26 networkServiceInfo(webServer,httpd,tcp,80,user) LEAF 
27 vulExists(webServer,'CWE89',httpd,remoteExploit, 

privEscalation) 
LEAF 

28 THROUGH 7 (multi-hop access) AND 
29 hacl(workStation1,dbServer,tcp,3660) LEAF 
30 execCode(workStation1,user) OR 
31 THROUGH 3 (remote exploit of a server program) AND 
32 netAccess(workStation1,tcp,4040) OR 
33 THROUGH 8 (direct network access) AND 
34 hacl(internet,workStation1,tcp,4040) LEAF 
35 networkServiceInfo(workStation1,httpd,tcp,4040,user) LEAF 
36 vulExists(workStation1,'CVE-2009-1918',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) LEAF 
37 networkServiceInfo(dbServer,httpd,tcp,3660,user) LEAF 
38 vulExists(dbServer,'CWE89',httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation) LEAF 
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The output of my tool created the logical evidence graphs shown in Figure 8.5. In 

order to limit the graph size, the notation of nodes in Figure 8.5 is shown in Column 2 in 

Table 8.4. In the same table, Column 3 is the logic operators used to distinguish fact 

nodes, rule nodes and consequence fact nodes, where all fact nodes are marked as 

“LEAF”; all rule nodes are marked as “OR”; and all consequence nodes are marked as 

“AND”. There are three attack paths in Figure 8.5, which are: (1) the attacker used a XSS 

attack to steal the administrator’s session ID and therefore obtain the administrator’s 

privilege to send out phishing emails to clients (11→ 9 → 8 → 7 → 6→ 4→ 3→ 2→ 

1)(left); (2) the attacker used a buffer overflow vulnerability (CVE-2009-1918) to 

compromise the workstation, then obtained access to the database 

(34→33→32→31→30→28→18→17→16) (Middle); and (3) the attacker used a web 

application that does not sanitize users’ input (CWE89) to launch a SQL injection attack 

toward the database (11→24→23→22→21→19→18→17→16) (right). 

8.5.3 Calculate Conditional Posterior Probabilities and False Positives 

In this Section, I use Algorithm 8.1 and Algorithm 8.2 to calculate P(H|E1,E2..En) 

and P(E1,E2..En |¬H) for attack paths in Figure 8.5.  

8.5.3.1 Using Algorithm 1 to Calculate P(H|E1,E2..En) 

Algorithm 1 requires [ P(N1,r), P(N1,f ), P(N1,f | N1,r) ], [P(Ni,r), P(Ni-1,c, Ni,f | Ni,r), 

P(Ni-1,c , Ni,f) (i>1)]. All these probabilities are obtained from expert knowledge. To 

minimize the subjectivity of the impact, I suggest using the average number from many 

forensic experts’ judgments [54].  Because the case study mainly focuses on how to do 

the computation, for simplicity, I let all P(Hi) = P(¬Hi) = 50%, P(Ei) = k(k is between 0 
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and 1. In real scenario, “k” differs for different evidence.), and assigned P(Ei|Hi) from my 

judgments on those attack steps as shown in Table 8.5. Thus, the P(Hi|Ei) for every attack 

step without considering about other attack steps is  ! !" !(!"|!")
!(!")

= !.!.!(!"|!")
!

=

!(!"|!")
!!

=c.P(Ei|Hi) ( let c=1/(2k)). By using Algorithm 8.1, I obtained P(H|E1,E2..En) as 

shown in the last column of Table 8.5. 

 

Table 8.5: Use Algorithm 8.1 to Compute P(H|E1…En) for Attack Paths in Figure 8.5 

Attack 
Path 

Attack Step 1 Attack Step 2 

H1 P(E1|H1
) 

P(H1|E1
) P(H|E1) H2 P(E2|H2

) 
P(H2|E2

) P(H|E1,E2) 

Left Node 9 0.9 0.9c 0.9c Node 7 0.8 0.8c 0.72c^2 

Middle Node 
33 0.99 0.99c 0.99c Node 

31 0.87 0.87c 0.861c^2 

Right Node 
24 0.99 0.99c 0.99c Node 

22 0.85 0.85c 0.842c^2 

Attack 
Path 

Attack Step 3 Attack Step 4 

H3 P(E3|H3
) 

P(H3|E3
) 

P(H|E1,E2,E3
) H4 P(E4|H4

) 
P(H4|E4

) 
P(H|E1,E2,E3,E4

) 

Left Node 4 0.9 0.9c 0.648c^3 Node 2 0.75 0.75c 0.486c^4 

Middle Node 
28 0.87 0.87c 0.75c^3 Node 

17 0.75 0.75c 0.563c^4 

Right Node 
19 0.97 0.97c 0.817c^3 Node 

17 0.95 0.95c 0.776c^4 

 

Notice Node 17 has two joint posterior conditional probabilities, which are taken 

from the middle path and the right path respectively of  Figure 8.5.  Notice that the attack 

path in the middle has a smaller probability than the one on the right hand side. That is 

because the evidence from middle path that involves using a compromised workstation to 

get access to the databases was hard to be found. Correspondingly P(Ei|Hi) is smaller. 

Therefore, the corresponding hypothesized attack path has a much smaller probability 
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P(H|E1,E2..En)(H is H1∩…Hn). In reality, it is rare for the same attacker to attack the 

same target using a different attack path if he already succeeded once. A possible 

scenario would be that if the first attack path did not succeeded, then the attacker may 

repeatedly try many times. The joint posterior conditional probability P(H|E1,E2..En) 

could help investigator to judge which attack path is the one that is most possibly used.  

8.5.3.2 Using Algorithm 8.2 to Calculate P(E1,E2..En |¬H ) 

Algorithm 8.2 requires P(N1,f|N1,r) and P(Ni-1,c,Ni,f|Ni,r) (i=2 to n) for every attack 

path( see the algorithm) to recursively compute P(E1,E2..En |¬H) (H is H1∩…Hn ). As an 

example, I assigned P(Ei|¬ Hi) for different attack step in the three attack paths in Table 

8.6 and calculated P(E1,E2..En |¬H), showing that the right attack path has the smallest 

cumulative false positive estimate.  

 

Table 8.6: Use Algorithm 8.2 to Calculate P(E1,E2..En |¬H ) 

Attack Path 
Attack Step 1 Attack Step2 

H1 P(E1|¬H1) P(E1|¬H1) H2 P(E2|¬H2) P(E1,E2|¬H) 
Left Node 9 0.002 0.002 Node 7 0.001 0.003 

Middle Node 33 0.002 0.002 Node 31 0.003 0.005 
Right Node 24 0.002 0.002 Node 22 0.001 0.003 

Attack path 
Attack Step3 Attack Step4 

H3 P(E3|¬H3) P(E1,E2,E3|¬H) H P(E4|¬H4) P(E1,E2,E3,E4|¬H) 
Left Node 4 0.004 0.007 Node 2 0.03 0.0368 

Middle Node 28 0.003 0.008 Node 17 0.04 0.0477 
Right Node 19 0.002 0.005 Node 17 0.007 0.012 

 

Values computed for P(H|E1,E2..En) and P(E1,E2..En |¬H) show that the right 

attack path (11→24→23→22→21→19→18→17→16) is a better attack path to be 
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chosen by an investigator because it has the largest P(H|E) and smallest P(E|¬H); the left 

path is not convincing, because its joint posterior probability is less than 0.5c^4; and the 

middle path has a bigger cumulative false positive rate, in which the evidence should be 

re-evaluated to see if  the attack path reflects the real attack scenario. 

8.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have described a method to use rules in constructing a logical 

evidence graph and map it to a Bayesian Network so that I can compute the joint 

likelihood or false positive rate for the constructed attach paths. By using a case study, I 

showed how my method could guide forensic investigators to choose the most likely 

attack scenarios that fit the available evidence. My case study showed that my 

methodology could be used for network forensics investigation and analysis. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation describes how to build a logic-programming based model to re-

construct attack scenarios in the form of evidence graphs by using available evidence that 

includes missing evidence and false positives. Other approaches have been proposed to 

correlate evidence to construct an evidence graph, but to the best of my knowledge, none 

of them has proposed resolving the following problems, which include: (1) constructing 

the attack path when evidence is missing or destroyed due to the limitation of forensic 

tools or attackers’ using anti-forensic techniques; (2) assessing the potential admissibility 

of the evidence so that the constructed attack scenario presented to a judge or jury has 

legal standing; (3) providing a judge or jury the forensic experts’ belief on the 

constructed attack paths and corresponding potential error rate given the evidence. 

Besides, this approach described in this dissertation is based on Prolog-based logic 

programming, which has the advantages of clear declarative specification and efficient 

execution. These features are important, because the declarative specification can easily 

integrate knowledge from third parties including forensic experts, a judge or jury; and the 

efficient execution makes it practical to be used.  In addition, the logic programming 

approach makes it easy to use algorithms to express analysis as demonstrated in the 

several mapping, integrating or quantification algorithms in this dissertation.  
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This model extends a logic programming based tool, MulVAL that is used to 

generate attack graphs, to generate evidence graphs. Chapter 5 and Chapter 7 

systemically introduce how I extend MulVAL so that the extended system can generate 

evidence graphs that have legal standing by using incomplete evidence that also include 

false positives.  Other chapters include Chapter 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 respectively describe how 

I specially extend MulVAL so that it can (1) automatically correlate evidence to construct 

an evidence graph by finding the causality between evidence; (2) constructing the attack 

path where there is missing/destroyed evidence by using an anti-forensic database and 

expert knowledge database to find explanation for the missing/destroyed evidence; (3) 

using Federal rules on digital evidence as guidance to help evaluate the admissibility of 

evidence used for evidence graph construction; (4) mapping a constructed evidence graph 

to Bayesian Network so that corresponding attack paths could be quantified to provide 

suggestion how strong a construct attack path could defend against the attacker. 

This dissertation also provides an accompany tool can be used by network 

administrators or forensic investigators. While the case study shows that this model and 

the accompany tool can be useful for network forensics by reconstructing attack scenarios 

that have legal standing, there are limitations on this model. First, the evidence used for 

this model needs to be pre-processed for attack scenario reconstruction. Second, the 

model depends on an anti-forensic database and expert knowledge database, which need 

to be enhanced. Third, this model uses logic programming, which requires the network 

administrator and forensic investigators to be familiar with the concept of logic 
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predicates. Lastly, the model still needs to be tested in real lawsuit cases. As a future 

work, I also want to test it in a cloud environment. 
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APPENDIX 

1. The attack graph for my experimental network (I amplify a part of the graph for a 
clearer view) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

1:execCode(dbServer,user):0

2:RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program):0

3:netAccess(dbServer,tcp,3306):0

4:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0

5:hacl(webServer,dbServer,tcp,3306):1 6:execCode(webServer,apache):0

7:RULE 2 (remote exploit of a server program):0

8:netAccess(webServer,tcp,8080):0

9:RULE 6 (direct network access):0

10:hacl(internet,webServer,tcp,8080):1 11:attackerLocated(internet):1

19:RULE 22 (Browsing a malicious website):0

12:networkServiceInfo(webServer,httpd,tcp,8080,apache):1 13:vulExists(webServer,’CWE-89’,httpd,remoteExploit,privEscalation):1

14:RULE 5 (multi-hop access):0

15:hacl(workStation,dbServer,tcp,3306):116:execCode(workStation,user):0

17:RULE 3 (remote exploit for a client program):0

18:accessMaliciousInput(workStation,secretary,’IE’):0

20:hacl(workStation,internet,httpProtocol,httpPort):1 21:inCompetent(secretary):1

22:hasAccount(secretary,workStation,user):1 23:vulExists(workStation,’CVE-2009-1918’,’IE’,remoteClient,privEscalation):1

24:networkServiceInfo(dbServer,mySQL,tcp,3306,user):1 25:vulExists(dbServer,’SQLinjection’,mySQL,remoteExploit,privEscalation):1
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2. Experiment webpage that has authentication vulnerability 
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3. Sample alert and log  
 
Alert 1: 
[**] [1:1390:8] SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP [**] 
[Classification: Executable Code was Detected] [Priority: 1] 
08/13-12:26:10.399734 129.174.124.122:4444 -> 129.174.124.184:3044 
TCP TTL:128 TOS:0x0 ID:32723 IpLen:20 DgmLen:1500 DF 
***A**** Seq: 0x7776AFF3  Ack: 0x9B7896FF  Win: 0xFFFF  TcpLen: 20 
[**] [1:1390:8] SHELLCODE x86 inc ebx NOOP [**] 
[Classification: Executable Code was Detected] [Priority: 1] 
08/13-12:26:19.399734 129.174.124.122:4444 -> 129.174.124.185:3044 
TCP TTL:128 TOS:0x0 ID:32723 IpLen:20 DgmLen:1500 DF 
***A**** Seq: 0x7776AFF3  Ack: 0x9B7896FF  Win: 0xFFFF  TcpLen: 20 
 
Alert 2: 
[**] [1:408:5] ICMP Echo Reply [**] 
[Classification: Misc activity] [Priority: 3] 
08/13-12:30:02.325439 129.174.124.115 -> 129.174.124.184 
ICMP TTL:64 TOS:0x0 ID:7700 IpLen:20 DgmLen:60 
 
Alert 3: 
[**] SQL Injection Attempt --1=1 [**] 
08/13-14:37:27.818279 129.174.124.122:1715 -> 129.174.124.35:8080 
TCP TTL:128 TOS:0x0 ID:380 IpLen:20 DgmLen:48 DF 
******S* Seq: 0xDEDBEABF  Ack: 0x0  Win: 0xFFFF  TcpLen: 28 
TCP Options (4) => MSS: 1460 NOP NOP SackOK  
 
… … 
 
 
Apache Tomcat Webserver Log: 
…… 
AT_log 1: 129.174.124.122 - - [13/Aug/2013:14:35:34 -0400] "GET /lab/Test HTTP/1.1" 200 
368 
AT_log 2: 129.174.124.122 - - [13/Aug/2013:14:35:39 -0400] "POST /lab/Test HTTP/1.1" 200 
981 
AT_log 3: 129.174.124.184 - - [13/Aug/2013:14:36:23 -0400] "GET /lab/Test HTTP/1.1" 200 
368 
AT_log 4: 129.174.124.184 - - [13/Aug/2013:14:37:01 -0400] "POST /lab/Test HTTP/1.1" 200 
981 
... … 
 
 
MySQL General Query Log: 
Gen_log 1: 
130813 14:37:29    40 Connect root@localhost on lab 
                                       … 
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     40 Query SET GLOBAL general_log = 'ON' 
     40 Query select * from profiles where name='Alice' AND password='alice' 
or '1'='1' 
Gen_log 2: 
130813 14:39:56    41 Connect root@localhost on lab 
                                        … 
     41 Query SET GLOBAL general_log = 'ON' 
     41 Query select * from profiles where name='Bob' AND 
password='bob123'  
... … 
 
4. Sample reasoning rules   
 
primitive(vulExists(_host, _vulID, _program)). 
primitive(vulProperty(_vulID, _range, _consequence)). 
… 
derived(execCode(_host, _user)). 
derived(netAccess(_machine,_protocol,_port)). 
… 
 
/****         Interaction Rules                   *****/ 
 
interaction_rule( 
   (execCode(Host, Perm) :- 
 principalCompromised(Victim), 
 hasAccount(Victim, Host, Perm), 
 canAccessHost(Host)), 
   rule_desc('When a principal is compromised any machine he has an account on will also be 
compromised', 
   0.5)). 
 
interaction_rule( 
 (evidence(H,Perm) :- 
         execCode(H,Perm), 
         timeOrder(Zone,H,T1,T2), 
         hold(T1,T2)), 
         rule_desc('evidence with timestamp', 1.0)). 
 
… 
5. Input facts in the form of predicates that represent evidence 
 
/*final attack victim*/ 
attackedHost(execCode(admin,_)). 
attackedHost(netAccess(dbServer,_,_)). 
 
/* network topology and access control policy*/ 
attackerLocated(internet). 
hacl(internet, webServer, tcp, 80). 
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hacl(webServer, dbServer,  tcp, 3660). 
hacl(workStation1, dbServer, tcp, 3660). 
hacl(workStation2,dbServer,tcp,3660). 
hacl(internet, workStation1,_,_). 
hacl(internet,workStation2,_,_). 
hacl(internet,admin,_,_). 
hacl(H,H,_,_). 
advances(webServer,dbServer). 
advances(workStation,dbServer) 
 
/*time stamps used to find the evidence dependency*/ 
timeOrder(webServer,dbServer,14.3727,14.3729). 
timeOrder(workStation1,dbServer,12.2610,14.3730). 
 
 
/* configuration and attack information of webServer */ 
vulExists(webServer, 'CWE89', httpd). 
vulProperty('CWE89', remoteExploit, privEscalation). 
networkServiceInfo(webServer , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). 
 
/* configuration and attack information of workStation1 */ 
vulExists(workStation1, 'CVE-2009-1918', httpd). 
vulProperty('CVE-2009-1918', remoteExploit, privEscalation). 
networkServiceInfo(workStation1 , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). 
 
/* configuration and attack information of workStation2 */ 
vulExists(workStation2, 'CVE-2009-1918', httpd). 
vulProperty('CVE-2009-1918', remoteExploit, privEscalation). 
networkServiceInfo(workStation2 , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). 
 
/* configuration and attack information of admin*/ 
vulExists(admin, 'XSS', httpd). 
vulProperty('XSS', remoteExploit, privEscalation). 
networkServiceInfo(admin , httpd, tcp , 80 , apache). 
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